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Catalytic conversion of CO2 to produce fuels and chemicals is attractive in prospect because it provides an
alternative to fossil feedstocks and the benefit of converting and cycling the greenhouse gas CO2 on a large
scale. In today’s technology, CO2 is converted into hydrocarbon fuels in Fischer–Tropsch synthesis via the water
gas shift reaction, but processes for direct conversion of CO2 to fuels and chemicals such as methane, methanol,
and C2+ hydrocarbons or syngas are still far from large-scale applications because of processing challenges that
may be best addressed by the discovery of improved catalysts—those with enhanced activity, selectivity, and stability. Core–shell structured catalysts are a relatively new class of nanomaterials that allow a controlled integration
of the functions of complementary materials with optimised compositions and morphologies. For CO2 conversion, core–shell catalysts can provide distinctive advantages by addressing challenges such as catalyst sintering
and activity loss in CO2 reforming processes, insufficient product selectivity in thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenaReceived 15th December 2019

tion, and low efficiency and selectivity in photocatalytic and electrocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation. In the preceding
decade, substantial progress has been made in the synthesis, characterization, and evaluation of core–shell cata-
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lysts for such potential applications. Nonetheless, challenges remain in the discovery of inexpensive, robust,
regenerable catalysts in this class. This review provides an in-depth assessment of these materials for the thermo-
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catalytic, photocatalytic, and electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 into synthesis gas and valuable hydrocarbons.
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1. Introduction
Rapid population growth and technological advances, powered
by unrestrained fossil fuel exploitation, have led to significant
increases in atmospheric anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases such as CO2 causing climate change at an accelerating pace and threatening the future of our living planet.
Global anthropogenic CO2 emissions are currently estimated at
about 36.5 gigatons per annum. Reduction in CO2 emissions
has been recognized as essential in preventing the consequences
of global warming in treaties such as the Kyoto Protocol and the
Paris Agreement. In this context, carbon capture and storage
(CCS) and, secondarily, carbon capture and utilization (CCU) are
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crucial for controlling CO2 emissions from human activities. CCU
aims at capturing exhaust or atmospheric CO2 and using it as a
feedstock in industrial processes to produce more economically
valuable products. CO2 conversion to chemicals, fuels, concretebuilding materials and microalgae fuels, and its application in
enhanced oil recovery are some of the pathways of CCU.13,14
These can reduce industrial CO2 emissions, displace fossil fuel
use and help to lessen atmospheric CO2. The use of CO2 for
industrial production of fuels constitutes a ‘cycling’ pathway,
whereby carbon is moved cyclically through diﬀerent industrial
systems over timescales of days, weeks or months. CO2 use to
produce fuels using renewable energy sources enables the delivery
of renewable energy in the convenient form of liquid fuels,
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which can be easily transported and stored. CO2 conversion to
chemicals would provide a benefit in CO2 storage in a timeframe of the order of a few decades; however, the volume of CO2
that could be cycled through chemicals is quite low in prospect
compared with what could be cycled through fuels.
CO2 can be described as the ultimate climate-friendly source
of the carbon that constitutes chemicals and fuels, but we
emphasize that the use of CO2 to produce fuels and chemicals
does not provide a net CO2 removal from the atmosphere—rather,
it can displace fossil fuel consumption and may reduce net CO2
emissions. Estimates for the potential scale of CO2 utilization in
fuels range from 1 to 4.2 gigatons per annum.13 CO2 capture and
utilization to produce fuels and chemicals is, hence, potentially
significant for helping to meet global emission targets and
simultaneously oﬀsetting the increasing demand for fossil energy
and fossil feedstock-derived chemicals.
CO2 conversion into speciality chemicals such as urea and
salicylic acid is already carried out with mature, well-established
technologies, but the production scale is low and the eﬀect on
global CO2 emissions minimal. Technologies that may consume
CO2 on a markedly larger scale include the conversion of CO2
into hydrocarbon or other liquid fuels, either directly by hydrogenation or indirectly via syngas production. In the indirect
route, CO2 is used to reform hydrocarbons such as methane
from natural gas or shale gas to produce synthesis gas (syngas,
H2 + CO) by the dry or CO2 reforming of methane (DRM)
process. Syngas components are among the key building blocks
of the chemical industry and can be converted into hydrocarbons
and oxygenates by Fischer–Tropsch (FT) synthesis or by methanol
synthesis. Syngas may also be used as a source of hydrogen for
other industrial processes or for fuel cells. The process of CO2
reforming of methane can complement processes for syngas
production from other, more established technologies such as
steam reforming of methane (SRM) or autothermal reforming
(ATR). The ideal H2/CO molar ratio of syngas from DRM is 1,
which is suitable for FT synthesis to give high yields of long-chain
hydrocarbons. Mondal et al.16 conducted an economic evaluation
and concluded that for a methanol production plant, the DRM
process was characterised by a lower production cost and lower
carbon footprint than SRM, assuming the availability of low-cost
CO2 in sufficient purity.
Direct routes for CO2 conversion to fuels involve the reaction
of CO2 with hydrogen to form CO, methane, methanol, olefins,
dimethyl ether, etc., with the products depending on the catalyst,
reactor, and operating temperature and pressure. CO2 reduction
may be carried out by thermal catalysis, photocatalysis, or electrocatalysis. Thermal catalysis provides the advantage of more favourable kinetics and has received significant attention. Direct
electrochemical reduction of CO2 with water under the influence
of an external electric field is also in prospect an attractive process
that combines the two steps of generating hydrogen from water
and reduction of CO2 in a single step—that can be carried out
under ambient conditions. Photocatalytic reduction of CO2 uses
semiconductor materials to harvest solar energy and convert CO2
to CO, methane, methanol, or other compounds and can be
operated under mild conditions without additional energy input.
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The source of hydrogen used in the conversion of CO2 is
critical in determining the overall environmental impact (and
economics) of the processes. For the CO2 reduction process to
be net CO2 consuming, it is necessary to have H2 produced from
non-fossil sources of H2 using renewable energy sources.17
Production of H2 by water splitting with electricity generated
from solar or wind sources is considered to be a potentially
economical route to establishing a sustainable carbon-based
cycle and remains a focus of active research. In a review,
Perathoner et al.18 elaborated on possible routes for introducing
renewable energy into the chemical production value chain
using CO2 as a carbon source. Essentially, CO2 can be used as
an energy vector for converting renewable energy, if renewable
sources are used for producing the H2 to hydrogenate CO2. The
conversion of CO2 to methane or liquids such as methanol,
olefins, etc. that can be easily stored and transported provides a
convenient way to harness renewable energy.
To displace fossil-derived carbon through CCU, it will be
necessary to convert CO2 with renewable H2 into fuels or chemicals
at costs that are competitive to allow integration into the energy
and chemical chain. A recent life cycle analysis by González-Garay
et al.19 concluded that the cost of producing hydrogen from water
electrolysis takes up 27% to 79% of the cost of green methanol
production from CO2 captured from coal power plant emissions,
depending on the source of electricity (nuclear, wind, solar, or
biomass). Currently, green methanol from a coal plant exhaust
CO2 is predicted to cost 1.3 to 2.6 times that of its fossil-based
analogue, which can be expected to drop significantly with a drop
in electricity cost for hydrogen production. This analysis was
conducted assuming point sources of CO2 with high CO2 concentrations, and not atmospheric CO2. Atmospheric CO2 is significantly more challenging and expensive to capture and convert
than point-source CO2 such as that in an industrial exhaust
stream. The ambitious long-term goal of CCU is economic
capture and conversion of atmospheric CO2.
The preceding few decades have witnessed a boom in research
focused on candidate technologies to convert CO2 into hydrocarbons via direct or indirect routes.20–28 However, most of the
prospective technologies are immature and require significant
improvement prior to implementation on an industrial scale. As
with most chemical conversion technologies, the key to success is
the catalyst—which must have suitable activity, selectivity, and
stability and not be too expensive. Thus, developing and tuning
catalytic materials have taken centre stage in research on CO2
conversion technologies, with marked advances having been
made in recent years. Yet significant challenges remain.
In the indirect route of CO2 conversion by dry reforming of
hydrocarbons, highly active and selective catalysts have been
developed, but most lose their activity rapidly under the harsh
conditions of the process—as a result of sintering of the
catalytically active components and/or formation of surfaceblocking deposits of carbonaceous material (coke).26
A major challenge in CO2 conversion to methanol is the equilibrium constraint that necessitates operation at low temperatures—
there is a classic thermodynamics-kinetics trade-oﬀ here. The
high stability of CO2 and poor reaction kinetics make it diﬃcult
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to achieve high conversions at low temperatures. Further, in
CO2 conversion to methanol, methanol selectivity is a challenge
because of important side reactions such as the reverse water
gas shift (RWGS), which consumes valuable hydrogen and yields
CO and H2O. Catalyst stability is also a concern.22 FT synthesis
of hydrocarbons from CO2 suﬀers from very low yields of any
one product, as a smear of hydrocarbons (with a statistical
distribution) is formed, along with oxygenates, depending on the
catalyst. These limitations make the cost of product separation a
major concern. Hence, a key focus of research on thermocatalytic
CO2 hydrogenation processes is to discover catalysts that can
improve CO2 activation and increase selectivity to desired products
while suppressing competing reaction pathways.
The primary challenge for electrochemical CO2 reduction
with water is poor energy eﬃciency and the requirement of very
high potentials to drive the reaction towards desirable products.
The conversion of CO2 into hydrocarbons and oxygenates such
as alcohols, involving multiple electron (46) reduction pathways requires high overpotentials, which implies high energy
input and the significant occurrence of the parasitic sidereaction that is hydrogen evolution from water, leading to low
overall faradaic eﬃciency for CO2 reduction. Electrochemical
CO2 reduction can also form a wide variety of products such as
CO, formate, formaldehyde, methane, ethylene, alcohols, etc.,
and achieving high selectivity to one product is still a challenge,
specifically for C2+ hydrocarbons and oxygenates. Ineﬃcient
performance of the electrocatalysts has been recognized as the
greatest challenge for practical electrochemical CO2 reduction.29
Similarly, for photocatalytic CO2 reduction, the key challenge
is the poor energy eﬃciency of the available systems to absorb
and convert solar energy to hydrogenate CO2; even with the best
known methods, the conversions are characterised by extremely
low product yields. And there are only limited means to control
product selectivity. The complexity, eﬃciency and cost of photocatalytic reactor systems also remain a concern, and some of the
key design challenges include light collection/concentration,
even illumination, eﬃcient mass transfer, and ease of separation
of photocatalysts from products.30 The intermittent nature of
sunlight creates an inherent constraint for photo-catalytic systems
using sunlight as the photon source. Alternate sources of photon,
such as artificial light from conventional or LED lamps, consume
electricity and are limited by their own wall-plug eﬃciencies. We
do not discuss the design of reactors in this review but instead
concentrate primarily on the catalyst. The achievable rates of
photocatalytic reduction of CO2 with the best known photocatalysts today remain insuﬃcient for commercial exploitation.17
When water is used to hydrogenate CO2 directly, water reduction to
form hydrogen becomes a parasitic side reaction that competes with
CO2 reduction and reduces the overall productivity. It is hence
imperative to improve the photo-eﬃciencies and selectivities of the
catalysts and the overall reaction rates of the process.
Thus, there is significant need to discover CO2 conversion
catalysts that are improved in all these respects. The multiplicity of
these needs has led to intensive research on catalysts with more
intricate structures than conventional catalysts. Conventional solid
catalysts traditionally used in industrial processes consist of an
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active phase dispersed on a stable porous support, often with a high
specific surface area (even hundreds of square meters per gram).
Conventional preparation techniques for dispersing catalytic phases
on supports, such as impregnation, deposition–precipitation,
sol–gel synthesis, etc. are carried out economically on commercial
scales, but they do not provide much control of the precise structure
of the catalyst at the atomic and nano scales. Consequently, nonuniform catalyst structures are the rule, sometimes with poor
dispersions of the active phase—to the detriment of the selectivity,
activity, and perhaps the stability of the catalyst.
But recent rapid advances in nanotechnology and materials
synthesis methods have now made it possible to synthesize
nanomaterials with well-defined sizes, shapes, crystal facets,
and morphologies, all providing opportunities to tailor catalysts
for eﬀective performance for specific conversions. These
advances are at the core of progress in CO2 conversion catalysis,
and especially noteworthy are core–shell materials—these allow
a controlled integration of complementary components of various
materials (usually metals, metal oxides, metal sulphides, or carbonbased materials) in unique morphologies—to exhibit synergistic
effects that combine multiple functionalities in one structure.31
Broadly, a core–shell structure is a composite nanomaterial
that consists of an inner core material surrounded by a shell
material, each having structural and/or compositional features
with dimensions at the nano scale. This term in the context of
catalysis was originally coined for concentric spherical layered
core–shell structures, with the shell being porous to allow
transport of reactants and products through it, and the core
usually also being porous to allow transport throughout it.
Terms such as ‘‘egg yolk,’’ ‘‘egg white,’’ and ‘‘egg shell’’ have
been used frequently for such catalysts. The typical motivations
for using core–shell catalysts have focused on optimisation of
transport-reaction trade-offs, allowing efficient utilization of the
catalytically active material—for example, so that catalytically
active species in the interior regions of the materials are not
starved of reactants because of transport limitations, but possibly
being starved of undesirable reactants, such as those causing
catalyst deactivation.
Now, with growing interest in core–shell catalysts, their
definition has been extended to include structures with distinct
boundaries between the two (or more) constituent materials,
whereby the inner material is partially or completely encapsulated
by the outer material and possibly even chemically bonded to it,
with the core and/or shell sometimes being so small as to have
dimensions at the nano or even the atomic scale.32
A core–shell material may have highly distinctive functionalities,
arising from the ranges of physical and chemical properties of the
core and shell, influenced by their compositions, structures,
and dimensions. Thus, core–shell nanomaterials offer flexibility
for integrating multiple functionalities such as catalytic activity,
adsorption capacity, conductivity, photocatalytic activity, dielectric
properties, biocompatibility, etc. that make them attractive for
applications in catalysis, energy storage, optoelectronics, and bionanotechnology. In catalysts, the active sites may be in the core or
the shell (or both), or, at the interface. Some such catalysts are
bifunctional, with products formed on one kind of catalytic site
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transported to another. Other than combining the individual
synergistic functionalities of the core and shell, the core–shell
catalysts also offer new properties that arise from the interaction between the core and shell.
Core–shell materials have contributed to significant recent
progress in CO2 conversion research. Sinter-resistant core–shell
catalysts have been developed that can withstand the high
temperatures of CO2 reforming reactions for extended periods
without significant coke formation.33 Bifunctional (tandem)
core–shell catalysts have been made to have significantly higher
selectivities in CO2 hydrogenation than conventional catalysts
to desired products such as methanol, C2+ hydrocarbons, and
oxygenates.2 Core–shell structured catalysts with a lattice mismatch between the core and shell have been used to change the
electronic properties of the active sites and tune the adsorption
energies of the intermediate reactant species to promote product
selectivity or reduce energy barriers for electrocatalytic CO2
reduction.34,35 Core–shell structures have also drawn interest
in photocatalysis because they can markedly improve efficiency
by separation of photo-generated charges and by improving
light absorption through the integration of suitable materials
and interfaces.36
Several recent reviews capture the rapid progress in research
on CO2 conversion technologies, development of catalysts,
reaction mechanisms, and process improvements, with suggestions about future research directions.20–26,37–39 Pérez-Ramı́rez
et al.17 reviewed CO2 conversion for production of energy and
chemicals by catalytic, photocatalytic, and electrocatalytic
methods, emphasizing opportunities for design of CO2 conversion
catalysts based on fundamental theoretical calculations. Song
et al.22 reviewed progress in catalysis of the production of hydrocarbons by thermocatalytic hydrogenation of CO2, with a focus on
reaction mechanisms and routes to value-added chemicals. Sun
et al.40 reviewed advances in direct and indirect routes of CO2
upgrading in terms of catalyst design, performance, and reaction
mechanisms, considering both experimental work and calculations
at the level of density functional theory (DFT). Wang et al.21 reviewed
recent accomplishments in the materials field for CO2 reduction by
photocatalysis, electrocatalysis, and photoelectrocatalysis. Homogenous and heterogeneous catalysis of electrochemical CO2
reduction have also been reviewed recently.29,34,41 Other reviews
summarize progress in catalyst development for CO2-assisted
reforming of methane.24,26,42
In view of the significant recent work on core–shell catalysts
in the context of CO2 conversion, we posited that there is a need
for a critical review focused on this topic. Thus, whereas most
reviews of core–shell structures focus primarily on materials
synthesis strategies, and the general applications,31,32,43 we focus
instead on the unique functionalities of core–shell structures and
their potential applications and advantages in the conversion of
CO2 into fuels and chemicals by thermocatalytic, photocatalytic,
and electrocatalytic methods. We also highlight the limitations
of known core–shell catalysts, both from an economic and a
technological perspective and emphasize the need for rigorous
benchmarking investigations and technoeconomic analyses to
assess the potential of these materials for large-scale application.
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This review is divided into the following sections: introduction
and classification of core–shell nanomaterials; advantages of core–
shell materials in heterogeneous catalysis; application of core–shell
materials in CO2 utilization reactions, specifically, (a) CO2 reforming
of methane into syngas, (b) thermocatalytic hydrogenation of CO2 to
CO, methane, methanol, and C2+ hydrocarbons, (c) electrocatalytic
reduction of CO2 into CO, hydrocarbons, or oxygenates, (d) photocatalytic hydrogenation of CO2 into methane, syngas, hydrocarbons,
or oxygenates, and an outlook to the future and proposed directions
for further research.

2. Classification of core–shell catalysts
There is an enormous variety of core–shell materials in terms of
composition, morphology, properties, and applications, and in
the following sections we classify them.
2.1.

Composition

Core–shell materials are broadly divided into inorganic, organic,
and inorganic–organic materials. Inorganics include metals,
metal oxides, metal salts, etc., and organics include polymers,
graphene, carbon nanotubes, etc.
2.1.1. Inorganic materials. Core–shell materials with inorganic
cores and shells are the most widely investigated category, with
much work focused on catalysis, optoelectronics, semiconductor
efficiency, and biological imaging. Inorganic cores may be nanoparticles of metals, metal oxides, metal sulphides etc., with metal
cores being the most common. Semiconductor materials such as
TiO2 have been used as cores in photo-catalysts.
The shell is commonly a metal or metal oxide. Silica in its
many forms has received especially wide attention as a shell
material. Silica coatings on core nanoparticles provide benefits
such as high resistance to agglomeration in suspensions and
stability at high temperatures. SiO2 shells are easy to synthesize
with good control of thickness, porosity, and morphology by
sol–gel chemistry or micro-emulsion methods, and there are
many examples of metal@SiO244–55 and metal oxide@SiO2.56–59
Metal oxides including TiO2,60,61 Al2O3,62 CeO2,12 ZrO2,63
CuO,64 and others have also been investigated as shell components
of core–shell structures. For example, TiO2-containing materials
offer favourable optical and chemical properties, making them
ideal candidates for energy-related applications, including
photocatalysis. Core–shell structures with TiO2 shells have been
synthesized by hydrolysis, precipitation, and hydrothermal
methods.60,61,65 CeO2 has a high oxygen storage capacity, making
it a good candidate catalyst component for redox processes such as
combustion and reforming. Core–shell materials with CeO2
shells12,66–69 have been synthesized by precipitation, hydrothermal,
and self-assembly methods. Transition aluminas are the most
frequently used catalyst supports because of their low cost,
good hydrothermal stability, acid/base properties, and ease of
production with tailored surface areas and pore volumes, and
these are also common shell materials.62,70 Atomic layer deposition
(ALD) has emerged as a good method to coat nanoparticles with
Al2O3 shells with fine control of the shell thickness.62 Beyond simple
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metal oxides, materials such as crystalline aluminosilicates
(zeolites),71,72 which have crystalline porous structures, have also
been investigated as shells, offering molecular size-selectivity
(shape selectivity), high specific surface areas, and acidic centres.
Metal@metal particles constitute another important class of
inorganic core–shell materials, for which the deposition of one
metal on the surface of another metal nanoparticle can create
new properties and even induce fundamental electronic effects
characterising the metals. Au, Pt, Pd, Ni, Cu, Co, Ag, and others
have been used as shells on other metal nanoparticles.31
Metal@metal nano-structures can be used to tune the electronic
properties of the overlayer metal and have been used extensively
in electrocatalysis.
2.1.2. Organic materials. The organic materials used in
core–shell structures are predominantly polymers consisting of
three-dimensional networks or other carbon-containing materials
such as fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, etc. Organic@organic core–
shell structures find applications in drug delivery, bio-sensing, and
chemical separations.31 Coating of one polymer with another
provides a route to modifying physical properties of the material
(e.g., glass transition temperature). Polymer@polymer core–shell
materials have been investigated extensively for the controlled
in vivo release of drugs that are loaded in the core, with the shell
affecting the rate of release of the drugs. Organic dyes can also
be stabilized by polymer shells and have been investigated for
bio-sensing and imaging purposes.
2.1.3. Inorganic–organic materials. Organic–inorganic core–
shell materials are exemplified by organic polymer shells on
inorganic metal or metal oxide nanoparticles. For example,
colloidal metal or metal oxide nanoparticles may be coated with
polymers to stabilize them by electrostatic or steric repulsion in
suspension media. Metal cores can be stabilized against oxidation
by polymer coatings that limit the transport of oxygen. Polymer
shells may contain functional groups that are helpful for conjugation with organic molecules such as drugs and improve the
drug-binding and delivery capacity of such organic/inorganic
composites.73 Metal oxides or silica coated with polymers are
used in optical devices, sensors, pigments, and catalysts. Treatment
of such organic shells may form graphitic carbon, carbon nitride,
graphene layers, and other materials, which help stabilize core
nanoparticles, minimize metal leaching, and enhance photo- or
electrocatalytic properties of the core by virtue of the conductive
nature of the shell that enhances separation and transport of
charges.74 Carbon nanotubes or graphene layers have been used
as the cores in carbon@metal oxide (e.g., TiO2) composites with
photocatalytic properties.61 Organic cores with inorganic shells are
also used as sacrificial templates to synthesize hollow inorganic
structures (more about these below).75,76
Hybrid functional materials such as metal organic frameworks (MOFs) have been explored in core–shell structures, serving as
either the core or shell. MOFs as shells can act as selective
membranes affecting transport because of their ordered porous
structures and the functionalities present on the organic linkers or
anchored to the nodes. MOF crystals can be used to form highly
dispersed metal nanoparticles encapsulated inside carbon or carbon
nitride structures by carbonisation of the organic linkers.77
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Among the various classes of core–shell structures, inorganic@
inorganic and inorganic@carbon/MOF are the more commonly
used types for heterogeneous catalysis, and their applications in
CO2 conversion are discussed in detail in the following sections.
2.2.

Morphology eﬀects

Even nanoparticles confined in the frameworks of a crystalline
porous material such as a MOF or a mesoporous support are
now regarded as core–shell structures—this newly expanded
classification is appropriate because the materials serve purposes
similar to those of the originally defined sphere-in-shell structures
and are understood on the basis of similar principles – only the
dimensions are different. Thus, in this review, we use the term
‘‘core–shell nanomaterials’’ synonymously with ‘‘encapsulated
structures.’’ On the basis of structure and morphology, we
classify these materials broadly into core–shell, yolk–shell/
hollow structures and sandwiched core–shell structures, as
shown in Fig. 1.
We emphasize that notwithstanding their often unique and
intricate structures, core–shell catalysts can be seen as more complex
examples of common catalyst structures, namely supported metals,
metal oxides and alloys. Single or multi-core shell metal@metal
oxide, metal@carbon, metal oxide@metal oxide catalysts can be
seen as special cases of supported metals and metal oxides on
various supports, in which the interface with the support almost
completely surrounds the supported particles. Yolk@shell or
yolk@hollow structures may be considered to be extensions of
nanoparticles embedded in the channels of mesoporous supports. Metal@metal core–shells are again a form of bimetallic
nanoparticles, with a greater degree of spatial segregation of the
separate metals than in alloys.
2.2.1. Single- and multi-core–shells. Single core–shell structures
with a single core nanoparticle encapsulated in an organic or
inorganic shell are the most conventional form of core–shell catalyst.
The shell may be porous or not, but in catalysis it is almost always
porous to allow transport of reactants to the core or products from
the core. Metal and metal oxide nanoparticles encapsulated in metal,
silica, metal oxide, or carbon shells have been investigated
extensively as catalysts, some offering the advantages of (1) high
dispersion and high stability of the active cores resulting from
segregation and confinement and (2) strong interactions
between the core and shell through intimate contact (even
chemical bonding) at the interface. Multiple cores may be
encapsulated in a single shell, so that there is a high specific
surface area of the active core and a high core–shell interfacial
area per unit volume. Such multi-core–shell catalysts may also
be relatively easy to synthesize by methods similar to those used
for conventional catalyst manufacture and require less precision
than more highly structured core–shell materials. For example,
a one-pot reverse micelle method was shown to be effective in the
synthesis of multi-Ni@SiO2 catalysts48 in contrast to single Ni@SiO2
core–shell catalysts, which usually involve the synthesis of Ni
nanoparticles first, followed by a separate step to incorporate
the shell.
2.2.2. Yolk@shell and multi-core@hollow structures. A
yolk@shell structure contains a hollow cavity between the core
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Fig. 1

Schematic of types of core–shell structures based on morphology.

and shell. The cavity exposes the exterior surface of the core,
possibly making yolk@shell catalysts more active than equivalent
core–shell catalysts because of an abundance of exposed, accessible
active sites. Such hollow structures, in principle, allow the rapid
transport of reactants and products while maintaining the
protection of the shell. The shell provides protection of the
core by hindering sintering and, if it limits access of poisons,
poisoning. The thickness of the shell may be small to minimize
transport limitations. A yolk@shell catalyst may be thought of
as a nano-reactor with the reactants being converted on the
active core surface in the confined space of the cavity. However,
because of the presence of a hollow space, the interaction
between the core and shell materials is limited in yolk@shell
structures.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Yolk@shell structures are usually synthesized by coating the
core with a sacrificial soft or hard template, followed by coating
to form the shell. The template is then removed to produce a
cavity. Silica63,78 and organic polymers75,79 such as resorcinol–
formaldehyde resins can be removed by acid etching and
calcination, respectively, and have been used extensively as
templates to synthesize hollow structures. On the basis of the
synthesis procedure, it is inferred that yolk@shell structures
may have the core or yolk anchored in the hollow shell, or it
may even be movable with no fixed contact with the shell (in
nano-rattle structures). Hollow structures may also be synthesized by self-templating approaches.80,81
Multiple cores may also be encapsulated in hollow structures,
wherein the core particles are partially embedded in the shell
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material to prevent agglomeration over time. Metals/metal oxides
in hollow SiO2,51,75,82 CeO2,69,76 zeolite crystal,83,84 etc. structures
have been reported for catalytic applications. Controlled thermolysis of core–shell MOF crystals has also been employed to form
hollow yolk@shell structures.77
2.2.3. Sandwiched multi-core–shell. Being extensions of
core–shell structures, catalysts with sandwiched core–shell structures
have single or multiple active cores embedded between two layers
of the same or different materials.12,15,58,85 Such structures allow
the interaction of the core with two supports that have two
different and often synergistic functions for catalysis. For example, sandwiched Ni–SiO2@CeO2 catalysts were synthesized with
Ni nanoparticles between concentric CeO2 and SiO2 layers, with
the CeO2 acting as a source of mobile oxygen species aiding in
redox reactions and the SiO2 helping to maintain metal dispersion
and limit sintering.12 Synthesis of such sandwiched structures
typically involves deposition of a shell material on a supported
core/support material by sol–gel, precipitation, or hydrothermal
methods and is less complicated and more scalable than the
typical core–shell synthesis, because supported catalysts are
easier to prepare than colloidal nanoparticle cores.
Another category of sandwiched core–shell structures is nanoparticles partially embedded in a support. For several reducible
oxide supports such as CeO2 or TiO2, it has been observed that
thermal treatment of conventional metal/support catalysts under
reducing/oxidizing conditions may result in the spontaneous
encapsulation of the metal by the support material creeping onto
it (a phenomenon referred to with the term ‘‘strong metal–support
interaction’’ or SMSI). Although synthesis of such materials does
not involve the precise process of core–shell material synthesis, the
encapsulated structures formed under reaction conditions can
cause them to exhibit properties similar to those of conventional
core–shell materials.
2.2.4. Other classifications of core–shell structure. Apart
from these examples, there are several other classifications of
encapsulated structures. For example, Tian et al.86 classified
encapsulated structures into core@shell, yolk@shell, core@
tube, core@mesopores, and lamellar structures. Ordered porous
structures such as ordered mesoporous materials, MOFs, etc. can
also encapsulate metal nanoparticles in the pores and channels
and exhibit good metal–support interactions.

3. Core–shell catalysts for CO2
conversion
In the introduction (Section 1), we discussed the major challenges in
various CO2 conversion processes. Core–shell structured materials
offer some unique properties that make them suitable to address
some of these challenges. In the following section (Section 3.1), we
address the properties of core–shell materials that make them
potentially superior catalytic materials and evaluate structure–
property relationships that form the basis for rational design of
core–shell catalysts for specific applications. Although these
properties and benefits of core–shell catalysts pertain to many
heterogeneous catalytic processes, we focus the discussion
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primarily on CO2 conversion. Following the discussion on the
beneficial properties of core–shell materials, we focus on the
various CO2 conversion pathways – thermocatalytic, photocatalytic,
and electrocatalytic, and consider the recent investigations of core–
shell catalysts in each of these applications, with an emphasis on
the specific technological needs and the corresponding advantages
of core–shell materials.
3.1.

Benefits of core–shell materials in catalysis

The core–shell structure, when correctly designed and optimised
for a particular catalytic application, can provide performance
superior to that of the generally applied conventional catalysts.
Indeed, the motivation for core–shell structures is, often, to
enhance essential properties of conventional catalysts. For example, in conventional supported metal catalysts, an appropriate
choice of support can introduce a bifunctional character to the
catalyst (e.g., a hydrogenation function of metal nanoparticles
dispersed on a metal oxide with an acidic function). A core–shell
structure with the same constituents may be designed to
optimise the interaction between the metal and support (say,
the core and the shell materials, respectively) to maximise the
benefits of the bifunctionality (which may be related to the
characteristic distances between the two functions). In our
discussion of beneficial properties of core–shell structures in
this section, we attempt to highlight the similarities between
core–shell materials and more conventional forms of catalysts
and discuss how core–shell catalysts can be improvements over
the conventional ones.
We stress that the functional benefits oﬀered by core–shell
catalysts also come at a cost. The synthesis of core–shell
structures often involves complex and elaborate recipes that
involve multiple steps and are more expensive than those of the
conventional catalysts used industrially. Although these more
intricate structures sometimes provide superior catalyst performance, it remains to be established whether this benefit
justifies the increased manufacturing cost. One also has to
determine whether the methods of manufacture of a core–shell
catalyst are sufficiently reliable, for example to allow a catalyst
manufacturer to provide performance guarantees of new and
replacement catalyst charges. Detailed techno-economic analyses
and extensive benchmarking studies with candidate catalysts and
conventional catalysts are required to assess the practical potential
of core–shell catalysts. Early successes might be expected to lead
to improvements in manufacturing methods and increasing
confidence in catalysts in this new class.
The major functional benefits oﬀered by core–shell catalysts
are discussed below.
3.1.1. Stability and resistance to sintering. The catalytic
activity of a material often depends strongly on the active
surface area and the intrinsic activity of the exposed catalytic
sites as well as on transport limitations aﬀecting the accessibility
of these sites to reactants and the removal of products. Activity
per unit volume can be markedly increased when the catalyst
particle size is decreased to the nanoscale because of the concomitant increase in the active surface area per unit volume and
also possibly the increased availability of catalytically active sites
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(e.g., edge, corner, and defect sites) on the particle surface.
However, consistent with their high surface energies, nanoparticles tend to agglomerate (sinter) under reaction conditions,
sometimes leading to rapid loss of surface area and catalytic sites.
The sintering process is more severe under demanding conditions
such as those of high-temperature reactions. It has been observed
that the onset of mobility of particles on a surface occurs at
roughly its Tammann temperature, which is equal to half of the
bulk melting point of the material in absolute temperature units.87
Operation at temperatures higher than the Tammann temperature
often leads to high particle mobility and rapid particle growth
by migration and coalescence. Thermocatalytic CO2 conversion,
especially CO2 reforming of hydrocarbons and CO2 hydrogenation
to methane, are conducted at elevated temperatures, at which
catalyst sintering is a major cause of deactivation that limits the
large-scale application of some nanocatalysts. For example, dry
reforming of methane is conducted at temperatures of 600–
1000 1C, which are higher than the Tammann temperature of
commonly used metal catalysts (Ni, Cu, Pt, etc.). Metal particle
sintering can also be accelerated by the formation of carbon
whiskers in this reaction, which can uproot the metal particles from
the support. The uprooted metal nanoparticles, with no direct
interaction with the support, can coalesce and sinter easily.
The structures of core–shell catalysts can be effective in
minimizing catalyst sintering. In a core–shell structure, the
active nanoparticles may be encapsulated or partially embedded
in a layer of thermally stable material that acts as a physical
barrier to hinder particle migration and agglomeration. In
metal@metal oxide core–shell catalysts, ultra-small metal nanoparticles (metal clusters, e.g., Pt, Au, Pd, Ni, Cu) can be stabilized
under extreme conditions by encapsulation in a thermally stable
metal oxide shell or silica shell. For example, silica shells in
Ni@SiO2, Au@SiO2, and Pd@SiO2 are highly effective in limiting
metal agglomeration and preserving the original metal particle
sizes.33,52,88 Nano-structured oxides with poor thermal stability
(such as nanosheets, nanorods, etc.) can also be protected from
sintering at high temperatures by coating with mesoporous
silica.89 Core–shell materials consisting of active metal or
metal/metal oxide composite core within a thermally stable
porous metal oxide or silica shell (which often is chemically
inert) have often been reported to minimize sintering of active
components in CO2 conversion (dry reforming, CO2 methanation,
or hydrogenation to methanol).
Particle sintering is also accelerated by steam in the reaction
atmosphere. This is a concern for thermocatalytic CO2 reduction,
which produces significant amount of steam as a by-product.90
The high partial pressure of steam, even at reaction temperature of
300 1C, causes rapid agglomeration and crystal growth of the
commonly used catalysts (such as Cu/ZnO/Al2O3). Although there
are reports of core–shell catalysts to tackle this sintering problem,
a number of conventionally used shell materials that are employed
to prevent particle migration (such as mesoporous silica) may
not be stable under high steam partial pressures at elevated
temperatures. In superheated steam, surface Si–O–Si bonds in
mesoporous silica can be hydrolysed by water adsorbed on
silanol groups, leading to collapse of the pore structure and
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loss of surface area.91 Mixed oxides, ZrO2, TiO2, zeolites, aluminophosphates generally have higher hydrothermal stabilities than
mesoporous silica and g-alumina, and the level of hydrothermal
stability varies among different forms of silica; for example, SBA-15
and KIT-1 are more stable than MCM-41, MCM-48 and HMS.92
Thus, the choice of shell materials and their reactivities are
important criteria for application of core–shell structures to resist
sintering under high-temperature and hydrothermal conditions.
Techniques used with conventional supported catalysts to
suppress sintering include modification of support surfaces to
increase the strength of bonding to the metals on them and use of
low metal loadings per unit of support surface area to minimize
coalescence. Core–shell structures, in contrast, provide physical
barriers between particles to provide significant resistance to
sintering, and, perhaps even more important, they may strongly
hinder the formation of structure-destroying filamentous carbon
that is highly detrimental to conventional catalysts used at high
temperatures. Thus, we suggest that these advantages of core–shell
catalysts may emerge as crucial to their future applications,
although we recognize the cost issues—for example, catalysts
with metal oxide shells around metals require a coating step in
the synthesis (e.g., by sol–gel, ALD, or other techniques), making
them more expensive than conventional supported catalysts.
Techno-economic analyses and comparisons between conventional
and core–shell sinter-resistant catalysts are needed to resolve
matters and guide future applications.
3.1.2. Integration of multiple functionalities. A core–shell
structure can be used to create unique combinations of various
materials that can provide different functionalities while being
in close proximity to each other. In terms of catalytic activity,
such a combination allows for an integration of different types
of catalytic sites such as metal, acid, base, redox, and other
sites. The presence of various sites in close proximity to each
other in well-defined structures can help facilitate a catalytic
reaction with a selectivity that may not be achieved on monofunctional catalysts. Thus, such catalysts may facilitate multiple
reactions occurring in tandem in a single catalyst, a point that
we elaborate on in Section 3.1.3.
Other than directly combining separate catalytic functions, a
core–shell structure may also be designed to integrate materials
with high reactant adsorption capacities that indirectly benefit
the catalytic activity. For example, a prerequisite for high CO2
conversion in any catalytic process is adsorption of CO2 on the
catalyst, before it can be converted to the corresponding intermediates. However, the non-polar CO2 often interacts only weakly
with many catalytic materials. More important, in CO2 conversion
processes that are carried out in the presence of liquid phases,
such as electrocatalytic CO2 reduction with water, poor solubility
of CO2 and low CO2 concentration at the catalyst surface can
seriously impede the reactions. CO2 conversion catalysts have
been integrated with CO2 sorbent materials with high surface
areas and CO2 affinities (such as MOFs) in core–shell structures
to aid in enhanced adsorption of CO2 in catalytic, photocatalytic,
and electrocatalytic reactions.10,93
An important benefit of the multi-functionality of core–shell
catalysts is evident in photocatalytic CO2 conversion. The activities
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of photocatalysts under the influence of light irradiation is
governed by the ability of the photocatalyst to absorb the visible
light and generate the charges that ultimately drive the reaction. However, the bandgaps of commonly used semiconductor
photocatalysts such as TiO2 fall in the UV region, leading to very
low absorption and photoexcitation upon exposure to visible
light. Photosensitizer materials can be integrated into core–
shell structures for intimate contact with the photocatalyst to
increase visible light absorption and improve the efficiency of
the reaction.94 Further, a semiconductor, which is an essential
component of a photocatalyst to generate photo-induced charges,
may not provide the ideal catalytic sites for CO2 conversion. Other
materials with more nearly optimal CO2 activation and adsorption
properties may be more suitable for selective CO2 reduction using
the photo-generated electrons in the semiconductor. Core–shell
materials allow the integration of such co-catalysts with the
semiconductor materials in desirable structures.
The bottom line is that core–shell structures can combine
materials that have different desirable properties that benefit one
process, while allowing the individual components to maintain
their individual identities and properties. Such combinations are
well known in traditional heterogeneous catalysts and particularly in
bifunctional catalysis (e.g., when the support incorporates functionalities that complement those of the metal particles dispersed on it).
A motivation for adopting a core–shell architecture is to enhance the
synergy between these separate functionalities by optimizing the
interactions between the different catalyst components.
3.1.3. Bifunctional catalysis. Various catalytic sites active
for various reactions can be integrated into a single core–shell
structure. By tailoring the core and shell materials to be suitable for
reactions in sequence, complementary reactions can be conducted
in tandem, to facilitate the conversion to desired products.
Consider the example of FT synthesis: the transformation of
CO + H2 into isoparaﬃns, which are desired compounds for
high-octane-number gasoline, is known to occur by a two-step
process. CO and H2 are first converted into linear hydrocarbons
on FT catalysts followed by their subsequent hydrocracking and
isomerization into branched hydrocarbons on acidic sites of the
catalyst. In a conventional bifunctional catalyst, the diﬀerent
active sites are randomly distributed, creating an open environment for the two reactions to occur independently and randomly.
Because of the non-uniform distributions of the FT-active sites
and acidic sites in a conventionally made catalyst, intermediates
in the reactions may exist for various times of transport between
functions—thus giving a range of opportunities for undesired
reactions. Core–shell catalysts in prospect can mitigate such
selectivity limitations by sharpening the distribution of distances
between the separate catalytic sites. For example, on a core@shell
H-beta zeolite-encapsulated Co/Al2O3 catalyst, the intermediate
linear hydrocarbon products formed on the core FT catalyst have
to diffuse out through a uniform zeolite shell. The uniform
thickness of the zeolite shell around the FT catalyst core provide
equal diffusion length for the intermediates over the acidic
zeolite sites, effectively increasing the product selectivity.95
For CO2 conversion applications, the possibility of tuning product selectivity by combining catalytic functions in a core–shell
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catalyst is significant for thermocatalytic hydrogenation of CO2,
which generally yields a variety of products with limited selectivity
to any one product.96 Thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation to C2+
hydrocarbons and oxygenates involves multi-step processes, which
include some reaction pathways that pertain to the abovementioned FT synthesis. Reactions of CO2 hydrogenation and
further conversion of the hydrogenated intermediate product
may be carried out in tandem on core–shell catalysts: for
example, the conversion of CO2 to methanol on the core catalyst
followed by dehydration of methanol to dimethyl ether on acidic
sites in the shell.
A benefit of having the separate catalytic materials in core–
shell geometries that are uniform at the nanoscale rather than
randomly mixed components is the degree of control over the
proximity of the different materials and the optimization of
the reactant atmosphere in each of the separate sections of the
catalyst. Combinations of different catalytic sites are also present
in traditional supported catalysts, but they are generally inhomogeneous in distribution; and the commonly employed synthesis
methods do not provide much control over the spatial distribution
of these sites. We recognize a trade-off: the more precisely
optimised structures in core–shell catalysts and the consequent
superiority in performance are offset by the complexity and
higher cost of manufacture.
Core–shell catalysts also allow the segregation of acidic and
basic sites in single nanostructures without neutralizing each
other, facilitating reactions that are consecutively catalysed by
acidic and basic sites.97
3.1.4. Size-selective reactions. In a core–shell structure, an
appropriate choice of a microporous shell with a precise pore
structure and dimension can help to facilitate selective reactions,
whereby the shell acts as a molecular sieve, allowing only
molecules of a certain size to pass through. Crystalline materials
with well-defined pore structures such as zeolites and MOFs are
excellent candidates for the synthesis of such size-selective (in
the language of zeolite catalysis, shape selective) core–shell
structures. Core–shell catalysts have been developed for selective
conversion of desired reactants in mixtures, whereby only reactants
with critical diameters smaller than the diameters of the pores in
the shell find access to the catalytically active core and undergo
chemical transformations. For example, Ni encapsulated in hollow
silicalite-1 crystals (Ni@Sil-1) selectively hydrogenated toluene
in a mixture of toluene and mesitylene, because the critical
diameter of mesitylene is larger than the pore diameter of
silicalite-1, and it was sieved out.98
Similarly, for reactions that produce various products as a
result of competing side-reactions, a size-selective shell may be used
to selectively produce products in a desired size range. An example
of use of core–shell structures with a size-selective shell to control
product selectivity was demonstrated for the hydrogenation of
furfural (

) to furfuryl alcohol (

) with Pt/CeO2 containing

catalysts.99 End-on adsorption of furfural on the catalyst surface
through the CQO group results in the hydrogenation of the CQO
group to form furfuryl alcohol, the desired product. A planar
adsorption of furfural with both the CQO and CQC groups
coordinating with the catalyst leads to hydrogenation of both
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groups to form tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol (
). A core–shell
Pt–CeO2@UIO-66-NH2 catalyst with a UIO-66-NH2 MOF shell was
synthesized, whereby the narrow windows (6 Å) of the MOF forced
the furfural (6.6 Å  4.9 Å  1.6 Å) to align and adsorb only
vertically on the catalyst surface. The core–shell catalyst achieved
499% selectivity and 99.3% yield of furfuryl alcohol whereas
Pt–CeO2 which could achieve a maximum 89.7% selectivity to
furfuryl alcohol, followed by further hydrogenation to tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, 1,2-pentanediol etc.
As discussed in Section 3.1.3, core–shell catalysts have been
widely investigated and shown to allow control of the normally
wide product distribution in FT synthesis.96 Encapsulated
catalysts with a FT catalyst core and a zeolite shell with appropriate pore size and shell thickness have exhibited improved
selectivity to gasoline-range branched hydrocarbon products.
n-Paraffins and olefins of varying chain lengths formed on the
core and subsequently diffused out through the pores of the
zeolite shell. Although even longer-chain linear alkanes and
olefins can diffuse out through the zeolite pores, the rate of
diffusion depends on the hydrocarbon chain length and size,
and the longer waxy hydrocarbons are inferred to spend longer
times in contact with the acidic sites of the zeolite shell, where
they undergo cracking and isomerization. Consequently, the
selectivity for the intermediate carbon-chain length (gasolinerange) hydrocarbons (C5–C11) is increased.100–102 Again, the
same effect also pertains qualitatively to conventional catalysts;
on the way to exit a classical supported catalyst, the linear
hydrocarbon products pass over the support surface and diffuse
through the pores; but the core–shell architecture imposes a
uniform diffusion pathway for all the intermediates and reduces
the randomness in the extent of the secondary reactions. For
example, a Co–SiO2@ZSM-5 catalyst was shown to have higher
selectivity (73%, Ciso/Cn = 2.1) to C5–C1 hydrocarbons than a
physical mixture of Co–SiO2 and ZSM-5 catalysts (54%, Ciso/
Cn = 0.9).103 A SAPO-34-encapsulated Fe3C catalyst was found to
have a high selectivity to light olefins while almost completely
suppressing the formation of C6+ hydrocarbons because of the
limiting pore size of SAPO-34.104 Similarly, the concept of using
size-selective shells to control product selectivity has been
extended to the thermocatalytic hydrogenation of CO2, which
takes place by a modified FT synthesis route.105
3.1.5. Modification of electronic properties. The heterostructure in a core–shell catalyst can induce changes in the
fundamental electronic properties of the material. For example,
in metal@metal core–shell structures, a difference in the lattice
structures of the core and shell metals can cause a compressive
or tensile strain in the lattice that affects the metal d-band
position and changes the electronic properties and the resultant
catalytic, electrocatalytic, or optical properties of the material.
The electronic modifications arising from both the lattice strain
and ligand effects (chemical bonding effects) characterising the
core–shell structure affect the strengths of adsorption of various
reactants and intermediates in a reaction, giving rise to different
catalytic properties.40 In the preceding decade, this has been
used as a common strategy to tune the electronic properties of
metals and the adsorption energies of reaction intermediates in
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electrochemical processes.106–108 For electrocatalytic CO2 reduction,
metal@metal catalysts have been applied to tune the product
selectivity or increase overall activity by modifying the degree of
stabilization of the reaction intermediates–a point that we discuss in
more detail in Section 3.3. The same concept is also valid for other
electrochemical processes. For example, demonstrating the electronic strain effect in core–shell catalysts, Yang et al.109 showed that an
AuCu alloy core increased the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)
activity of Pt in AuCu@Pt by providing a compressive strain on the
Pt shell, whereas an Au core with a greater lattice parameter
than Pt depressed its activity. Lattice-strain-induced electronic
modifications have also been observed for semiconductorcontaining core–shell materials, whereby changes can be induced
in the band gap and conducting properties (which are relevant to
photocatalytic activity) of the material, thus providing a high degree
of tunability in the photocatalytic and electrocatalytic properties of
such materials by adjusting the shell thickness.110,111
It is important to draw attention to the similarities and
diﬀerences between metal@metal core–shell structures and
metal alloys. In an alloy, the atoms of one metal are incorporated
in the lattice structure of another, forming a kind of (sometimes)
nearly uniform solid solution. A core–shell bimetallic structure is
characterised by some degree of metal segregation, with the shell
being enriched in one metal compared to the core. Functionally,
in terms of catalysis, both alloy and core–shell materials are often
intended to achieve the same effect, which is to alter the chemical
properties of the metal surface, for example, by changing the
Fermi level of the metal, which in turn determines the strengths
of adsorption of various reaction intermediates and the rates of
elementary reactions on the surface. According to the d-band
model,112,113 the strength of adsorption of reactants and intermediates on a metal surface can be correlated with the electron
d-band structure of the metal. Both solid solution alloys and
core–shell bimetals are characterised by shifts in the d-band position through a combination of strain and ligand effects.114,115 The
ligand effect refers to the weakening/strengthening of binding
of adsorbates induced by downshift/upshift of the d-band centre
because of the interaction between the d-bands of constituent
metals in the bimetallic particle. The strain effect is caused by a
lattice mismatch between the lattice parameters of the core and
the shell materials in a core–shell structure and by the insertion
of a second metal with different atomic radius in the lattice of
the first metal in a bulk alloy. The ligand effect decays faster
with distance than the strain effect, approximately within
1–2 monolayers from the surface compared to o6 monolayers
for the strain effect. In a core–shell structure, the ligand effect of
the underlying substrate on the surface metal may decay
significantly with the shell thickness; thus, the ligand effect is
expected to play a more significant role in alloys than in core–
shell structures. Another major point of distinction between
solid solution alloys and core–shell structures is in the ‘‘ensemble’’
effect. In a solid solution alloy of composition AxBy, the exposed
surface contains both A and B atoms. The ensemble effect refers to
the change in the catalytic properties of an ensemble of surface
atoms when the composition of the ensemble changes. A DFT
study by Nørskov’s group.116 led to the conclusion that the
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ensemble effect can be described by a simple linear interpolation
model in which the adsorption energy at a mixed metal site is an
average of the properties of the constituent metals. A core–shell
structure of the form B@A or AxBy@A, on the other hand, exposes
only A atoms on the surface for adsorption of reactants, and this
may be favourable in the cases for which the adsorption energy on
A is more nearly optimum for a particular catalytic reaction than
that on B.
Thus, overall, both alloys and metal@metal core–shells are
used with the aim of modulating the electronic properties of
the adsorbent metal surface; uniform alloys achieve that goal by
a combination of strain, ligand, and ensemble effects and core–
shell combinations do that mainly by the strain effect and to
some extent, the ligand effect. In a way, core–shell structures
decouple the effect of ‘‘strain engineering’’ from the effect of
compositional change and ‘‘ensemble effects’’ that are manifested in alloys, and this can be of advantage depending on the
requirements of the application.
It is important to note that the structure of a bimetallic
particle can change over time in a reaction environment, depending
on the atmosphere, temperature, pressure, etc. For example, a
homogeneous alloy can undergo segregation of the metals to
develop into a core–shell structure when exposed to a reactive
atmosphere. Thermal annealing of alloys may result in a segregation
of one metal into the surface or subsurface, driven by the difference
in surface energy.117 The environment and the nature of adsorbates
can also cause a restructuring of the surface; for example, subjecting
bimetallic (PtNi) particles to alternating O2 and H2 atmospheres was
observed to result in a reversible structural change with a NiO-rich
surface formed in the oxidising atmosphere and a Pt-rich surface in
the reducing atmosphere.118 Preferential leaching of one metal from
the surface of an alloy in the presence of solutions (such as in
electrochemical cells) can also lead to core–shell structures with the
shell being deficient in the leached metal.119 The opposite is
also possible, whereby an initial core–shell structure changes to
a homogenous alloy over time.
3.1.6. Formation of interfaces. The interface between two
materials may provide the active sites for a catalytic reaction,
especially for catalysts for which diﬀerent active sites are involved
in the activation of diﬀerent reactants. For example, for methane
reforming with CO2 on bifunctional catalysts such as Pt/ZrO2,
methane activation and CO2 activation occur on diﬀerent sites:
methane on the metallic Pt particles and CO2 on the support. The
overall activity of the catalyst is correlated with the perimeter
defining the metal/support interface.120 A core–shell structure
provides a way to maximize such interfaces, which may be welldefined and nearly uniform. In contrast to conventional catalysts,
in which the metal particles are merely supported on the support
surface (or, in some cases, partially embedded in it), the core–shell
architecture increases the contact area at the interface. Moreover,
the inherent resistance of core–shell structures to sintering helps
preserve such active interfaces over time during a reaction. On
the flip side, the higher degree of encapsulation in core–shell
structures may introduce mass transport limitations or block
active sites; hence careful catalyst design with appropriate shell
porosity and optimisation of operating conditions is necessary.
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In photocatalytic systems, the formation of interfaces or heterojunctions between two materials can increase the separation and
lifetime of photo-generated charges, benefiting photocatalytic
reaction rates.121 A heterojunction between an n-type and a p-type
semiconductor results in a space-charge region at the interface,
inducing an electric field that directs the transport of photogenerated electrons to the conduction band of the n-type
semiconductor and of holes to the valence band of the p-type
semiconductor—resulting in more eﬃcient charge separation
and diﬀusion to the surface where the photocatalytic reaction
occurs. Similarly, the formation of a metal/semiconductor interface creates a Schottky barrier, and the metal acts as an electron
trap for the photo-generated electrons from the semiconductor,
thus reducing charge recombination. Core–shell structures can
be engineered to create such interfaces with intimate contact
between suitable materials and also to craft morphologies that
facilitate fast charge diffusion from the bulk to the material
surface, where the reaction occurs.
Thus, core–shell structured nanomaterials have some unique
advantages in catalysis, also allowing the flexibility to combine
separate functions for specific purposes. These general properties
and benefits of core–shell catalysts are represented pictorially in
Scheme 1, along with the type of catalysis—thermally driven, lightdriven, or electrochemically driven, to which these properties
pertain.
In the preceding few years, substantial progress has been
made in addressing the challenges in CO2 conversion processes
using core–shell structured materials. In Scheme 2, we summarise
the major challenges in the various routes of catalytic CO2
conversion and the benefits offered by core–shell catalysts to
address them. In the following sections (Sections 3.2–3.4),
we consider each of these CO2 conversion processes in detail,
focusing on the application of core–shell materials. Each
section starts with a brief introduction to the process, current
challenges and desirable traits of the catalyst, and then, an
in-depth analysis of recent research progress toward the application of core–shell structured nanocatalysts and their suitability in the respective processes.

3.2.

Core–shell catalysts for thermocatalytic CO2 conversion

3.2.1. CO2 reforming of methane (DRM)
3.2.1.1. Introduction. In dry reforming of methane, CO2 is
used as a soft oxidant for the catalytic reforming of methane to
produce a mixture of CO and H2 that is a platform for chemical
synthesis, a source of H2, or a fuel used in power generation.
CO2 (or dry reforming) of methane (eqn (1)) has the potential to
complement industrial H2 production through steam methane
reforming, and it is of particular environmental interest
because it converts both of the major greenhouse gases CO2
and CH4. DRM is a highly endothermic reaction reflecting the
high stability of both reactants; hence, it requires high temperatures (600–1000 1C) for significant conversions. The ideal
H2/CO molar ratio in the DRM product is 1, but the simultaneous
occurrence of the RWGS reaction (eqn (2)) consumes hydrogen to
produce water and reduce the H2/CO ratio to o1. Noble metals
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Scheme 1 Properties and advantages of core–shell structures in catalysis. Properties denoted with magenta, green, and blue lines are relevant to
thermocatalysis, photocatalysis, and electrocatalysis, respectively.

such as Pt, Pd, Ru, and Rh and transition metals such as Ni, Cu,
and Co are highly active for dry reforming reactions.25
CH4 + CO2 - 2CO + 2H2
CO2 + H2 - CO + H2O
CH4 - C(s) + 2H2
2CO - C(s) + CO2

DH0298 = 248 kJ mol1
DH0298

1

= 41.2 kJ mol

(1)
(2)

DH0298 = 75 kJ mol1

(3)

DH0298 = 172 kJ mol1

(4)

As a consequence of its high activity and ready availability,
Ni as a catalyst or catalyst component (alone or in alloys) has
been widely investigated for DRM. A major challenge for the
large-scale application of DRM is the rapid deactivation of the
catalysts in operation resulting from sintering of the active
metals and the deposition of deactivating coke on the catalyst.
Coke deposition may result from the cracking of methane
(eqn (3)) or disproportionation of CO (eqn (4)). Coke can
deposit as amorphous or graphitic layers on the active metal
surface, blocking active sites; alternatively, carbon nanotubes
can form, which damage the integrity of the catalyst structure

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

and cause expansion of the catalyst bed, leading to blockage
and disruption in continuous operation. Hence it is crucial to
develop catalysts that minimize coke formation and maintain
activity under the harsh reaction conditions of DRM.
3.2.1.2. Performance of core–shell structures. Core–shell catalysts
find excellent application in DRM technology, especially in enhancing the stability and coke-resistance of catalysts. Core–shell
materials offer high thermal stabilities, resistance to sintering,
and bifunctional properties, which aid in reducing the rate of
coke formation and deactivation during DRM, compared to
conventional catalysts.33 We recognize that disadvantages of
core–shell catalysts relative to conventional catalysts, however,
include their greater complexity and cost of synthesis and the
possibility of lower overall activity associated with mass transfer
limitations imposed by the shell. The shell can also block part of
the active metal surface, making it unavailable for reaction.
In the following section, we discuss the two major benefits
of core–shell materials as DRM catalysts, along with relevant
examples from recent investigations.
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Properties of core–shell catalysts and applications in CO2 conversion.

3.2.1.2.1. Resistance to sintering and coking. Metal sintering
causes catalyst deactivation in DRM not only through loss of
active surface area, but also through increased growth of
whisker-type carbon, which deactivates the catalyst and causes
loss of the catalyst structure. The rate of carbon deposition
from CH4 or CO2 dissociation is highly dependent on the size
of the metal nanoparticles. Kim et al.122 concluded from
an investigation of Ni supported on alumina aerogel that a
minimum Ni particle diameter of around 7 nm is required for
the generation of filamentous carbon in DRM. Filamentous
carbon growth on Ni starts by the dissolution of surface carbon
in the Ni particles to form a nickel carbide phase, followed
by growth of carbon nanotubes catalysed by the metallic Ni.
Carbon nanotubes of smaller diameter are not stable, and
hence smaller Ni nanoparticles are more resistant to this kind
of coking in the DRM reaction. Thus, good control on the metal
dispersion and prevention of metal agglomeration during DRM
is an eﬀective strategy to increase the catalyst stability.
Core–shell materials with a porous, thermally stable shell on
the active metal core are ideal to stabilize the metal nanoparticles and minimize metal sintering at high temperatures.
As discussed in Section 3.1.1, metal@SiO2 or metal@other metal
oxide exhibits much more resistance to sintering than conventional supported metal catalysts. Under the high-temperature
DRM conditions, such nanomaterials help to maintain the initial
metal particle size and active surface area. If the initial metal
particle size in the core–shell catalyst is small (lower than what is
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needed to promote the growth of carbon nanotubes) and metal
sintering is inhibited by the core–shell structure, the catalyst may
be able to largely resist formation of filamentous coke during
the course of the DRM reaction. In contrast, a conventional
supported metal catalyst, even if it incorporates very small metal
nanoparticles initially, will slowly undergo metal sintering to
form larger nanoparticles, which accelerate carbon nanotube
formation and subsequent catalyst deactivation. The encapsulation
of the metal nanoparticles by a shell can also sterically hinder the
growth of filamentous carbon on the metal, thereby suppressing
deactivation.
In the preceding decade, there has been vigorous research
on sinter-resistant core–shell catalysts for DRM. Metal@SiO2
catalysts are the most extensively investigated catalysts in this
class, with mesoporous silica being a highly suitable protective
shell because of its high thermal stability, high specific surface
area, tunable pore size distribution, and ease of synthesis. The
silica shell thickness and porosity are easily tuned by adjusting
the silica precursor concentration, hydrolysis time, and use of
surfactants. Several investigators have reported Ni@SiO2 catalysts
for DRM;33,48,52,88 Ni is highly active for DRM but also favours
coke formation, and supported Ni/SiO2 or Ni/Al2O3 catalysts are
characterised by continuous deactivation and coke formation.48
Ni@SiO2, in contrast, has been reported to be have stable
performance with negligible coke formation for Z100 h in
DRM.48 Ni@SiO2 may be synthesized by coating pre-synthesized
NiO or surfactant-capped Ni nanoparticles by mesoporous silica
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by a sol–gel method88 or by one-pot microemulsion methods.48
One-pot synthesis methods often yield multi-core@shell structures
with more than one Ni nanoparticle encapsulated in a porous
silica sphere. Under high-temperature DRM conditions, it has
been observed that these multiple metal cores inside one silica
sphere can migrate inwards and agglomerate to form a single Ni
core during the reaction.48,52 However, as long as the silica shell
remains thermally stable, sintering of Ni nanoparticles across
different silica spheres does not occur, so that the metal
sintering is limited to individual core@shell modules. Starting
with multi-core Ni@SiO2 with o5 nm-diameter Ni nanoparticles,
Peng et al.48 observed that the multiple cores sintered to form
single central Ni cores of average diameter 7.8 nm after 100 h of
DRM at 800 1C, and these were still sufficiently small to prevent
formation of coke. Sandwiched SiO2@Ni@SiO2 catalysts with Ni
nanoparticles held at the interface of two silica layers have been
reported by Han et al.3 and Bian et al.15 (Fig. 2). These catalysts

Review Article
have multiple metal nanoparticles spatially dispersed on supports
and subsequently coated with shells that provide confinement and
limit mobility.
Metal@SiO2 core–shell structures have also been reported
for other metals and metal alloys such as Co@SiO2,123 NiCo@
SiO2,49 NiCu@SiO2,45 RuCu@SiO2,47 etc. Bimetallic core–shell
structures can be synthesized by routes similar to those used
for mono-metallic structures and can provide enhanced activity
or selectivity in DRM by virtue of the synergy of the two metals.
For example, NiCu@SiO2 was found to exhibit higher H2
selectivity and yield than Ni@SiO2 by suppressing the RWGS
reaction by virtue of uniform alloying of Ni with Cu.45 A NiCo@
SiO2 bimetallic core–shell catalyst was reported to show enhanced
DRM activity and absolute selectivity to H2 and CO at 900 1C, even
at almost 100% conversion.49 The catalyst maintained good
stability during the DRM reaction at 800 1C for more than
1000 h. As in conventional supported metal catalysts, uniformity

Fig. 2 Silica coating as a strategy to prevent sintering and coke formation in DRM. (a) Schematic representation of resistance of SiO2 coated Ni nanoparticles
to sintering and coke-deposition in DRM. Reproduced with permission from ref. 3. Copyright (2014), Wiley. (b and c) TEM images of fresh phyllosilicatederived Ni/SiO2 (NiPS) and sandwich structured core–shell Ni/SiO2@silica (Ni-PS@silica-0.4) catalysts, respectively. (d and e) Catalytic performance of Ni/SiO2
(NiPS) and core–shell Ni/SiO2@silica (Ni-PS@silica-0.4) catalysts, respectively, during DRM. Conditions: 600 1C, WHSV = 60 L gcat1 h1, CO2 : CH4 : He =
1 : 1 : 1. (f and g) TEM images of spent Ni/SiO2 (NiPS) and core–shell Ni/SiO2@silica (Ni-PS@silica-0.4) catalysts after 2.5 h and 24 h DRM, respectively, under
above-stated conditions. (h) TGA–DTA profiles of used catalysts. Heavy coke deposition and metal sintering was observed for the supported Ni/SiO2 (NiPS)
catalyst, causing reactor blockage within 2.5 h. The core–shell catalyst demonstrated stable DRM performance and negligible coke formation and metal
sintering, as observed by TEM and TGA of used catalysts. Reproduced with permission from ref. 15. Copyright (2017) Wiley.
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of alloy formation in core–shell structures depends on the
synthesis procedure. Tao et al.45 reported the significance of
controlling the concentration of a metal precursor to synthesize
uniform bimetallic core–shell structures with single nanoparticle
cores using a microemulsion method.
Apart from attempts to prevent sintering and maintain particle
size, attempts have been made to use core–shell structures to
preserve the exposure of certain active facets of the metal nanoparticle. For example, Pd nanocubes with exposed [100] planes are
expected to have higher activity in DRM than nano-spheres,
because the low-coordination [100] plane of Pd has high activity
for methane dissociation, which is often rate determining in
DRM.124 Under DRM conditions, however, such metal nanocube
structures can agglomerate, resulting in a loss of exposed active
facets. Noble metals have also been used in such core–shell
structures for DRM. Yue et al.54 encapsulated Pd nanocubes
with exposed [100] planes in mesoporous SiO2 spheres. The
core–shell Pd nanocube@m-SiO2 catalyst showed higher activity
and stability than the conventional supported catalyst by
preventing agglomeration of Pd nanoparticles, maintaining
higher surface area and mesoporous structure. However, a
slight ‘‘rounding’’ of the Pd nanoparticles was observed after
10 h of reaction, suggested to have resulted from the melting of
Pd at the Pd–SiO2 interface, indicating that the silica shell was
not entirely effective in preserving the active facets of Pd
nanocubes. In another investigation, however, a mesoporous
silica shell was shown to effectively protect and preserve the
morphology and active [100] and [110] planes of CeO2 nanorods
in a Ni/CeO2@SiO2 core–shell catalyst at 750 1C.89
The thickness, porosity, and stability of the silica shell are
important in determining the activity and sinter-resistance of
core–shell catalysts. Li et al.81 varied the shell thickness of
Ni@SiO2 from 3.3 to 15.1 nm and compared the activities of the
catalysts at a high WHSV (1440 L gcat1 h1). They observed that
a 11.2 nm-thick mesoporous silica shell on the B12 nmdiameter Ni cores was optimum in increasing DRM activity
(turnover frequency or TOF) while maintaining sinter-resistance
of the catalyst structure. A low shell thickness of only 3.3 nm,
however, was insufficient to impart thermal stability in DRM at
800 1C, and it collapsed, resulting in metal sintering and
deactivation. Yet a greater shell thickness of 15.1 nm also was
suboptimal, as cross-linking of the silica shells and reduction in
porosity occurred in the presence of steam in the DRM reaction
atmosphere, with a reduction in catalytic activity. Such a volcano
shaped dependence of DRM activity on shell thickness was also
reported for Co@SiO2 catalysts.123
The eﬀect of shell porosity on DRM activity was investigated
by Pang et al.47 for RuCo@SiO2 catalysts. Various surfactants
(CTAB, PVP), or none, were employed in the synthesis of the
silica shell to impart diﬀerent shell porosities. Although a
higher shell porosity did improve the DRM activity, it was
observed that at high reaction temperatures the observed eﬀect
of shell porosity became less significant. It is likely that at high
reaction temperatures, the reactions in all the catalysts with the
various porosities were significantly influenced by transport
limitations, resulting in their having similar apparent activities.
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Porosity and structure of silica shells can also be modified
by post-treatment of the metal@silica materials under hydrothermal conditions. For example, Li et al.80,125 subjected
Ni@SiO2 catalysts to a hydrothermal treatment in an alkaline
environment, resulting in the partial conversion of the silica
shell into a lamellar Ni-phyllosilicate phase. The formation of
this phase increased the porosity of the shell and further
increased the dispersion of Ni in the shell, resulting in a strong
metal–SiO2 interaction and limited mobility for sintering. A 2.6 times
higher specific activity was observed for this post-treated catalyst at
800 1C than for the Ni@SiO2 catalyst without treatment.
The eﬀects of diﬀusion limitations can also be reduced by
using yolk@shell or core@hollow structures. More important,
yolk@shell structures can minimize the adverse blocking of
active sites in core–shell catalysts by virtue of the empty space
between the core and shell. Several yolk@shell and hollow
structured catalysts such as Ni-yolk@SiO2,81 NiCe-yolk@SiO2,126
multi-Ni@hollow silica,127 NiPt@hollow silicalite-1,128 etc. have
been reported for DRM. In an investigation of the effects of
varying shell thicknesses in Ni@SiO2 core–shell catalysts, it was
observed that the core–shell structure evolved into a yolk–shell
structure after calcination when the shell thickness exceeded
11.2 nm.81 A comparison of DRM activity at 800 1C (under
kinetically controlled conditions) between a core–shell Ni@SiO2
(8.6 nm shell thickness) and a yolk–shell Ni@SiO2 (11.2 nm shell
thickness) showed a higher specific activity of 0.14 mol gcat1 min1
vs. 0.19 mol gcat1 min1 for the yolk–shell catalyst. The turnover
frequencies characterising the two catalysts, however, were almost
same, 78 s1, and the increase in DRM activity was likely
evidence of the higher exposed Ni surface area in the yolk–shell
catalyst (37 mmol gNi1) compared with only 28.5 mmol gNi1 for
the core–shell catalyst.
Multi-Ni@hollow silica spheres (HSS) catalysts were synthesized by a one-pot micelle method,127 whereby multiple Ni
nanoparticles o5 nm in diameter were embedded in hollow
silica spheres. In comparison with the Ni/HSS and Ni/SiO2
catalysts prepared by impregnation, the Ni@HSS catalyst had
better activity and stability, reaching 94.4% and 95% conversions
of CH4 and CO2 at 800 1C for 55 h, with negligible coke formation.
However, an activity comparison with a Ni@SiO2 multi-core@shell
catalyst (with non-hollow silica spheres) was not reported, leaving
open questions about the eﬀects of the hollow structure on DRM
activity and stability. Indeed, there are hardly any reports that
directly compare the catalytic performance of similar core–shell
and yolk–shell materials for DRM to delineate the effects of
yolk–shell structure on the specific activity, number of exposed
metal sites, intrinsic activity, and stability. Although a greater
number of exposed metal sites is expected in yolk–shell structures,
there can be differences in the activities of the active sites in the
various catalysts because of various interactions of the metal with
the support.
The type of coke generated in DRM can vary depending on
the morphology of the core/yolk@shell. Yang et al.50 observed
that a Ni@SiO2-yolk@shell structured catalyst was characterised
by less coke formation (and mostly filamentous carbon) than a
Ni@SiO2-core–shell catalyst that was characterised by the
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formation of encapsulating layered coke. Filamentous carbon
formation is associated with the dissolution of carbon into Ni
clusters, and the reshaping of the Ni clusters, leading to their
detachment from the support. The steric hindrance provided by
the SiO2 shell in the core–shell structure prevents the generation
of filamentous coke while layered encapsulating coke is still
formed on the Ni, extending into the pores of the SiO2 shell and
leading to catalyst deactivation. The yolk@shell structure,
because of the space between the Ni and the shell, was able to
accommodate some filamentous coke, which did not significantly affect the catalytic activity.
Recently, hollow hierarchical core–shell structures have been
developed using hollow Ni-phyllosilicate spheres as Ni carriers,
followed by coating with mesoporous SiO2.46,58,82 Upon reduction,
the Ni-phyllosilicate partially decomposed to form nanoparticles of
Ni (o5 nm in diameter) embedded in the phyllosilicate matrix and
held at the interface with another SiO2 layer. This encapsulation
increases the metal–support interaction and sinter resistance,
while at the same time preventing growth of carbon nanotubes.
The hollow structure provides easy access of the reactants to the
active sites. A hierarchical Ni-Phy@SiO2 hollow sphere catalyst
tested for 600 h at 700 1C demonstrated stable performance.
Although the literature of core–shell catalysts for DRM is
dominated by materials with SiO2 shells, a few investigations
have been reported for catalysts with other materials as the shells,
and these can also activate the reactants and facilitate bifunctional
reactions in addition to providing sinter-resistance. Depending
on the properties of the shell material, coke elimination by
preferential CO2 activation may also be achieved. The bifunctional
effects on coke resistance in core–shell catalysts are discussed in
the next section (Section 3.2.1.2.2).
Ni@Al2O3 catalysts synthesized by an inverse microemulsion
method70 and atomic layer deposition (ALD)62,129 have been
reported for DRM. Baktash et al.62 investigated the eﬀect of the
number of ALD coatings on Ni nanoparticles on the shell
thickness and DRM performance of Ni@Al2O3. Five cycles of
ALD yielded an Al2O3 layer a few nanometres thick that was
suﬃcient to prevent Ni particle sintering at temperatures up to
800 1C. A clear trend was established showing the eﬀect of
activity and number of ALD cycles, with a greater number of ALD
cycles lowering the shell porosity and DRM activity, presumably
because of increased mass transfer resistance. It was observed,
however, that the Ni@Al2O3 catalyst underwent deactivation at a
lower temperature (525 1C) because of coke deposition, and it is
possible that a greater number of ALD coats is needed to achieve
coke resistance at lower temperatures. Another study reported
Ni@Al2O3 synthesized by a micro-emulsion method. Stable
performance of the Ni@Al2O3 catalyst was observed over 50 h
in a flow reactor at 800 1C, although B15% coke was deposited
in the used catalyst.70 The relatively high coke content in the
used catalyst, notwithstanding the core–shell structure and
resistance of the catalyst to sintering, may be the result of the
acidic nature of Al2O3 that favours methane decomposition.
Ni@CeO2 core–shell structures have also been investigated
for CO2 reforming of methane, with the work motivated by the
high redox activity and oxygen vacancies of CeO2,130 whereby
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the CeO2 shell can assist both in CO2 activation and provide
sinter resistance. Improved CO2 activation by the CeO2 shell by
virtue of its redox nature can further reduce coke formation in
DRM (see further discussion in Section 3.2.1.2.2). Ni@TiO2
structures have also been applied for DRM;131,132 however, there
have been only limited investigations and limited evidence that
TiO2 as a shell provides significant sinter-resistance or cokeresistance in DRM. An investigation of Ni/SiO2@MOx (M = Si, Zr,
Ti, Al, Mg) led to the conclusion that at 800 1C under DRM
conditions, the TiO2 shell was unable to maintain its structure
and showed distinct crystallization and aggregation of separate
TiO2 and Ni phases.133 Under the same conditions, Al2O3, ZrO2,
MgO, and SiO2 shells were more stable and effective in preventing sintering of the Ni nanoparticles.
The high sinter-resistance of core–shell structures under
severe thermal conditions also makes them highly desirable
for chemical looping CO2 reforming processes that subject the
catalyst to continuous thermal and redox cycles. In a chemical
looping process, a given overall reaction is separated into stages
in which separate reactions take place, specifically, whereby
oxygen storage materials (OSM) are reduced and regenerated in
a cyclic fashion through the progress of the separate reactions
and are transferred between reactors. In chemical-looping dry
reforming of hydrocarbons, fuel conversion to syngas is conducted
in two spatially or temporally separated half-steps: (1) reaction of
the fuel with OSM, leading to syngas production and reduction
of the OSM and (2) OSM re-oxidation with CO2. Metal oxides
incorporating Cu, Fe, Ni, and Mn, for example, are evidently the
most promising oxygen carrier candidates. However, the practical
application of chemical looping reforming is impeded by the
serious sintering of the metal oxides in the repeated redox cycles.
Core–shell structures with chemically and thermally stable shell
materials such as ZrO2 have been considered for long-term
stability in chemical looping dry reforming of methane. For
example, a Fe2O3/ZrO2@ZrO2 catalyst consisting of Fe2O3 nanoparticles decorating a ZrO2 support and coated with a thin
mesoporous ZrO2 layer exhibited excellent redox activity for the
conversion of CO2 to CO and stability for 100 redox cycles.134
Perovskites such as LaxSr1xFeO3 have also been used as shells
covering metal oxides to increase activity and stability in
chemical looping partial oxidation of methane.135
3.2.1.2.2. Improving CO2 activation (bifunctional catalysis).
Coke deposition in DRM can be reduced by enhancing CO2
activation and increased oxidation and removal of carbon
species or coke precursors from the metal surface. For catalysts
with basic or redox-active supports such as MgO, La2O3, CeO2,
ZrO2, etc., CO2 activation occurs on the support or the metal–
support interface. Coating metal nanoparticles with such supports
can perform the dual function of imparting structural stability and
promoting CO2 activation at the metal–support interface. The
metal–support interfacial areas in core–shell structures can be
greater than those in conventional supported catalysts.
CeO2 is widely used as a support in oxidation and reforming
applications because of its redox properties and high oxygen
mobility. CeO2 can undergo substantial changes as the cerium
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cations switch between Ce4+ and Ce3+ while the fluorite structure is
maintained. In DRM, when Ce4+ is reduced to Ce3+, this
transformation can release the lattice oxygen which oxidises
carbon species at the metal/CeO2 interface to form CO. The
oxygen vacancies formed thereby become the primary catalytic
centres for CO2 activation. Core–shell catalysts with CeO2 shells
have been reported to exhibit high coke-resistance in DRM,
attributed to the bifunctionality and the intimate and uniform
contact between the metal and ceria.12,130 A comparison of
Ni@CeO2 and Ni@SiO2 catalysts for DRM showed that the
Ni@CeO2 exhibited slightly higher conversion and better stability
than Ni@SiO2.130 The carbon deposited on the Ni@CeO2 catalyst
was mostly amorphous—and this is more reactive and more
easily removed by oxidation by the mobile lattice oxygen in CeO2
than graphitic carbon. On the other hand, the used Ni@SiO2
showed predominantly graphitic carbon, which is unreactive
and causes more catalyst deactivation. Recently, a sandwiched
Ni–SiO2@CeO2 multi-core–shell catalyst was proposed that
showed negligible coke formation for dry reforming of biogas,
which has more methane than CO2 and is characterised by even
greater coke-deposition issues (Fig. 3). In situ infrared spectra
gave evidence of a bifunctional reaction mechanism whereby the
ceria shell prevented coke formation by supplying lattice oxygen
via its close interaction with the supported Ni nanoparticles. This
bifunctional redox mechanism evidently also occurs on conventional supported Ni/CeO2 catalysts; but, significantly, the core–shell
catalyst demonstrated higher coke inhibition properties than a
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supported Ni/CeO2 catalyst. The used Ni/CeO2 catalyst after a 70 h
stability test had coke deposits consisting of approximately
50 mgcoke gcat1, whereas no measurable coke was detected
on the used core–shell catalyst. This improvement over the
conventional cerium oxide-supported catalyst may be attributed
to the confinement effect of the shell that suppresses metal
sintering and the growth of filamentous carbon—and also,
possibly, to the higher Ni–CeO2 interfacial area in the core–
shell structure. Apart from hindering filamentous carbon
growth, the CeO2 shell also induced a high Ni dispersion,
leading to high specific activity in reforming.12
Similarly, sandwiched core–shell SiO2@Ni@ZrO2 has been
reported, whereby the Ni/ZrO2 interface was proposed to
increase dry reforming activity by lowering the dissociation
energy barriers for CH4 and CO2.136 Further, a higher binding
energy of CO2 than for CH4 on SiO2@Ni@ZrO2 was predicted
on the basis of DFT calculations, leading to predictions of an
enrichment of CO2 on the surface and reduced coke formation.
Another example of a bifunctional core–shell catalyst for
DRM is a NiMgAl-layered double hydroxide@m-SiO2 core shell
catalyst.85 Catalysts derived from layered double hydroxides
(LDH) have high surface areas, basic sites, hydroxyl groups,
and well-dispersed metal species, which impart high catalytic
activity. However, LDH nanoplates easily aggregate upon calcination
and show poor coke- and sinter-resistance in DRM. The modular
NiMgAl LDH@m-SiO2 catalyst integrated the favourable properties
of LDH with the thermal stability of silica and was characterised by

Fig. 3 Bifunctional Ni–SiO2@CeO2 core–shell catalyst used to inhibit coke formation in DRM. (a) Proposed mechanism of coke removal in
Ni–SiO2@CeO2 catalyst: methane is decomposed on Ni sites to form carbonaceous species that are gasified by mobile lattice oxygen in CeO2 shell.
(b) Methane conversion activity of Ni–SiO2@CeO2 core–shell and supported Ni–SiO2 and Ni–CeO2 catalysts in dry reforming of biogas; conditions:
600 1C, WHSV = 144 L gcat1 h1, CO2/CH4 = 2/3. (c) TGA–DTA profiles of used catalysts. The Ni–SiO2@CeO2 catalyst combined the redox nature of
ceria and sinter-resistance of core–shell structure and showed higher coke-resistance than both supported Ni–SiO2 and Ni–CeO2 catalysts. Reprinted
from ref. 12, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.
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high stability under DRM conditions at 750 1C. The LDH support
was also shown to be necessary for good DRM performance,
facilitating a good interaction between Ni and the basic Mg(Al)O
support with its high CO2 affinity.
Ni/MgO@SiO2137 and LaNiO3@SiO2138 sandwiched catalysts
have also been reported for DRM, whereby CO2 adsorption is
promoted through carbonate formation on MgO and La2O3
supports and the silica shell prevents metal sintering. In general,
such sandwiched core–shell structures provide the flexibility of
using two different materials to impart thermal stability and CO2
activation.
Core–shell catalysts have also been reported recently for
plasma-assisted DRM. Plasma-assisted DRM may be conducted
even at room temperature (for non-thermal plasmas), and metal
sintering is not as severe as in thermocatalytic DRM. However, at
high voltages in plasma reforming, methane conversion is often
higher than CO2 conversion because of the lower dissociation
energy of CH4 (4.5 eV) than of CO2 (5.5 eV). Because of higher
methane conversion, coke formation is predominantly associated
with the decomposition of methane, and the presence of an
encapsulating shell can limit the space for growth of filamentous
carbon on the metal and thus minimize deactivation. Recent
investigations have shown higher stability for core–shell catalysts
such as NiFe2O4#SiO2139 and Ni–La2O3@SiO259,140 in plasma
DRM. To date, there have been only limited investigations of
core–shell catalysts in plasma DRM.
Overall, the main advantage of using core–shell structures in
DRM is to increase catalyst stability and limit coke deposition
by reducing metal particle sintering and increasing interfacial
contact with the support. Table 1 is a comprehensive summary
of core–shell catalysts reported for DRM in the preceding six
years. Although most of the investigations have demonstrated
enhanced stability and coke resistance with respect to reference
supported catalysts for short durations (r100 h), stable performance in DRM has also been reported for up to 1000 h for
NiCo@SiO249 at 800 1C and up to 600 h for Ni@NiPhy@SiO2
hollow sphere82 at 700 1C with negligible coke formation.
In Table 2, we have attempted to summarize and compare
the performance of selected representative core–shell catalysts
with some of the state-of-the-art conventional (non-core–shell)
catalysts (non-noble metal-containing) reported in recent years.
We have separately tabulated the performance of catalysts for
activity and for stability, because these properties need to be
tested under different conditions—high GHSV and low conversion
(in the intrinsic kinetics regime) for activity measurements, and in
more practically applicable, higher-conversion regimes for stability
tests. Although it is difficult (and possibly misleading) to compare
performance of catalysts measured under different operating
conditions (WHSV, temperature, reactor type, catalyst form (e.g.,
powder/pellet, etc.)), it has generally been observed that core–shell
catalysts exhibited better coke resistance than most conventional
supported catalysts. For example, at 700 1C, a Ni@NiPhy@SiO2
hollow sphere core–shell catalyst (Table 2, row 1) formed only
55 mgcoke gcat1 after 600 h onstream, whereas supported Ni/CeO2
nanorods141 (Table 2, row 9) and Ni/La2O3 nanorods142 (Table 2,
row 10) accumulated 240 mgcoke gcat1 and 120 mgcoke gcat1,
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respectively, after 50 h under similar operating conditions (and
lower conversions). Further, core–shell structures with inert and
inexpensive supports such as silica can provide better coke
resistance and stability than conventional supported catalysts
with functional basic or redox supports.
Coke deposition associated with methane decomposition
and CO disproportionation (eqn (3) and (4)) is thermodynamically
favoured in the temperature range of 550–700 1C,42 and catalysts
that have high stabilities at temperatures 4750 1C may also
deactivate rapidly by coking at lower temperatures. Most supported catalysts are characterised by high coke formation at lower
DRM temperature (for example, hydrotalcite-derived Ni/Mg(Al)O143
(Table 2, row 6) was characterised by B670 mgcoke gcat1 coke
formed at 600 1C over 25 h at lower than equilibrium conversions).
Encouragingly, some recent investigations have reported core–
shell catalysts with coke resistance and stable performance at
lower temperatures (B600 1C) over extended periods.12,15
Catalyst regenerability is another important criterion for
large-scale applications. Regeneration of a catalyst with accumulated
coke can be done by air calcination/reduction treatments. However,
filamentous carbon can uproot metal nanoparticles from the
support, and removal of the carbon at high temperatures results
in sintered metal aggregates separated from the support. Thus,
catalysts with high filamentous carbon deposits cannot be fully
regenerated, and the regenerated catalysts tend to form coke
and deactivate faster. Core–shell structures hinder filamentous
coke formation by limiting the space for carbon nanotube growth
and have been shown to fare better in subsequent regenerations
than supported catalysts.82
In terms of activity, some reports indicate lower reactant
conversions on core–shell catalysts than on conventional catalysts,
likely a result of fewer exposed active sites and diffusion
limitations in the former. However, the intrinsic activities of
core–shell materials have mostly been reported to be much
higher than those of supported catalysts. For example, a TOF of
182 s1 was reported for a Ni@SiO2 catalyst88 at 750 1C (Table 2,
row 2), which is approximately one order of magnitude higher
than that reported for Ni/SiO2144 (approximately 7 s1 at 700 1C,
and estimated to be o17.3 s1 at 750 1C on the basis of a
methane conversion activation energy of 50–150 kJ mol1). This
comparison may indicate that the confinement of metal nanoparticles by the support implies metal–support interactions
that modify the nature and activity of the metal sites for
DRM. However, some reported values of TOF may not be
appropriate—that is, they may not be intrinsic activities. It is
also not certain whether standard techniques to measure metal
surface areas by H2 or CO chemisorption underestimate the
number of active sites in core–shell structures. More in-depth
investigations with carefully designed experiments are required
to provide rigorous, fundamental comparisons of activities of
core–shell and conventional supported catalysts in DRM. Theoretical modelling with DFT may provide further insight into
the intrinsic activity and adsorption strengths of intermediates
at the metal–support interface in core–shell structures.
Overall, core–shell catalysts have higher stabilities and cokeresistance in DRM than conventional catalysts, but we again
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Multi-Ni@SiO2
(multi-core)

Ni@SiO2

Co@SiO2

Cu–Ni@SiO2

NiCo@SiO2

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Microemulsion
method

Atomic layer
deposition

Hydrothermal
method

13. Ni@TiO2

14. Ni@CeO2

Hydrothermal and
modified Stöber
method
One-pot microemulsion method
Atomic layer
deposition

Microemulsion
method

Microemulsion
method

Modified Stöber
method

Microemulsion
method

One pot reverse
micelle method

Ni nanoparticle:
micro-emulsion,
SiO2 shell: Stöber
method
Micro-emulsion
method

12. Ni@Al2O3

11. Ni@Al2O3

10. Ni–ZrO2@SiO2

RuCo@SiO2

Ni@SiO2

3.

9.

Ni@SiO2 (multicore)

2.

Single/multi-core@shell catalysts
Sol–gel method
1. Ni@SiO2 (multicore)

No. Catalyst

TOFCH4 (s1)
Remarks

0.1 (at 550 1C, WHSV = High coke resistance attributed to small Ni
360 L gcat1 h1)
particle size and confinement eﬀect of shell;
eﬀect of TEOS hydrolysis time on texture and
activity investigated
800 1C, CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1, CH4 = 92, CO2 = 90, Negligible after 100 h TOF not reported
Coke resistance by virtue of confinement of
1 1
shell, multi-cores migrate inward during reacWHSV = 18 L gcat h H2/CO = 1
tion to form single Ni particle
700 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 activity = 0.0028 2.4% after 40 h
TOF not reported
Eﬀect of calcination temperature on Ni particle
1
1
N2 = 3 : 3 : 4, WHSV =
mol CH4 s gmetal
size, metal–support interaction and its subse60 L gcat1 h1
quent effect on DRM activity and stability was
investigated
83.4 (at 700 1C, WHSV = Eﬀect of core Co particle size and SiO2 shell
700 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 72, CO2 = 78, 33.9% after 10 h
1 1
1373 L gcat h )
N2 = 1.5 : 1.5 : 7,
H2/CO = 0.85
thickness on DRM activity, coke formation and
WHSV =
metal oxidation investigated
54 L gcat1 h1
700 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 76
—
TOF not reported
NiCu alloy formation increases activity and
Ar = 2 : 2 : 6, WHSV =
suppresses RWGS.
1 1
13.3 L gcat h
Negligible after
0.16 (at 800 1C, WHSV = NiCo alloy core–shell showed higher activity
800 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 87.2,
1000 h
600 L gmetal1 h1)
and selectivity than monometallic catalysts
N2 = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV =
CO2 = 88.9
300 L gmetal1 h1
1 1
700 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 74.4, CO2 = 0.5 mgcoke gcat h 84.3 (at 700 1C, WHSV = Surface distribution of Ru and shell porosity are
important factors in DRM performance
N2 = 1.5 : 1.5 : 7,
84.7, H2/CO = 0.98
1373 L gcat1 h1)
WHSV = 54 L gcat1 h1
800 1C, CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1, CH4 = 90.5, CO2 = Negligible after 240 h 0.16 (at 550 1C, WHSV = ZrO2 promoted reducibility of NiO, available
18 L gcat1 h1)
WHSV = 18 L gcat1 h1 93.2, H2/CO = 0.95
oxygen species and increased Ni dispersion
700 1C, CO2 : CH4 : He = CH4 = 80
Negligible after 50 h TOF not reported
Alumina coating inhibited metal sintering as
1 : 1 : 8, WHSV=
compared to uncoated NiO; eﬀect of number of
3600 L gcat1 h1
ALD cycles investigate
TOF not reported
Core shell structure impeded migration the Ni
800 1C, CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1, CH4 = 90, CO2 = 87, 15% after 50 h
1 1
particles; active oxygen species was higher in
WHSV = 36 L gcat h H2/CO = 1.1
Ni@Al2O3 than Ni/Al2O3
TOF not reported
Thin TiO2 layer was deposited on Ni nano800 1C, CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1, CH4 = 38, CO2 = 50, 80% after 160 h
1 1
WHSV = 24 L gcat h H2/CO = 0.73
particles to prevent sintering; coke formation
was not completely prevented by TiO2 layer
600 1C, CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1, CH4 = 88, CO2 = 90 12% after 24 h
TOF not reported
Encapsulation by CeO2 shell can restrict Ni
WHSV = 24 L gcat1 h1
sintering and provide lattice oxygen for coke
removal

182 (at 750 1C, WHSV = Mesoporous silica shell prevents coke for1524 L gcat1 h1)
mation, slight sintering of multiple Ni cores
observed
5 nm Ni nanoparticles coated by silica, no
CH4 = 42, CO2 = 64, Negligible after 170 h TOF not reported
deactivation observed for 170 h
H2/CO = 0.7

CH4 = 58, CO2 = 71, 1.2% after 24 h
H2/CO = 0.7

Coke deposition

650–800 1C, CO2 : CH4 : CH4 = 63–85, CO2 = 0.7 wt% after 50 h
N2 = 1 : 1 : 0.67,
71–90, H2/CO = 1
WHSV = 18 L gcat1 h1

750 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
He = 1 : 1 : 2, WHSV =
48 L gcat1 h1
800 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
He = 9 : 9 : 2, WHSV =
19 L gNi1 min1

Reaction conditions

Catalyst performance: conversion
(%), H2/CO

Performance data characterising core–shell catalysts in thermocatalytic CO2 conversion by CO2 reforming of methane (DRM)

CO2 reforming of methane (DRM)

Table 1
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132

70

62

146

47

49

45

123

145

48

52

3

88

Ref.
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29.

28.

TOFCH4 (s1)
Remarks

Ref.

Ni–ZnO yolk–shell structure showed good
activity, but deactivated by 20% over 150 h

147

600 1C, CH4 : CO2 = 3 : 2, CH4 activity = 0.12 Negligible after 72 h TOF not reported
WHSV = 200 L gcat1 h1 mol gmetal1 min1

129

136

150

149

58

148

15

85

12

6.2 (at 500 1C, WHSV = CeO2 helped increase activity and suppress
126
54 L gcat1 h1)
carbon deposition
CH4 = 94.5, CO2 = 95 Negligible after 55 h TOF not reported
Facile synthesis method for multiple small Ni 127
nanoparticles anchored strongly inside silica
hollow sphere
8.1 (at 600 1C, WHSV = Confinement eﬀect improved metal–support
82
CH4 = 94.5, CO2 = 5.5% after 600 h
1880 L gcat1 h1)
interaction and prevented carbon nanotube
95, H2/CO = 0.8
growth
CH4 = 90, CO2 = 95 10.3% after 40 h

CH4 = 90, CO2 = 96, Observed by XRD & TOF not reported
Raman
H2/CO = 0.95

Chem Soc Rev

27.

26.

25.

24.

Coke deposition

81
CH4 = 90, CO2 = 95, Negligible after 100 h 79 (at 800 1C, WHSV = Transformation of core–shell to yolk–shell
1440 L gcat1 h1)
structure observed based on shell thickness,
H2/CO = 0.82
optimum shell thickness for DRM investigated
56 (at 700 1C, WHSV = Shell porosity & catalyst basicity was aﬀected by 125
CH4 = 79, CO4 = 89, 4% after 100 h
1440 L gcat1 h1)
hydrothermal treatment in presence of Mg salt
H2/CO = 0.98
that aﬀected DRM performance

Catalyst performance: conversion
(%), H2/CO

Dual confinement eﬀect on Ni of SiO2 and CeO2
layers, CeO2 provides oxygen species for coke
removal
Both the LDH structure and silica shell of
750 1C, CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1, CH4 = 85, CO2 = 87 Negligible after 8 h TOF not reported
WHSV =7.5 L gcat1 h1
modular catalyst necessary for high activity and
coke resistance
TOF not reported
Immobilisation of Ni nanoparticles between
CH4 B 50, CO2 B 5.1% after 24 h
600 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
two silica layers, linear CO adsorption on Ni no
He = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV = 60, H2/CO = 0.78
observed in DRIFTS study on core–shell
60 L gcat1 h1
structure
Top-down macro– 800 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 96.5, CO2 = Negligible after 500 h 3.5, (at 750 1C, WHSV = Confinement eﬀect and strong metal support
Ni@SiO2/Al2O3/
1 1
interaction was responsible for better stability
FeCrAl-fiber
micro–nano organi- He = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV = 91.9
140 L gcat h )
and activity of the catalyst
zation via APTES
5 L gcat1 h1
cross-linking
Multiple Ni nanoparticles confined inside SiO2
Ni–Mg phyllosilicate Hydrothermal
750 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 85, CO2 = 90, Negligible after 72 h TOF not reported
nanotube@SiO2; improved thermal stability
nanotubes@SiO2
method followed by He = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV = H2/CO = 0.8
Stöber method
60 L gcat1 h1
Ni/MgAl2O4@SiO2 Sol–gel coating
750 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 70, CO2 = 80 Negligible after 10 h TOF not reported
Ni/MgAl2O4 prepared by two methods (solutionHe = 5:5:1, WHSV =
combustion and precipitation) were coated with
1 1
66 L gcat h
silica; the former method showed better coating
and coke resistance
Sol–gel coating
800 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 85, CO2 = 85 3% after 50 h
TOF not reported
Silica shell prevented nickel sintering on ZSM-5
Ni/ZSM-5@SiO2
He = 44 : 47 : 9,
and increased Ni dispersion and coke resisWHSV = 12 L gcat1 h1
tance; eﬀect of Ni loading was investigated
SiO2@Ni@ZrO2
Sol–gel coating
700 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
CH4 = 60, CO2 = 60, Negligible after 20 h TOF not reported, acti- Activity was improved due to lower activation
(stability test for
He = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV = H2/CO = 0.75
vity = 8 mol gNi1 h1, energy on ZrO2 stabilized Ni clusters; higher
150 h reported)
(at 700 1C, WHSV =
binding energy of CO2 caused CO2 enrichment
24 L gcat1 h1
on surface and lower coke formation
180 L gcat1 h1)
TOF not reported
Al2O3@Ni@Al2O3

Sandwiched multi-core@shell catalysts
Ammonia evapora21. Ni–SiO2@CeO2
tion and
precipitation
22. NiMgAl–LDH@m- Hydrothermal
SiO2
method followed by
Stöber method
Ammonia evapora23. SiO2@Ni@SiO2
tion and Stöber
method

20. Ni@NiPhy@SiO2
hollow sphere

19. Ni@HSS (hollow
silica sphere)

18. NiCe@m-SiO2

17. ZnO/Ni@SiO2

16. Ni@Ni–Mg
phyllosilicate

Reaction conditions

800 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
N2 = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV =
36 L gcat1 h1
Micro-emulsion
700 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
method followed by N2 = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV =
hydrothermal
36 L gcat1 h1
treatment
Stöber silica coating 850 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
on Ni/ZIF-8
N2 = 1 : 1 : 3, WHSV =
30 L gcat1 h1
Modified Stöber
750 1C, CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1,
method
WHSV = 6 L gcat1 h1
One pot micro800 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
N2 = 1 : 1 : 2, WHSV =
emulsion method
144 L gcat1 h1
Hydrothermal and 700 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
Stöber method
He = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV =
36 L gcat1 h1

Yolk@shell & hollow structures
15. Ni–yolk@Ni@SiO2 Micro-emulsion
method

No. Catalyst

CO2 reforming of methane (DRM)

Table 1
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TOF not reported

CH4 = 88.31, CO2 = 100 mgcoke gNi1
after 30 h
77.76

Use of perovskite LaNiO3 precursor and inter- 140
action of Ni with shell increases stability

8.1
182
0.16c
0.16
56

120, 1 : 1 : 2
0.59
24, 1 : 1 : 0
2.32c
36, 1 : 1 : 0
0.85
36, 1 : 1 : 0
0.55c
300, 15 : 15 : 70
12.8
7.5, 1 : 1 : 0
0.065
Not reported
Not reported

1880, 1 : 1 : 1
1524, 1 : 1 : 2
60, 1 : 1 : 1
18, 1 : 1 : 0
1440, 1 : 1 : 1

0.003
0.006
0.009
0.006
0.0079
0.0005

0.047
0.038
0.013
0.0016
0.026

600
700
700
700
700
750
800
800

700
750
800
800
700

1:1:1
1:1:2
1:1:1
1:1:0
1:1:1
60, 1 : 1 : 2
24, 1 : 1 : 0
36, 1 : 1 : 0
36, 1 : 1 : 0
60, 15 : 15 : 70
7.5, 1 : 1 : 0
B18, 1 : 1 : 0
B18, 1 : 1 : 1

36,
48,
30,
18,
36,

48,
70,
70,
76,
74,
87,
95,
95,

94,
58,
87,
90,
79,

60
80
90
78
80
96
95
95

95
71
89
93
89

25
5
80
50
50
20
500
100

600
24
1000
240
100

670
360
220
240
120
40
60
220

55
12
Negligible
Negligible
40

143
151
152
141
142
153
154
155

82
88
49
146
125

a
Investigations lacking values of TOF or intrinsic activity are marked as ‘Not reported’ under this column. b Specific activity values have been calculated on the basis of TOF and specific surface
area of active metal in catalyst as reported in the reference. c Measurements were made at conversions 4 30% and may not represent initial rates or turnover frequencies.

500
700
700
600
700
450

600
750
800
550
700

Review Article

Supported catalysts
6. Ni/Mg(Al)O (hydrotalcite precursor)
7. Ni/ZrO2 (impregnation on H2-treated ZrO2)
8. Mesoporous Ni–Ce–Al oxide (one pot EISA method)
9. Ni/CeO2 nanorod (impregnation)
10. Ni/La2O3 nanorod (impregnation on La2O2CO3 nanorods)
11. Ni/SBA-15 (polyol assisted impregnation)
12. CaZr0.8Ni0.2O3 (perovskite precursor)
13. Ni/Gd-doped CeO2 (Co-precipitation)

Core–shell catalysts
1. Ni@NiPhy@SiO2 hollow sphere
2. Ni@SiO2 multi-core
3. NiCo@SiO2
4. Ni–ZrO2@SiO2
5. Ni@Ni–Mg phyllosilicate

Ref.

SiO2 shell prevents segregation of Ni–Fe alloy, 139
core–shell structure shows high coke-resistance

Double interaction between Ni and g-alumina
support and alumina coating increased resistance to sintering and deactivation

Remarks

CH4, CO2 Time
Temp. WHSV (L gcat1 h1), TOFCH4 Specific activityCH4b Temp. WHSV (L gcat1 h1), conversion, onstream Coke
(s1)
(mol gcat1 min1) (1C)
(1C)
CH4 : CO2: inert
CH4 : CO2: inert
(%)
(h)
(mgcoke gcat1) Ref.

Activity testa

Stability test

TOF not reported

Comparison of activities and stabilities of selected core–shell and supported catalysts in DRM

No. Catalyst

Table 2

31. LaNiO3@SiO2

160 W, DBD Plasma,
CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1,
WHSV = 12 L gcat1 h1
Citrate sol–gel
150 W, DBD plasma,
method followed by CO2 : CH4 = 1 : 1,
WHSV = 12 L gcat1 h1
micro-emulsion

TOFCH4 (s1)

7.24 mgcoke gcat1
CH4 = 80, CO2 =
70.3, H2/CO = 0.953 after 60 h

CH4 = 92, CO2 = 95, Negligible after 70 h
(stability test for
H2/CO = 0.75
400 h reported)

800 1C, CO2 : CH4 :
He = 1 : 1 : 1, WHSV =
300 L gNi1 h1

Atomic layer
deposition

Coke deposition

Reaction conditions

Synthesis method

Plasma assisted CO2 reforming of methane
Modified Stöber
30. NiFe2O4#SiO2
method

No. Catalyst

Catalyst performance: conversion
(%), H2/CO

CO2 reforming of methane (DRM)

Table 1
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Routes for thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation.

point out that core–shell catalysts are more complicated and
expensive to synthesize than their conventional counterparts,
and they may suffer from diffusion limitations. Hence, benchmarking and comparisons are needed.
3.2.2. Thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation. Hydrogenation
of CO2 to give hydrocarbons provides the prospect of highly
desirable routes for recycling CO2 into fuels and chemicals.
Depending on the reaction conditions and catalyst, a variety of
hydrocarbons and oxygenates may be produced, such as methane,
methanol, dimethyl ether, olefins, higher alcohols, and formic
acid (Scheme 3). The following section focuses on recent
developments in the testing of core–shell catalysts in various
routes of thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation. Because the
operating conditions, reaction routes, and requirements for
specific products are quite different, the discussion is divided
into individual sections on the conversion of CO2 to methanol,
to C2+ hydrocarbons and oxygenates, to CO, and to methane.
3.2.2.1. CO2 hydrogenation to methanol
3.2.2.1.1. Introduction. Methanol is an important feedstock
that can be used either as a convenient transportation fuel or as
a C1 building block in the chemical industry. The production of
methanol from captured and recycled CO2 is a highly desirable
alternative to its industrial production from fossil sources such
as natural gas, provided that the H2 is produced from renewable
sources. Methanol, being a liquid under ambient conditions, is a
good candidate transportation fuel that can be used in cold
regions because its freezing point is 96 1C. Methanol can also
be used in conventional combustion engines without major
modifications. Compared with gasoline from petroleum, methanol
as a transportation fuel oﬀers the advantages of valorising CO2 and
also giving cleaner combustion, producing very little SOx or NOx.
CO2 + 3H2 - CH3OH + H2O DH0298 = 11.9 kJ mol1

(5)

Methanol is produced industrially by the hydrogenation of
CO from syngas, and, recently, mixtures of CO2 and syngas have
also been used as feedstocks. Cu- and ZnO-containing catalysts are
widely used in technology for methanol synthesis by hydrogenation of CO, and some have now been adopted specifically for CO2
hydrogenation to methanol.156 Pd/ZnO, In2O3, Pd/In2O3, and
Ga2O3-containing catalysts are also promising alternatives for

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

CO2 conversion to methanol.22,157,158 A recent review provides
a comprehensive discussion of various families of catalysts
(Cu-containing, Pd-containing, and bimetallic) investigated
for this reaction.37
Methanol formation is thermodynamically favoured at lower
temperatures and higher pressures. The high stability of CO2,
however, necessitates elevated temperatures for appropriate
reaction rates, and a temperature range of 200–300 1C is usually
employed. However, at higher temperatures, the reverse water
gas shift reaction (formation of CO from CO2, eqn (2)) becomes
more favoured than CO2 hydrogenation to methanol. Methanol
selectivity and yield are thus reduced as a result of this competitive
formation of CO. A commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst gives a
methanol selectivity of less than 70% at 260 1C and a H2/CO2 ratio
of 3, even under a very high pressure of 36 MPa.159 However, many
of the CO2-to-methanol catalysts, such as the commercial coppercontaining catalysts, are also active for CO hydrogenation. Hence,
the co-production of CO with methanol is not a severe selectivity
limitation from an industrial point of view, because the CO that is
produced would be converted directly or recycled to the reactor
along with the unconverted CO2, ultimately being converted in
substantial measure to methanol. Consequently, the goal of suppressing selectivity to CO formation and increasing selectivity to
methanol formation seems to be more of a fundamental and
academic goal than a goal of industrial importance with the
copper-containing catalysts. Some non-copper CO2-to-methanol
catalysts such as In2O3/ZrO2 or ZnO–ZrO2 have poor CO hydrogenation activity and may also undergo deactivation in the
presence of high partial pressures of CO because of over-reduction
of the catalyst160 – suppressing CO formation on such catalysts can
improve their potential for practical application.
Catalyst deactivation is also a major concern, especially because
of the simultaneous production of water with methanol, which can
oxidize zero-valent metal sites to metal oxides over time. Sintering
of active catalyst components at the elevated reaction temperatures
in the presence of steam has also been reported to rapidly
deactivate Cu/ZnO catalysts.90
3.2.2.1.2. Performance of core–shell catalysts. Selectivity to
methanol formed in thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation depends
strongly on the electronic properties of the catalytically active sites
and the relative stabilization of the reaction intermediates. The
metal/metal oxide interface and synergy in Cu/ZnO, Pd/ZnO, and
Au/CeO2/TiO2 catalysts have been shown to be significant in
governing the selectivity and performance of the catalysts.161,162
Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 is the commonly used catalyst for transforming CO2
to methanol at high pressures (5–10 MPa) and elevated temperatures (200–300 1C). Neither Cu nor ZnO is by itself active for
methanol formation, but Cu/ZnO composites are active. Although
the issues of catalyst structure at the atomic scale are less than
fully resolved, recent investigations have elucidated the significance of the Cu/ZnO interface in the formation of methanol on
these catalysts.161,163–165
Core–shell and encapsulated catalysts are uniquely designed to
maximize the metal–metal oxide interface and also to precisely
and selectively tune the interaction. As expected, core–shell
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structured catalysts have been found to be effective in increasing
the selectivity and yield of methanol formation from CO2. Tisseraud
et al.156,166,167 conducted a detailed investigation to identify
the active sites for selective methanol formation on the most
widely investigated Cu/ZnO catalysts and proposed strategies to
tune the catalyst morphology to achieve high methanol selectivity.
Cu@ZnOx core–shell structured catalysts showed 100% selectivity
to methanol, whereas considerable CO formation was observed on
Cu/ZnO catalysts formed by co-precipitation, by the competing
RWGS reaction. It was observed that structural modification of the
catalyst occurs during a reduction step, with Zn migrating into
the Cu to form an oxygen-deficient ZnOx or CuxZn1xOy layer on
the Cu core. This oxygen-deficient CuxZn1xOy structure formed
by the migration of Zn at the Cu–ZnO interface was proposed to
provide the active site for methanol formation by a mechanism
involving the combination of adsorbed CO2 and hydrogen spilled
over from Cu nanoparticles. Core–shell structured catalysts
can increase this synergy by maximizing Cu–ZnO contacts and
favouring a faster diffusion of Zn into Cu, thereby creating
numerous active sites at the heterojunction. The complete
encapsulation of Cu by the CuxZn1xOy shell hinders the
formation of undesirable CO by the RWGS reaction or by methanol
decomposition. The formation of a metastable graphite-like ZnOx
overlayer on Cu after reduction was also reported for commercial
Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalysts.168
Although the intimate mixing of Cu and ZnO is crucial for
high methanol yields on Cu/ZnO catalysts, Cu nanoparticles
slowly aggregate and separate from ZnO under reaction conditions.
This phase separation reduces the Cu/ZnOx interface and the
catalytic activity over time. Because the bare Cu surface can catalyse
the RWGS side-reaction, phase-separated catalysts exhibit poor
selectivity for methanol. Recently, Cu/ZnO nanoparticles have been
encapsulated in the well-defined pores of MOFs to form CuZnO@
MOF structures, which can hinder agglomeration and phaseseparation by confinement in the porous structure and by strong
metal–support interactions involving the organic coordinating
groups and the metal oxide clusters that are the MOF nodes.169
Ultra-small nanoparticles (o1 nm diameter) of Cu/ZnOx have been
encapsulated in the cavities of a MOF incorporating Zr6O8 nodes
(MOF UiO-bpy constructed from linear 2,20 -bipyridine-5,50 -dicarboxylate (bpydc) bridging ligands and secondary building units
suggested to be Zr6(m3-O)4(m3-OH)4) to form an encapsulated
Cu/Zn@MOF structure. The Cu/Zn@MOF showed a threefold
higher methanol yield at 250 1C than a commercial Cu/ZnO/
Al2O3 catalyst and 100% selectivity to methanol, compared with
54% observed with the commercial catalyst. The Cu/Zn@UiObpy catalyst also showed stable performance over 100 h of
reaction. It was shown by varying the MOF structure that the
metal–support interaction involving the bpy (2,2 0 -bipyridine)
organic linkers and the zirconium oxide clusters as the secondary
building units of the MOF was essential in stabilizing the small
CuZn nanoparticles and hindering phase separation. The stability
and resistance to agglomeration of the nanoparticles were
also shown to be highly dependent on the channel/cavity
structure of the MOF that provided the pore structure confining
the catalytic nanoparticles. Notwithstanding the encouraging
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results reported for these catalysts, one should be cautious
about their prospects because of the intrinsic stability limitations
of MOFs.170
Pd-Containing catalysts have also been investigated for CO2
hydrogenation to methanol. Although Pd is more active and
less susceptible to sintering than Cu, typical Pd catalysts such
as Pd/ZnO and Pd/Ga2O3 are characterised by low selectivities
towards methanol because of their high activities for the RWGS
reaction. Liao et al.171 showed that, in comparison with Pd, a
Pd@Zn catalyst with a high Zn content (PdZn layers on the
surface of Pd) had much higher selectivity to methanol even at
relatively low pressures (2 MPa) by increasing the activation
barrier for the RWGS reaction. It is widely accepted that the first
step of CO2/H2 activation often occurs through the generation of
two diﬀerent surface intermediates, HCOO* (the formate intermediate) and *COOH (the carboxyl intermediate), which lead to
diﬀerent reaction routes. The hydrogenation of the HCOO*
intermediate produces methanol via formation of dioxymethylene
and formaldehyde, whereas the decomposition of *COOH yields CO
as a product. On the basis DFT calculations, the authors171 showed
that the occurrence of surface *COOH is energetically more favourable than that of HCOO* on Pd(111), whereas with two layers of
deposited Pd1Zn1, HCOO* formation is energetically much more
favourable. The barrier for formation of *COOH on the PdZn surface
(1.43 eV) is so much higher than that on the Pd(111) surface
(1.21 eV) that the kinetics significantly disfavours the occurrence of
the RWGS reaction on PdZn through the *COOH precursor. Thus,
the decoration of Pd with a Zn-rich PdZn layer in a core–shell
structure helps to significantly increase the selectivity for methanol
formation.
Alternatively, an Ag@Pd/ZnO catalyst was also shown to have
higher methanol selectivity than Pd/ZnO, owing to the electronic modification of Pd by the Ag core.6 Electron donation from
the Ag core to a Pd shell increases the electron density on Pd and
increases the Pd0 content in the PdZn alloy formation at the Pd/ZnO
interface, which was proposed to cause higher selectivity to
methanol (Fig. 4). The Ag@Pd core–shell structure also reduced
the amount of Pd required while maintaining the same exposed
Pd surface area as in Pd nanoparticles. A Pd–Ag alloy/ZnO catalyst,
on the other hand, showed poor activity because of the formation
of a Pd–Ag phase that is not very active for H2 dissociation.
Conventional supported catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to
methanol, such as Cu/ZnO/Al2O3, Cu/ZnO/Ga2O3, etc., are characterised by methanol selectivities of approximately 30–50% at
410% CO2 conversion under standard operating conditions of
220–260 1C and 3–5 MPa pressure.172 Table 4a shows a comparison
of the performance of some recently reported conventional supported and core–shell catalysts for thermocatalytic conversion of
CO2 to methanol. In comparing the results in this table, it is
important to realize that methanol selectivity is usually higher at
lower CO2 conversions and depends strongly on the pressure and
temperature. Core–shell structures such as those of Cu/ZnOx@
MOF and Pd@Zn/Cd–Se have demonstrated selectivities greater
than 70–80% under comparable conditions (Table 4a). Pd@Zn was
observed to have a much higher TOF and methanol space time
yield (STY) per gram of metal than a commercial Cu-containing
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Fig. 4 (a) Methanol selectivity and (b) CO2 conversion on Ag@Pd, AgPd alloy, and Pd nanoparticles loaded on ZnO in methanol synthesis from
thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation. Conditions: pressure = 4.5 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3 : 1, WHSV = 9600 mL gcat1 h1. (c) Proposed reaction mechanism of
CO2 hydrogenation to methanol on ZnO-supported Ag@Pd core–shell nanocatalyst. Reproduced with permission from ref. 6. Copyright (2017), Wiley.

catalyst.171 Tisseraud et al.,167 however, reported similar methane
STY per gram of metal for supported and core–shell Cu/ZnOx
catalysts, and it is still not clear whether the improvement in
activity can be attributed to the core–shell structure or whether it
can be extended to other core–shell materials. The distinction
between core–shell and supported catalysts becomes somewhat
blurred in these catalyst systems, because partial encapsulation
has been shown to occur under reaction conditions even on
conventional supported catalysts, implying that even commercial
supported catalysts can manifest some of the advantages of core–
shell catalysts.
Apart from tuning product selectivity by modifying active
sites, core–shell catalysts have also been shown to increase
stability in methanol synthesis by preventing active site sintering.
The formation of water during CO2 hydrogenation to methanol
has been observed to accelerate the crystallization of Cu and ZnO
and concurrent sintering at the reaction temperatures–an issue
that is not as much a concern in methanol synthesis from CO,
whereby much less water is produced.90 A Cu/ZnO@m-SiO2
catalyst showed stable CO2 conversion and methanol yield over
an operating period of 160 h at 260 1C, whereas a conventional
supported catalyst started deactivating after only 20 h onstream.173
The m-SiO2 shell hindered aggregation of the Cu nanoparticles and
also helped generate smaller Cu nanoparticles than those on the
conventional impregnated catalysts, leading to higher activity.
Formation of water during CO2 hydrogenation is also deleterious
to the active sites of the catalyst, because it is an oxidant and can
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oxidize metallic sites to inactive metal oxides. Pre-addition of water
in the reaction system has been observed to suppress both CO2
conversion and methanol yield. Many investigations have been
conducted to tackle the problem of catalyst deactivation by water,
but no viable solution has been achieved.172 It would be interesting
to explore whether core–shell structured materials can be used to
integrate some hydrophobic character into methanol synthesis
catalysts that will help to significantly minimize catalyst deactivation
by water.
3.2.2.2. CO2 hydrogenation to C2+ hydrocarbons/oxygenates
3.2.2.2.1. Introduction. CO2 hydrogenation to C2+ hydrocarbons
(and oxygenates) is significant because long-chain hydrocarbons
have high energy densities that make them valuable as fuels, and
they also find wide applications as feedstocks in the chemical
industry.39 The hydrogenation can be carried out technologically
by two major routes: a modified FT synthesis route and a route
involving methanol as an intermediate.
CO2 hydrogenation to hydrocarbons by the FT route proceeds
through both direct and indirect pathways through the straightforward conversion of CO2 to hydrocarbons (eqn (6)) or a RWGS
step to form CO and further FT synthesis from CO and H2
(eqn (2) and (7)).
nCO2 + 3nH2 - CnH2n + 2nH2O DH573 = 128 kJ mol1
2nCO + (3n + 2)H2 - CnH2n+2 + 2nH2O

(6)

DH573 = 166 kJ mol1
(7)
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The major challenge for CO2 hydrogenation by the modified
FT route is the broad distribution of products, which is
determined by the chain growth probability. If the chain growth
probability is independent of the carbon number of the chain,
this statistical Anderson–Schulz–Flory (ASF) distribution limits
the selectivity of C2–C4 hydrocarbons to r58% and C5–C11
(gasoline range) hydrocarbons to r45% by this route.22 More
important, such a wide product distribution makes separation and
downstream processing of the product complex and expensive.
An alternative of the FT-route CO2 hydrogenation to C2+
intermediates is conversion via methanol as an intermediate
(eqn (5), (8), and (9)). The methanol can be dehydrated to form
dimethyl ether (DME) or be converted to olefins by acid catalysts.
2CH3OH - CH3OCH3 + H2O DH0298 = 49.2 kJ mol1
nCH3OH - CnH2n + nH2O

(8)
(9)

Conversion of methanol to DME is catalysed by solid acid
catalysts such as zeolites and ion exchange resins. DME is used
as a refrigerant, an aerosol propellant in the personal care
industry, and as a clean-burning alternative to LPG. Because the
operating conditions for methanol synthesis and dehydration
are similar, the process of conversion of CO2 to DME could be
carried out in a single reactor. Careful catalyst design is
required to achieve high selectivity and yield of DME while
suppressing the formation of side products such as CO, olefins,
and other hydrocarbons. Methanol can also be converted to
olefins in the MTO (methanol-to-olefins) process, with a SAPO34 catalyst. The direct one-step conversion of CO2 to olefins by
hydrogenation suﬀers from low selectivity to the desirable
C2–C4 olefins because of the production of side-products such
as CO, methane, C2–C4 alkanes, or C5+ hydrocarbons.
3.2.2.2.2. Performance of core–shell catalysts. The main
benefit offered by core–shell catalysts in CO2 hydrogenation to
C2+ products is to increase the selectivity of the desired product
through bifunctional or size-selective catalysis.
In FT synthesis, the hydrocarbon formation is usually characterised by a statistical ASF distribution, with low yields of any
particular product. Several investigations have demonstrated
that core–shell structures with FT-active cores (Co, iron carbide,
or Ru) and zeolite shells can affect the product distribution in
FT synthesis in the following ways: (1) the geometry of the core–
shell structure forces the hydrocarbons formed on the cores to
come in contact with catalytic sites in the shell (acidic sites in
zeolite shells), where they undergo further reactions, hydrocracking/isomerization, to form shorter-chain and branched
hydrocarbons; in contrast, on physically mixed FT-active and
zeolite catalysts, there is no spatial restriction between the sites
for the FT synthesis and hydrocracking/isomerization reactions,
and these reactions can occur independently; (2) appropriately
small micropores in the zeolite shell result in lower rates of
diffusion of heavier hydrocarbons from the core through the
zeolite shell, giving them more time to undergo cracking and
isomerization to form middle-distillate range hydrocarbons;
(3) the properties of the shell can change the local concentration
ratio of H2 to CO near the surface of the FT-catalyst core; for
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example, a zeolite shell with a high Al/Si ratio near the core may
increase accumulation of water and CO near the core because of its
hydrophilicity, increasing the local CO/H2 ratio, which suppresses
methane formation.100–102,174 Tsubaki and co-workers174–178
reported a set of core–shell structures with Co/SiO2 or Co/Al2O3
cores and zeolite shells (H-beta, H-ZSM-5) that achieved significantly enhanced selectivity to gasoline-range branched hydrocarbons and suppressed the formation of C11+ hydrocarbons
relative to what was observed with physical mixtures of the
supported Co and zeolite catalysts. The benefits resulted from
improved efficiency of the secondary hydrocracking and isomerization reactions. Other investigators have also reported
similar enhancement in mid-range iso-paraffin selectivity on
core–shell RANEYs Fe@H-ZSM-5179 and Co/ZrO2@H-ZSM-5180
catalysts. The segregation of the types of two catalytic sites in
these core–shell structures may also help in other ways by
minimizing complications that arise from their direct interactions
in simpler bifunctional supported catalysts (e.g., FT-active metals
supported on zeolites)—such as the formation of difficult-to-reduce
metal ions associated with strong metal–support interactions/
ion-exchange with the zeolite, and zeolite pore-blocking by the
metal.181
Although there are some diﬀerences between CO hydrogenation
and CO2 hydrogenation, there are also many similarities, and the
design of core–shell catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to give higher
hydrocarbons can be inspired by syngas conversion catalysts. For
example, Wang et al.105 synthesized a series of core–shell structured
Fe-Zn-Zr@zeolite catalysts for CO2 conversion to hydrocarbons, with
a goal of increasing selectivity to isoalkanes, which are highly valued
as high-octane-number gasoline blending components. The
confinement effect of the zeolite shell was shown to significantly influence the product distribution, and 480% isoalkanes
among all the hydrocarbons were produced with an Fe–Zn–
Zr@HZSM5-H-beta zeolite catalyst. The HZSM-5/H-beta zeolite
shell forced the hydrocarbons and oxygenates formed on the
Fe–Zn–Zr core to pass over the acid sites of the H-beta and
HZSM-5 zeolites, where they underwent further conversion to
i-C4 and i-C5+, respectively. An optimum HZSM-5 : H-beta zeolite
ratio of 4 : 1 was observed to maximize the C3+ hydrocarbon
selectivity and the ratio of singly to multiply branched hydrocarbons. A physical mixture of Fe–Zn–Zr and HZSM5-H-beta
zeolites (in a 2 : 1 ratio) was characterised by a lower hydrocarbon selectivity (39%) and iso-alkane/total hydrocarbon ratio
(40.5%) than its core–shell counterpart (62% hydrocarbon
selectivity and 68% iso-alkane/total hydrocarbon ratio, respectively).
However, a similar enhancement in branched hydrocarbon
selectivity on the core–shell structure compared with a physical
mixture was not observed when the zeolite was instead H–Y
zeolite. Given the substantial probability of experimental artefacts
in investigations of FT synthesis, we suggest that more experiments
that are repeated by independent groups would be of value for
assessing the effectiveness of zeolite-coated core–shell structures
in controlling selectivity in CO2 hydrogenation by the modified
FT route.
Because the direct catalytic conversion of CO2 to hydrocarbons
is slower than CO hydrogenation, the modified FT synthesis
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method for converting CO2 through a CO intermediate via the
RWGS reaction has attracted substantial attention. Core–shell
structured catalysts provide an advantage because they can combine separate catalytic functions in an optimal way. A unique core–
shell CeO2–Pt@mSiO2–Co catalyst was tailored for the RWGS and
subsequent FT synthesis reactions in sequence, giving high yields
of C2–C4 hydrocarbons.2 The well-defined nanostructured CeO2–
Pt@mSiO2–Co catalyst (Fig. 5) was synthesized with two distinct
metal/metal-oxide interfaces in close proximity to each other to
carry out the two reactions. The Pt/CeO2 interface in the catalyst
core was responsible for the RWGS reaction to form CO, and the
neighbouring Co/SiO2 surface yielded C2–C4 hydrocarbons
through a subsequent FT process. The two interfaces evidently
facilitated the two reactions with high selectivity, and the
relatively well-defined structure evidently led to high local CO
concentrations near the Co/SiO2 interface, corresponding to a
high activity for FT synthesis to C2–C4 hydrocarbons. Most of the
CO molecules produced on Pt/CeO2 at the core presumably
come in contact with the neighbouring cobalt surface before
diffusing out of the shell. CO molecules have been inferred to have
a higher adsorption probability on the Co surface than CO2. The
formation and adsorption of CO created a CO-rich local environment at the Co/mSiO2 interface, which favoured the production of
C2–C4 hydrocarbons. In the contrasting case of a physical mixture
of the two separate catalysts, however, the uncontrolled spatial
arrangement of the Pt–CeO2 and Co–SiO2 interfaces resulted in a
low probability for the involvement of the CO produced on
Pt–CeO2 in the secondary reaction. Thus, a C2–C4 hydrocarbon
selectivity of 40% was achieved on the core–shell catalyst at 250 1C
and 0.6 MPa, whereas a physical mixture of Pt/CeO2 and
Co/m-SiO2 yielded predominantly methane and o10% C2–C4.
Guo et al.182 reported a core–shell Fe@NC catalyst with an
Fe2O3 core coated by a ZnO and nitrogen-doped carbon shell for

Review Article
higher-olefin selectivity in CO2 hydrogenation by the modified
FT route. Fe-containing catalysts are active for CO2 hydrogenation
in the aforementioned two-step process, conversion of CO2 to CO
by RWGS catalysed by the magnetite phase and FT synthesis by
C–C coupling from CO on iron carbide. Unpromoted Fe-containing
catalysts generally show poor selectivity to C2–C4 olefins or C5+
hydrocarbons in CO2 hydrogenation. Zn has been reported to be
beneficial for CO2 adsorption, H2 dissociation, and modulation of
the electronic and geometric structure of the catalyst. Nitrogendoped carbon can also improve CO2 adsorption and induce
interfacial charge transfer between metal, support, and reactant,
which can alter the product selectivity. Consequently, the
authors synthesized a core–shell structure with a magnetite
core coated with ZnO dispersed in N-doped carbon using a
ZIF-8 precursor. The Fe@NC catalyst showed approximately
25% higher CO2 conversion and a 24-fold higher olefin/paraffin
ratio than benchmark Fe2O3 nanoparticles. However, the investigation did not provide more thorough insights into how the core–
shell structure or the addition of the ZnO–CN shell so markedly
affects the olefin selectivity.
In a methanol-mediated route for C2+ synthesis from CO2,
CO2 is first reduced to methanol on a suitable catalyst and then
further converted to C2+ hydrocarbons or oxygenates catalysed
by acidic sites. The methanol-mediated route can avoid the ASF
distribution of hydrocarbons formed in standard FT synthesis.
The two catalytic functions of methanol synthesis and its further
dehydration/deoxygenation and coupling can be combined in a
core–shell composite catalyst with precise control of the structure
and interactions of the various active sites, leading to good product
selectivity. For example, the synthesis of DME from CO2 follows a
two-reaction process of conversion of CO2 to methanol followed
by dehydration of methanol to DME (eqn (8)). Cu–ZnO@ZSM-5
core–shell catalysts showed much higher DME yields than

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic of CO2 hydrogenation to C2–C4 hydrocarbons on CeO2–Pt@mSiO2–Co tandem core–shell catalysts, (b) Product selectivity of
tandem catalyst CeO2–Pt@mSiO2–Co and single-interface catalysts CeO2–Pt@mSiO2 and CeO2@mSiO2–Co, physical mixture catalyst for CO2
hydrogenation. Conditions: pressure = 0.6 MPa, H2/CO2 = 3, temperature = 250 1C. Reprinted with permission from ref. 2. Copyright (2017) American
Chemical Society.
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Cu–ZnO/ZSM-5 catalysts prepared by impregnation and mechanical
mixing.183 The core–shell structured catalyst provided more
uniform mixing and more nearly optimal transport paths for
the intermediate methanol formed on the Cu–ZnO core that was
converted to DME when coming in contact with the acidic sites
of the HZSM-5 shell. Similarly, Liu et al.184 synthesized CuO–
ZnO–Al2O3 nanoparticles in an HZSM-5 shell and showed that
the core–shell catalyst gave much higher CO2 conversions and
DME yields (48.3% and 23.4%, respectively) than catalysts prepared by mechanical mixing or a non-core–shell composite
catalyst. The higher activity of the core–shell catalyst was attributed
to the ordered, self-assembled core–shell structure that optimised
the transport path of reactants, creating an optimised environment
for their conversion. The selectivity for DME was markedly higher
for the core–shell catalyst than conventional catalysts because the
zeolite shell ensured that all of the methanol formed had to be
transported through it, where it was converted to DME. Moreover,
because the zeolite shell provided uniform diffusion lengths to
all the intermediate methanol molecules over the acid sites, the
core–shell structure could help to suppress alkane or alkene
by-products, which can be produced in conventional catalysts
with randomly distributed catalytic sites, where some methanol
molecules can have a higher than optimal residence time on
acidic sites and undergo further conversion to form alkenes or
alkanes.185
The methanol intermediate from CO2 hydrogenation can
also be converted to light olefins with a SAPO-34 catalyst,
which is characterised by high selectivity for olefin formation
(eqn (9)). CuZnZr/SAPO-34 composites have been used for
the production of light olefins from CO2 by hydrogenation via
sequential reactions. A core–shell structured CuZnZr@Zn-SAPO-34
composite catalyst had higher selectivity for C2–C4 olefins
than a catalyst consisting of a physical mixture of the components, and it was also less active for methane formation.72
The core–shell structure with a tuned CuCnZr/SAPO-34 interface suppressed secondary hydrogenation of intermediates to
form methane. The selectivity to olefins was further increased
by reducing the acidity of the SAPO-34 shell by adding zinc,
thus minimizing secondary reaction of the olefins on the
acidic sites.
The available reports of core–shell catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to C2+ hydrocarbons and oxygenates (Table 3b) provide
proof-of-concept evidence for their efficacy in tuning selectivity
to C2+ hydrocarbons/olefins and oxygenates. In terms of product
selectivity, core–shell catalysts do show improved performance
over several conventional catalysts, but, unfortunately, as shown
by results of Table 4b, the improvements reported so far may
not be enough to justify the use of the expensive core–shell
catalysts in these reactions. However, the true differences in
performance are difficult to judge because the various experiments
were performed under different conditions (especially space
velocity). There are not yet enough independent reports of the
performance of core–shell catalysts in this area to justify meaningful
conclusions. In future work, there is a need to rigorously benchmark
the novel catalysts against industrial catalysts (for example, those
currently used for CO hydrogenation).
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There is, however, significant scope for further development of
core–shell catalysts. One path forward may involve the adoption of
other selectivity-enhancing strategies, such as doping with suitable
promoters, within the core–shell structures. For example, doping
of K or Na into Fe-containing catalysts has been shown to
significantly improve olefin/paraffin ratios in C2+ hydrocarbons
made by CO2 hydrogenation (Table 4b).186,187 Such materials with
optimal composition and doping can be used as the active core in
core–shell structures. Efforts should be made to adopt some of the
best-performing catalyst compositions reported for conventional
supported catalysts22,37,188 and further improve their performance
through the controlled local reaction atmospheres provided by
core–shell structures.
3.2.2.3. CO2 hydrogenation to CO
3.2.2.3.1. Introduction. CO is arguably the most important
C1 building block for technological organic synthesis. CO2 is
converted to CO by the RWGS reaction (eqn (2)). The process is
usually operated at elevated temperatures (400–600 1C) to
suppress the exothermic water gas shift reaction. For the twostep conversion of CO2 to chemicals via syngas production and
C–C coupling reactions, it is necessary to hydrogenate CO2 to
CO with high selectivity. Supported transition metal catalysts
such as Cu, Pd, Au, Ni, Pt, Rh, and Ru are used for RWGS
reaction. Formation of methane by CO2 hydrogenation is a
competing side-reaction under the relevant operating conditions,
and catalysts with activity for CO2 reduction (e.g., Ni, Ru) have
high selectivities for methane and low selectivities for CO. On the
other hand, catalysts with high selectivities for CO formation
(such as Pt- and Pd-containing catalysts) lack activity, typically
giving CO2 conversions o20%.189 Thus, it is still a challenge to
synthesize catalysts that have high activity and high selectivity for
CO formation.
3.2.2.3.2. Performance of core–shell catalysts. The selectivity
to CO or CH4 formation from CO2 is known to be sensitive to catalyst
composition and structure and the interaction between metal and
support. Although there have been only few investigations of core–
shell catalysts for the RWGS reaction, some recent work has provided
new insights into precise control of local reaction atmospheres and
product selectivity using core–shell structures. Wang et al.190 showed
that core–shell structures with metal nanoparticles encapsulated by
microporous materials can be used to provide a controlled nanopore
environment around the metal nanoparticles, thereby affecting the
selectivity to CO or CH4. They showed that by modifying this
controlled nanopore environment, the selectivity in CO2 hydrogenation on Ru@zeolite catalysts could be tuned from almost
100% methane to almost 80% CO at a CO2 conversion greater
than 50%. On the basis of an investigation of the reaction
mechanism, they inferred that CO2 hydrogenation proceeded
via the formation of CO on Ru, which could then be hydrogenated further to form CH4. A higher rate of CO desorption
from the metal sites and a lower rate of activation of H2 would
then yield a higher CO selectivity by hindering subsequent
hydrogenation of CO. Consistent with this interpretation, it was
observed that a Ru@HZSM-5 catalyst showed almost 100%
selectivity to CH4 associated with a high activity for H2 activation
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involving hydrogen spill-over from the metal and rapid transport
to the acidic sites in HZSM-5, whereas a Ru@silicalite-1 catalyst,
with no available surface protons in the nanopore environment,
gave predominantly CO as a product. The CO/CH4 selectivity was
tuned by modifying the nanopore environment by introduction
of defects (silanol groups) in Ru@silicalite-1 or partial replacement
of protons with K+ in Ru@HZSM-5. A conventional supported
Ru/silicalite-1 catalyst, in contrast, does not provide the uniform
environment characterizing the zeolite-encapsulated catalysts,
resulting in unselective CO2 hydrogenation, with the product
being a mixture of CO and CH4. The zeolite-encapsulated
catalysts also showed high stability with 496% CO selectivity
for 150 h on stream at 400 1C.
Another investigation illustrated the eﬀect of synergistic
metal/metal oxide interaction in core–shell structures in increasing
CO2 conversion by the RWGS reaction.191 A Co@CoO (N-doped)
catalyst was synthesized to combine the hydrogen activation ability
of metals with the high CO2 adsorption capacity of coordinatively
unsaturated metal oxide surface sites. Pure Co nanoparticles have
weak CO2 adsorption capacities and showed poor CO2 conversion
to CO at 250 1C. Encapsulation of the Co nanoparticles with a layer
of CoO resulted in a marked increase in CO2 adsorption, with a
concomitant increase in CO2 conversion. Further doping of N into
the CoO shell introduced oxygen vacancies at the oxide surface
and Lewis basic sites from the electron-rich N-dopant, both of
which promoted CO2 activation and CO production by the
RWGS reaction.
There is a rich body of literature dealing with improving
catalytic activity and suppressing methane formation in the
RWGS reaction using conventional catalysts, and a variety of
catalysts including supported noble and non-noble metal catalysts,
mixed metal oxides, transition metal carbides, and atomically
dispersed metal catalysts are eﬀective in selectively converting
CO2 to CO.192,193 In contrast, there are only a few reports of
core–shell structures as catalysts for the RWGS reaction, possibly
because improvements in performance can also be achieved by
simpler catalytic materials. Nonetheless, core–shell catalysts can
be valuable for in-depth investigations to elucidate the role of
catalyst structure on selectivity.
3.2.2.4. CO2 hydrogenation to methane
3.2.2.4.1. Introduction. Conversion of CO2 to methane by
hydrogenation, known as the Sabatier reaction, is an industrial
process and holds environmental promise in coal-based economies
that lack natural gas reserves.
CO2 + 4H2 - CH4 + 2H2O DH0298 = 164.9 kJ mol1

(10)

Among the possible routes for CO2 hydrogenation, CO2
conversion to methane has favourable thermodynamics and
can be conducted at atmospheric pressure. CO2 methanation
is carried out at temperatures of approximately 250–400 1C, and
not lower temperature because of kinetics limitations with
catalysts incorporating Ni, Rh, or Ru. CO2 methanation is highly
exothermic, and hot spots in reactors make long-term catalyst
stability and sintering a concern.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

3.2.2.4.2. Performance of core–shell catalysts. The main
potential benefits of core–shell structures in CO2 methanation
are increasing the catalytic activity and stability by increasing
metal dispersion, protecting active structures on metal particles, and
preventing agglomeration under severe conditions. Ni-containing
catalysts usually require such high temperatures for CO2
methanation (400–500 1C) that Ni sintering can cause catalyst
deactivation. A silicalite-1-encapsulated Ni catalyst was made by
selective desilication of the molecular sieve to produce additional
voids and pores to trap Ni nanoparticles in the crystals.194 The
silicalite-1-encapsulated Ni catalyst was characterised by a higher
CO2 conversion and methane selectivity than a conventional
Ni/silicalite-1 catalyst because of the higher Ni dispersion in the
voids of the silicalite. The catalyst also maintained stable performance over 50 h at 450 1C, although slight Ni particle migration
was observed. Similarly, a Ni0.8Mg0.2O@SiO2 catalyst showed high,
stable methanation activity for 100 h at 300 1C, outperforming an
uncoated Ni0.8Mg0.2O catalyst, which suffered from severe loss of
surface area and metal dispersion.195 MOFs such as MOF-5196 and
MIL-101197 have also been used to encapsulate Ni nanoparticles in
framework voids, leading to high Ni dispersions and high CO2
methanation activities at low temperatures.
In summary, core–shell catalysts have been investigated for
thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation, with the principal goal
being control of product selectivity and improvement of catalyst
stability. Core–shell catalysts allow precise control of the catalyst
structure and the chemical environment near the catalytic sites for
product selectivity. Bifunctional (tandem) catalysis, size-selective
catalysis, and selective catalysis at metal/metal oxide interface are
some of benefits that core–shell structures can provide in thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation to methanol, hydrocarbons, and
other oxygenates. Benchmarking investigations with appropriate
commercial catalysts combined with economic analyses are
required to assess the practical significance of these advanced
catalysts in thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation.
3.3.

Core–shell catalysts for electrocatalytic CO2 reduction

3.3.1. Introduction. Electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 has
attracted wide research interest for decades as it can facilitate a
sustainable low-temperature redox cycle for energy storage and
conversion. Electrochemical reduction of CO2 with water uses
electrode potentials to drive the oxidation of water (OER) to
produce electrons that can reduce CO2 to form various products
including CO, formic acid, methanol, methane, formaldehyde,
ethanol, and ethylene (eqn (11)–(21)), all reduction potentials
are relative to standard hydrogen electrode at pH 0, 1.0 bar, and
25 1C in aqueous solution. A typical CO2 electrolytic cell has a
cathode for the CO2 reduction reaction (CO2-RR) and an anode
for the water oxidation reaction, in contact with an aqueous
electrolyte separated by a membrane. Upon the application of
an external bias, oxygen evolution occurs at the anode from
water oxidation, and electrons are conducted via the external
circuit to the cathode where they can either combine with
protons in the aqueous medium to produce hydrogen (HER) or
combine with CO2 to produce reduction products. The product
distribution from the electrochemical reduction of CO2 can be
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Ag@Pd/ZnO

Pd/ZnO@ZIF-8

Cu/ZnO@m-SiO2

5.

6.

7.

Fe–Zn–Zr@Zeolite

3.3

Step-by-step
assembly

14.9
340 1C, 5 MPa, H2 : CO2 : N2 =
69 : 23 : 8, WHSV = 3 L gcat1 h1

C2–C4 selectivity = 40

Hydrocarbon selectivity = 61 (ratio of singly
to multiply branched
hydrocarbons 81.3%)

Ref.

199

173

198

6

171

169

168

167

Ref.

Fe–Zn–Zr@HZSM5–H-beta zeolite (4 : 1) with two zeo- 105
lite shells exhibited highest ratio of singly to multiply
branched hydrocarbons, and the hydrocarbon distributions was found to depend on the ratio of two
zeolites
The presence of metal-oxide interfaces helped to pro- 2
mote the RWGS reaction thereby increasing the selectivity towards the formation of hydrocarbons

CO2
conversion
(%)
Product selectivity (%) Remarks

0.21

0.14

0.46

0.26

0.305

Remarks

Core–shell structure increases selectivity to
methanol and suppresses RWGS, CO2 conversion can be directly correlated with
concentration of Cu/ZnO contact
Not reported
Cu/ZnO catalysts show a meta-stable graphite like ZnO overlayer on Cu after
reduction treatment because of SMSI eﬀect
100 (at 3.3% CO2 Confinement of Cu/ZnOx nanoparticles
conversion), 85.6 within MOF framework prevents agglom(at 17.4% CO2
eration and phase separation. The Cu/ZnO
conversion)
and Cu/ZrO2 interface play key role in high
methanol selectivity
70
Zn decoration on Pd surface suppresses
RWGS, high methanol yield achieved at low
pressure
62
Electron donation from Ag to Pd increases
Pd0 content in PdZn alloy formed at interface, aﬀect adsorption of intermediates and
selectivity to methanol
70
Pd nanoparticles were trapped in a ZnO@ZIF-8 structure to form Pd@ZnO with high
interaction and intimate contact after thermal treatment. The core–shell catalyst
showed high methanol selectivity even at
high temperature (360 1C)
63.5
Core–shell structure reduces deactivation by
nanoparticle agglomeration; presence of Zn
necessary for high methanol yield
78.1
Smaller CuIn particles are formed with more
interfacial contact in the core–shell catalysts
compared to CuIn/SiO2, leading to overall
higher activity

on a 100

0.0026 (g gCu1 h1 on a
gram metal basis)

C2–C4 hydro- 250 1C, 0.6 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3.0, 3
carbons
WHSV = 50 L gcat1 h1

Zeolite shell by Iso-alkanes
cladding method

Reaction conditions

CH3OH 260 1C, 5 MPa, H2 :
11
CO2 : N2 = 73 : 24 : 3,
1 1
WHSV = 6 L gcat h
CH3OH 280 1C, 3 MPa, H2 :
12.5
CO2 : N2 = 3 : 1 : 1,
WHSV = 7.5 L gcat1 h1

Solvothermal
synthesis followed
by Stöber method
Hydrothermal
synthesis followed
by Stöber method

Target
product

7.5
CH3OH 290 1C, 4.5 MPa,
H2 : CO2 = 3 : 1, WHSV =
21.6 L gcat1 h1

Hydrothermal
method

Synthesis
method

0.046, (4.6 g
h
gram metal basis)

Not reported 1.34

o1

1

Product
selectivity (%)

Review Article

10. CeO2–Pt@mSiO2–Co

9.

No. Catalyst

CH3OH 230 1C, 3 MPa, H2 :
CO2 = 3 : 1, WHSV =
120 L gcat1 h1
CH3OH 250 1C, 3 MPa, H2 :
CO2 = 3 : 1, GHSV =
18 000 h1

CH3OH 250 1C, 3 MPa, H2 :
CO2 = 3 : 1, WHSV =
18 L gcat1 h1

gCu1

CO2 conver- Methanol space time yield
sion (%)
(g gcat1 h1)

B10
Via in situ growth on CH3OH 210–270 1C, 2 MPa,
H2 : CO2 = 2.8 : 1,
CdSe
WHSV = 18 L gcat1 h1
Sequential reduction CH3OH 230 1C, 4 MPa, H2 :
12
of Ag and Pd
CO2 = 3 : 1, WHSV =
9.6 L gcat1 h1

b. CO2 to C2+ hydrocarbons and oxygenates

CuIn@SiO2

Pd@Zn/CdSe

4.

8.

Cu/ZnOx@UiO-bpy
MOF

3.

Double solvent
method

Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 with Co-precipitation
ZnO overlayer on Cu

2.

Impregnation

Cu@ZnOx/ZnO

Synthesis method

1.

No. Catalyst

a. CO2 to methanol
Target
product Reaction conditions

Core–shell catalysts used for thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation to various products

Thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation

Table 3
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22. Ni@MOF-5

Impregnation of Ni in MOF

CH4

CH4

Selective desilication of zeolite CH4

20. Ni nanoparticles@silicalite-1
21. Ni–MgO@SiO2

320 1C, 0.1 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 4,
GHSV = 2000 h1

450 1C, 0.1 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 4,
WHSV = 60 L gcat1 h1
300 1C, 0.1 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 4,
WHSV = 60 L gcat1 h1

75

87

57

100

99

91

Ref.
Narrow particle size of Ni achieved by encapsulating inside 194
mesopores created by selective desilication of silicalite-1
High activity and stability (100 h) was achieved due to high 195
dispersion and isolation of Ni nanoparticles obtained from
NiO-MgO solid solution and protected by silica shell
Very high surface area of Ni@MOF-5 and its high pore volume 196
allow high dispersion of Ni (41.8%)

CO2
CH4
conversion, selectivity,
(%)
(%)
Remarks

202

201

191

190

Ref.

72

184

183

200

182

Ref.

Chem Soc Rev

Surfactant assisted chemical
co-precipitation method

Synthesis method

No. Catalyst

d. CO2 to methane

Step-by-step synthesis CO

Target
product Reaction conditions

400 1C, 2 MPa, CO2:H2 = 3,
WHSV = 24 L gcat1 h1

19. Au@Pd@UIO-67/
Pt@UIO

80.5

99.6

27.4

35

99

19.2

250 1C, 0.1 MPa, CO2:H2 = 2.5,
WHSV = 42 L gcat1 h1
400 1C, 2 MPa, CO2:H2 = 3,
WHSV = 24 L gcat1 h1

Direct current arcCO
discharge
18. Au@Pd@MOF-74/Pt Step-by-step synthesis CO

17. Co@CoO–N

CO

Nanopore environment of the zeolite encapsulated Ru nanoparticles
dictate the product selectivity; Ru@HZSM-5, with large number of
acidic centres facilitating H2 activation and spill-over, produce predominantly methane, while Ru@silicalite-1 shows high selectivity to
CO because of fast CO desorption and lower H2 activation
Synergistic eﬀect of H2 activation on Co metal core and CO2
adsorption on metal oxide shell enhances CO2 conversion
Au@Pd@MOF-74/Pt catalyst showed high CO2 conversion and
CO selectivity, micropore structure of MOF-74 may be important for
CO selectivity by providing higher steric resistance to CH4 molecule
than CO
The UIO MOF shell regulated the RWGS reaction selectivity and
stability, while the Pt nanoparticle loading on the Au@Pd@UIO-67
surface improved CO2 conversion rate

CO2
CO
conversion selectivity
(%)
(%)
Remarks

19.6

48.3

21.3

79.8

Hydrothermal

16. Ru@silicalite-1

Target
product Reaction conditions

270 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3.0,
WHSV = 1.8 L gcat1 h1
400 1C, 2 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3.0,
GHSV = 3000 h1

257 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3.0,
GHSV = 1600 h1

Interfacial charge transfer and improved CO2 adsorption on ZnO and nitrogen doped carbon on core–shell
catalyst, 24 fold increase in olefin/paraffin ratio
C2+ selectivity = 10.7,
A mixture of Fe3O4, Fe5C2 and Fe phases in the core
olefin/paraﬃn = 5.4
and a partially graphitised carbon shell was proposed
to benefit olefin selectivity
DME selectivity = 50.78 One-step crystallization method of catalyst preparation
showed promising behaviour in comparison with the
other methods
DME selectivity = 48.5 Zeolite-coated capsule catalyst showed high DME
selectivity and suppressed further conversion of DME
C2+ selectivity = 41.4,
Core–shell structured CuZnZr@SAPO-34 showed
olefin/paraﬃn = 3
improved selectivity to olefins and lower methane
formation; addition of Zn in the SAPO-34 shell reduced
acidic sites and inhibited secondary hydrogenation to
paraffins

C2+ selectivity = 55,
olefin/paraﬃn = 1.68

59.6
500 1C, 1 MPa, CO2 : H2 : Ar =
1 : 3 : 1, WHSV = 3.6 L gcat1 h1

Synthesis method

No. Catalyst

c. CO2 to CO

DME

Hydrothermal
method
Hydrothermal
method

14. CuO–ZnO–
Al2O3@HZSM-5
15. CuZnZr@(Zn)SAPO-34
Olefins

DME

Hydrothermal
method

370 1C, 0.1 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 2.0, 21.9
WHSV = 3.6 L gcat1 h1

Olefins

26–29

320 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3.0,
WHSV = 7.2 L gcat1 h1

Reaction conditions

CO2
conversion
(%)
Product selectivity (%) Remarks

Olefins

Target
product

13. CuO–ZnO/HZSM-5

11. Fe@NC (ZnO and
Pyrolysis of
nitrogen doped carbon) Fe3O4@ZIF-8
precursor
Hydrothermal
12. Fe3O4@g-carbon
method

No. Catalyst

Synthesis
method

b. CO2 to C2+ hydrocarbons and oxygenates

Table 3
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a. CO2 to methanol

No. Catalyst

CO2
conversion Methanol
Methanol space time yield
TOFa (s1)
(%)
selectivity (%) (gCH3OH gcat1 h1)

Reaction condition

Core–shell catalysts
1. Pd@Zn/CdSe

70

2.
3.

210–270 1C, 2 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 2.8 : 1, B10
WHSV = 18 L gcat1 h1
17.4
Cu/ZnOx@UiO-bpy MOF 250 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3 : 1,
GHSV = 1600 h1
Cu@ZnOx
250 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3 : 1,
B2.5
WHSV = 18 L gcat1 h1

Supported catalysts
4. Commercial
Cu/ZnO/Al2O3
5. Cu/ZnO/ZrO2
6.

Cu/Zn/Zr/Al

7.

Pd–Cu/SiO2

8.

Cu/ZnO/Ga2O3

260 1C, 36 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3 : 1,
GHSV = 10 471 h1
240 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3 : 1,
GHSV = 10 000 h1
250 1C, 5 MPa, H2 : CO2 :
N2 = 73 : 24 : 3, GHSV = 4000 h1
250 1C, 4.1 MPa, H2 : CO2 :
Ar = 72 : 24 : 4, WHSV = 3.6 L gcat1 h1
260 1C, 2 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3 : 1,
WHSV = 18 L gcat1 h1

1.9  101

Ref.

85.6

0.305 (or, 6.08
on a gmetal basis)
1.12 (on a gmetal basis)

171

Not reported 169

100

0.15

Not reported 167

37

70

0.33

Not reported 159

17

51

0.3

2.7  103

203

24

55

0.19

6.6  103

204

6.6

34

0.03

Not reported 205

6

75

0.24

Not reported 206

b. CO2 to DME

No. Catalyst

CO2
Product selectivity (%)
conversion
Space time yield
CO
MeOH DME (gDME gcat1 h1) TOF (s1)
(%)

Reaction condition

Core–shell catalysts
9. CuO–ZnO–Al2O3@HZSM-5

270 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3.0,
WHSV = 1.8 L gcat1 h1

48.3

Supported catalysts
15.9
10. CuZnZr/MFI (physical mixing) 240 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 :
N2 = 9:3 : 1, WHSV = 10 L gcat1 h1
11. Cu–ZnO–ZrO2/SO42–ZrO2
260 1C, 2 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3.0,
B14–15
WHSV =24 L gcat1 h1
260 1C, 5 MPa, H2 : CO2 :
18.9
12. (Cu2Zr3–10%(3%Pd/CNTs))/
30%HZSM-5
N2 = 69 : 23 : 8, WHSV =25 L gcat1 h1

Ref.

18

33.5

48.5

0.11

Not reported 184

51.6

9.9

38.5

0.14

Not reported 207

70

5

25

0.21

Not reported 208

33.5

14.1

51.8

0.57

Not reported 209

c. CO2 to C2+ hydrocarbons

No. Catalyst
Core–shell catalysts
13. Fe@NC (ZnO and
nitrogen doped carbon)
Supported catalysts
14. Fe3O4

Olefins

320 1C, 3 MPa, H2/CO2 = 3.0,
WHSV =7.2 L gcat1 h1

26–29

17

32b

25b

—

1.68

182

Olefins

320 1C, 3 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3.0,
WHSV = 7.2 L gcat1 h1
350 1C, 1.5 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3,
WHSV = 1.14 L gcat1 h1
340 1C, 2 MPa, H2 : CO2 :
N2 = 69 : 23 : 8, WHSV = 6 L gcat1 h1
340 1C, 1 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3,
WHSV = 1.8 L gcat1 h1
350 1C, 1.5 MPa, H2 : CO2 = 3,
WHSV = 1.14 L gcat1 h1

26–29

18

36.5b 47.5b 16b

—

0.07

182

—

0.1

210

15. Fe2O3 (precipitation)

Olefins

16. 0.05Mn–Fe2O3

Olefins

17. Na doped Zn-ferrite spinel Olefins
18. Fe2O3-CT600
a

Product selectivity (%)
CO2
conversion (%) CO CH4 C2–C4 C5+ Oxy Olefin/paraﬃn Ref

Preferred
product Reaction condition

Olefins

TOF is reported based on total number of exposed metal sites.

b

b

44

43b

b

18

16

30

7.7 29.3b 63.2b 3.9b 3.6b 0.37
b

34

11.7 9.7

40

15

12b

68

b

b

211

31.8

58.5 —

11.3

186

37b

36b

2.7

210

—

Hydrocarbon selectivity calculated on a CO free basis: Ci hydrocarbon

mole of Ci hydrocarbon  i
 100.
selectivity ¼ P
n
mole of Ci hydrocarbon  i
i¼1
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tuned by varying the applied electrode potential and the choice of
the electrocatalyst.
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CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e - HCOOH(l)

E = 0.25 V

(11)

CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e - CO(g) + H2O(l) E = 0.117 V

(12)

CO2(g) + 4H+ + 4e - HCHO(l) + H2O(l) E = 0.067 V

(13)

CO2(g) + 6H + 4e - CH3OH(l) + H2O(l) E = 0.033 V

(14)

CO2(g) + 8H+ + 4e - CH4(g) + 2H2O(l) E = 0.173 V

(15)

+



2CO2(g) + 12H+ + 12e - C2H4(g) + 4H2O(l) E = 0.064 V (16)
2CO2(g) + 12H+ + 12e - C2H5OH(l) + 3H2O(l)

E = 0.084 V
(17)

2CO2(g) + 14H+ + 14e - C2H6(g) + 4H2O(l) E = 0.143 V (18)
3CO2(g) + 18H+ + 18e - C3H7OH(l) + 5H2O(l)
2H+ + 2e - H2(g)

E = 0.000 V

E = 0.103 V
(19)
(20)

CO2(g) + e - CO2 + 4H2O(l) E = 1.900 V (21)




In principle, the direct electrochemical reduction of CO2 can
have several advantages compared with thermochemical hydrogenation of CO2 using hydrogen that has been produced either
from thermal processes using fossil fuels or electrochemically
from water splitting. CO2-RR in an aqueous medium can combine
the electrochemical water splitting and subsequent hydrogenation
of CO2 in a single process and can make products such as
methanol and C2+ that cannot easily be produced by thermal
processes, especially at low pressures. Electrochemical CO2

Scheme 4

reduction runs at near-ambient temperatures and pressures,
making it more suitable for decentralization than thermal processes.
Electrochemical systems for CO2 reduction are compact and
modular, making them easier to scale up than thermal processes.
The reaction pathways for the electrochemical reduction of
CO2 to various products are shown in Scheme 4. Although there
is considerable debate about the mechanism and intermediates
involved in the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to various
products, it is for the most part agreed that the reduction of CO2
begins with the formation of a *COO intermediate, which can
subsequently undergo a proton-coupled electron transfer or
hydrogenation by a surface hydride to form HCOO (that leads
to the production of formic acid) or react with a proton to form
*COOH.212,213 The carboxyl intermediate *COOH is further
reduced to *CO, which can either desorb to form CO product
or be further converted to hydrocarbon or oxygenates. There is a
diﬀerence of opinion about the intermediates through which
*CO is converted to hydrocarbons such as methane or C2
hydrocarbons and oxygenates such as methanol, and mechanisms
involving carbene intermediates, methoxy intermediates, and
others have been proposed.214,215
The adsorption strength of CO on the active site of the catalyst
is highly significant in determining the reaction pathway. If the
CO intermediate is weakly adsorbed on the catalyst (as on Ag, Au,
or Zn), it will desorb to form the main product; if it is too strongly
bound (as on Pt or Pd), it will poison the catalyst surface. An
intermediate strength of adsorption of CO causes further hydrogenation to hydrocarbons and oxygenates. Cu is the only metal
known to have a CO adsorption strength close to the optimum,
exhibiting selectivity for methane and methanol formation from
CO2-RR. One of the primary handles to improve product selectivity

Various pathways and intermediates for electrochemical CO2 reduction.
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Review Article
in CO2-RR is, therefore, modification of the adsorption strength of
CO and other intermediates on the catalytic sites by engineering of
the catalyst. This point is assessed in detail below with reference to
core–shell structured materials.
The main challenges in CO2 electro-reduction (CO2-RR) are
the high overpotential requirement associated with unfavourable
thermodynamics and low faradaic eﬃciency (FE) for a particular
product. Overpotential is the voltage diﬀerence between the actual
potential required to make a product and the thermodynamic
potential, implying that more energy is required to drive the
reaction than is thermodynamically needed. The main reason
for the poor voltage eﬃciency and high overpotential for CO2
electro-reduction is the slow kinetics of formation of the highly
energetically unfavoured reaction intermediate *CO2 (standard
potential of 1.9 V vs. SHE (standard hydrogen electrode)).
Stabilizing this intermediate by using appropriate catalysts can
improve the overpotential requirement. Higher overpotentials
(41 V) are required for multi-proton and multi-electron
reduction processes such as formation of methanol and methane,
which require 6 and 8 electrons, respectively. A more active catalyst
achieves a given partial current density for CO2-RR at a lower
overpotential. Metals, metal/metal oxide composites, carbon
containing materials such as graphene, quantum dots, carbon
nanotubes, MOFs, and atomically dispersed metal catalysts
have all been investigated as electro-catalysts for CO2-RR.
Faradaic eﬃciency (FE) (or the energy losses in the current
term) is representative of the selectivity of the CO2 electroreduction process. Although all the current in the CO2-RR is
consumed to form some product, the current directed to the
formation of undesirable products is regarded as a loss of energy.
The most significant contribution to low faradaic eﬃciency comes
from the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in aqueous electrolytes,
whereby protons from H2O are competitively and preferentially
reduced by the current to form H2. An eﬀective catalyst for
CO2-RR must have a lower rate of HER than of CO2-RR.
CO2-RR also produces a wide range of products, and the
selectivity to a certain product is often limited. At least 16 products
were identified for CO2-RR on Cu, including hydrocarbons
(methane, ethylene) and a broad mix of alcohols, ketones,
aldehydes, and acids, indicating the diﬃculty in producing
one product with high selectivity.215 The dominant reaction
path and product formed are aﬀected strongly by the choice of
catalyst. Metal catalysts are classified on the basis of the preferred
reaction product in CO2-RR in aqueous electrolyte: (1) In, Sn, Hg,
and Pb for formate (HCOO) production, (2) Zn, Au, and Ag for CO
production, (3) Fe, Pt, Ni, and Ti for HER, and (4) Cu for C2+
hydrocarbons or oxygenates.216 From an economic and potential
commercialization perspective, fuel additives such as ethanol,
petrochemicals such as ethylene, and chemicals such as formic
acid and propanol are desirable CO2-RR products, and some
products such as CH4 do not have enough value to pay for the
electricity consumed.34
The electrochemical reduction of CO2 to fuels or chemicals
involves transfer of multiple protons and electrons, which
imposes high thermodynamic and kinetics barriers. The development of appropriate catalysts is consequently of paramount
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importance to steer the electron and proton transfer to the
formation of a desired product. Tuning catalyst morphology,
orientation, and metal oxidation states may improve selectivity, but
we are still far from simultaneously achieving high current density
and selectivity for any one product, especially C2+ products.217
The poor solubility of CO2 in the aqueous electrolyte also
limits the mass transfer of CO2 from the gas feed to the surface
of the electrocatalyst, to the detriment of the overall current
density and productivity. Further, long-term stability of the
electrode and electrocatalyst and resistance to impurities that
may be present in the feed gas (e.g., SOx and NOx which may be
present in CO2 from flue-gas) or the electrolyte is essential for
practical operation of CO2-RR systems. The performance of an
electrochemical cell for CO2-RR can be aﬀected by a number of
parameters such as the electrolyte composition, the nature of
electrode, the electrocatalyst, the configuration of the cell, the
presence of adsorbents, and the CO2 feed concentration.218 The
intrinsic activity and selectivity are however governed principally
by the electrocatalyst, and the focus of this review is on the
catalytic aspects.
3.3.2. Performance of core–shell catalysts. As discussed in
Section 3.3.1, the key concerns for electrocatalytic CO2-RR are to
improve the FE to desired products and reduce the required
overpotential (i.e., increase current density at a given overpotential).
High overpotential requirements and low current densities
in electrocatalytic CO2 reduction are correlated with high
activation energy barriers for intermediates. The required overpotential can be reduced by lowering the activation barrier
along the desired reaction path. Product selectivity is largely
determined by the preferential stabilization of various intermediates on the catalytic sites. In principle, the selectivity to a
product will be increased if the strength of adsorption of the
relevant intermediates on the catalyst falls near the top of an
activity-binding energy volcano plot (following the Sabatier
principle). The FE to a desired product can be increased by
selectively increasing the activation barrier for the undesired
reaction pathways. For example, to achieve high FE for CO2
reduction products involving two electrons (CO and formic
acid), it is necessary to reduce the proton-catalyst interaction
to suppress the parasitic HER and to optimize the binding
energies of the initial intermediates (*COOH and *CO). Stabilization of surface *COOH and a relatively weak binding of *CO
will favour the CO2-RR to give CO product. On the other hand, if
products such as methane, methanol, or others are desired,
involving reactions with a larger number of electron and proton
transfers, it is necessary to have stronger adsorption of CO and
for CO to interact with surface-bound protons or hydroxyl groups.
As discussed in Section 3.1.5, core–shell structures can be
used to induce electronic modifications in metal catalysts through
strain and ligand effects. The lattice mismatch between the core and
shell in metal@metal or metal@metal oxide core–shell structures
can be used to shift the d-band of the surface element, which
influences the strength of adsorption of various intermediates.112,113
Thus, core–shell structures can be used to reduce overpotential
requirements or improve product FE by manipulating intermediate
states or creating new reaction pathways.
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Linear scaling relationships between the adsorption energies of
some intermediates may be postulated, and they can sometimes
imply restrictions on the required overpotential and product
selectivity.219 Linear energetic scaling relationships for various
intermediates may potentially arise from the similarity in
chemical bonds and orientations of the diﬀerent adsorbed
species on the catalyst. For CO2-RR on metallic sites, such linear
scaling relationships may exist between *CO and *HCO, *OH,
and *OCH3, etc., which imply high overpotentials (41 V) for the
6-electron or 8-electron reduction of CO2 to methanol or
methane.220 Although the predictions of linear scaling relationships among diﬀerent intermediates are based on theoretical
predictions assuming single crystal catalysts and may not
accurately describe real catalysts, they provide a descriptor for
guiding development of improved catalysts. Theoretical predictions
suggest that scaling relationships can be broken over heterostructured core–shell materials where different bonding modes exist
for the different intermediates.40,221
A possible limitation of metal@metal oxide type core–shell
electrocatalysts is associated with the electrical conductivity of
the metal oxide shell. For working electrode preparation, electrocatalysts are commonly mixed with solvents, ion-conducting
polymers to form a catalyst ink, which is then coated onto a
conducting electrode surface (often glassy carbon or porous
carbon fibres). Contact between the metallic component of the
catalyst and the electrically conducting support/electrode is
essential for rapid current transport. For metal@metal oxide
materials, the possibility of the metal oxide shell blocking the
contact between the metal and the conducting electrode is a
concern. Here, a distinction can be made between reducible and
non-reducible metal oxides. For core–shell electrocatalysts with
reducible metal oxide shells, such as SnO2 or In2O3, the metal
oxide shell may be partially or almost completely reduced under
the operating conditions, and a kind of intermetallic surface may
be created. In such cases, the shell may not constitute a substantial restriction on the electron conduction, especially when
the thickness of the shell is of the order of only nanometres.
Several investigations have demonstrated good performance of
such metal@SnOx11,222 or metal@In2Ox223 catalysts in CO2-RR.
However, in the case of non-reducible oxides, a shell thickness of
even a few nanometres may be sufficient to almost prevent
substantial conduction (unless the shell is imperfect and allows
contact between the metal core and the electrode). Thus, core–
shell structures with non-reducible oxide shells present unfavourable prospects in electrocatalysis, and there are hardly any reports
of such catalysts for electrocatalytic CO2-RR.
The following section is a summary of recent work on core–
shell catalysts aimed at increasing product selectivity and
current density, categorised according to the target product.
3.3.2.1. Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction to CO. In simplified
terms, a key to achieving high CO selectivity in CO2-RR is to have
an easy activation of CO2 to form *COOH and a moderate CO
adsorption strength that allows the formation and desorption of
CO as a product (see Scheme 4), along with a low activity for
HER. Au and Ag are inherently selective for CO in this reaction,
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and a CO FE of greater than 80% has been reached with Au and
Ag deposited on electrodes.216
However, high overpotentials are required corresponding to
the high energy barrier for *COOH intermediate formation on
pristine Au or Ag surfaces. The rates of the competing HER are
also higher at higher overpotentials. Au-Pd systems are of
interest because Pd is characterised by lower activation barriers
for the *COOH intermediate than Au. However, Pd is also
characterised by higher CO adsorption strength than Au, which
reduces CO selectivity. Core–shell structures with an AuPd core
and a Pd-rich shell were reported to exhibit higher FE for
CO than Au or Pd nanoparticles.224 A CO FE 496% FE at
0.6 V overpotential (vs. RHE) with a high CO mass activity was
reported on a core–shell Au94Pd6 catalyst with a Pd-rich shell.
DFT calculations characterising the core–shell catalyst indicated
that the combined ligand and strain effect of Au on Pd led to an
overall upshift in its d-band centre, resulting in a lowering of
*COOH adsorption energy and a relative destabilization of *CO,
reducing the onset overpotential to merely 0.39 V. Moreover, an
increased stability of *H on the active surface was predicted by DFT
that could suppress HER. The investigation, however, did not
include a comparison of the activity of the core–shell Au-Pd
material with a uniform alloy of the same composition, which
would have been interesting to demonstrate the effect of difference
in surface ensemble composition on the two architectures.
Pd–Au nanowires rich in grain boundaries with thin Pd shells
were also reported to show high selectivity for CO at relatively low
overpotentials.225 Plana et al.106 reported a two-fold increase in
FE for CO2 reduction formation on Au@Pd upon decreasing the
Pd shell thickness from 10 to 1 nm, by the suppression of the
competing HER. The lattice strain of the Pd shell, which was
greater at lower Pd shell thicknesses, was posited to be a key
descriptor for the change in product selectivity in the core–shell
catalyst.
Au–Cu bimetallics have also been explored, and the addition
of Cu to Au usually favours the formation of hydrocarbons with
a consequent loss in CO selectivity. The CO2-RR performance of
AuCu catalysts is composition-dependent, but some investigations
have also shown a geometric effect. Kim et al.226 reported that an
AuCu nanoparticle catalyst with an atomically ordered AuCu core
and a 3 atomic-layer-thick Au shell could achieve 480% CO
selectivity at 0.77 V vs. RHE. The authors attributed the high
CO selectivity and activity to the compressively strained Au shell in
the core–shell structure. A much lower CO FE has been reported by
other investigators for a homogenously alloyed AuCu catalyst
of the same composition under similar conditions.227 Other
bimetallic core–shell systems of interest in CO selective CO2
reduction are Ag@Au,228,229 AuFe@Au,119 and Ag@Cu.230
We emphasize that the structures and atomic configurations
of bimetallic nanoparticles are often dynamic and can change
depending on the chemical environment. Even a homogeneously
alloyed bimetallic particle may evolve into a core–shell structure
over time with preferential surface enrichment of one metal. Thus,
the observed performance of ‘‘conventional’’ bimetallic alloys can
also be partially caused by the in situ formation of core–shell
structures, and careful characterisation of the catalyst material
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during the reaction is necessary to understand such effects. For
example, Sun et al.119 used bimetallic Au–Fe alloy nanoparticles for
CO2-RR to form CO and observed that the experimentally observed
reduction in onset potential for CO production in Au–Fe (0.2 V
vs. RHE) compared with Au (0.4 V vs. RHE) was much higher
than what was predicted by their DFT calculations for Au and
Au–Fe alloy. Further investigation of the Au–Fe catalyst revealed
that during the electrochemical reduction reaction, surface leaching
of Fe caused the Au–Fe alloy to rapidly evolve into an Au–Fe@Au
core–shell nanoparticle with an Au shell rich in surface defects.
These surface defects were the active sites for CO2-RR characterised by a lower energy of formation of *COOH. With the greater
stabilization to the key *COOH intermediate, the self-evolved
core–shell catalyst achieved a much higher current density
(11.05 mA cm2) and CO FE of 97.6% at 0.4 V (RHE) overpotential than pure Au nanoparticles (0.15 mA cm2 and CO
FE of 30.5%).
Another approach to increasing FE for CO on Au catalysts at
lower overpotentials was reported by Fu et al.,231 who synthesized an Au@N-doped graphene quantum dot catalyst with
abundant pyridinic N-sites, which were reported to easily activate
CO2. DFT results showed that the energy barrier for the formation
of the *COOH intermediate was lowered by as much as 0.27 eV
when these pyridinic N-sites on graphene were present on singlecrystal Au. By virtue of the lower *COOH formation barrier and
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ease of CO desorption, the core–shell catalyst was characterised by
a CO FE of 93% at 0.25 V (vs. RHE), which is approximately 0.4 V
better than that of the base Au single-crystal catalyst. Similarly, Ag
nanowire@N-doped carbon showed an approximate 10-fold higher
CO partial current density than Ag nanowires, because increased
CO2 adsorption on the pyridinic N sites on the shell created a CO2rich region near the CO2-RR active Ag sites.232
Noble metals are inherently more selective for CO formation
than transition metals, but there have nonetheless been eﬀorts
to explore transition metal-containing catalysts for CO selective
CO2-RR to lower the cost. Several Cu-containing core–shell
catalysts have been reported, and they have surprisingly shown
high selectivity for CO at moderate overpotentials.11,222 For example,
Cu@SnO2 nanoparticles with thin SnO2 shells (B0.8 nm) were
observed to have B93% FE for CO at 0.7 V overpotential (vs. RHE),
which is comparable to what was observed for Au catalysts.11 Sn is
known to favour production of formate in CO2-RR, and Cu@SnO2
with a thicker SnO2 shell (1.8 nm) showed a CO2-RR performance
consistent with that of pure SnO2 catalysts. It was proposed, on the
basis of theoretical modelling, that the thin SnO2 shell (0.8 nm)
experienced a significant lattice compression (B10%) associated
with the lattice mismatch with the Cu core. Further, diffusion of Cu
atoms from the core to the SnO2 shell was observed. The combination made CO formation more thermodynamically favourable
than formate formation (Fig. 6). This work is a good example

Fig. 6 Eﬀect of shell thickness on FE to CO on Cu@SnO2 core–shell catalyst: (a) EELS elemental mapping of Cu@SnO2 nanoparticle with 7/0.8 nm core/
shell dimensions, (b and c) Reduction potential dependent FE of CO2-RR on Cu@SnO2 nanoparticles with 0.8 nm and 1.8 nm shell thicknesses
respectively, showing a clear shift from formate to CO product with lower SnO2 shell thickness. Free energy diagrams determined in DFT calculations of
the CO and formate formation reaction paths on (d) 1.8 nm SnO2 shell and (e) 0.8 nm SnO2 shell with back-diffused Cu atoms and 10% uniaxial
compression, showing that the overpotential for CO production becomes less negative than that for formate production in the latter case. Reprinted with
permission from ref. 11. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.
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showing how CO2-RR selectivity can be tuned by changing the shell
thickness of a core–shell catalyst.
Cu–In catalysts with Cu-rich regions surrounded by an
In(OH)3 shell-like matrix were also reported to show selectivity
to CO.223 The authors started with a uniform CuInO2 delafossite
catalyst, which self-evolved into a Cu@In(OH)3 core–shell-like
structure over several electrochemical CO2-RR cycles with a
concurrent increase in activity and CO selectivity over time
during the catalytic structure evolution. It was concluded that
the formation of the In(OH)3 phase in contact with the Cu-rich
region is important for CO evolution. The core–shell structured
catalyst showed higher current density than a reference supported
Cu/In(OH)3 catalyst, possibly because of a higher interface area
between the two components and better electron conducting
pathways created by the Cu particles interspersed in the poorly
conducting In(OH)3 matrix. Tungsten carbide@transition metal
has also been predicted on the basis of DFT modelling to be a
suitable non-noble metal catalyst system for CO2-RR to form CO at
moderate overpotentials.113
Although maximizing FE to CO product and suppressing
HER are desirable for maximizing eﬃciency of CO2 reduction,
the co-production of CO and H2 from CO2-RR at appropriate
ratios may also be suitable for some applications, such as direct
conversion of the syngas produced in FT synthesis. Hence,
there is also an interest in adjusting catalyst composition and
operating conditions to directly produce syngas from CO2-RR.
As discussed above, the selectivity to syngas production and the
H2/CO ratio in the syngas depend on the relative rates of the
competing electrochemical reactions and can be tuned to
desirable values by operating at diﬀerent overpotentials or
using bimetallic catalysts of suitable compositions. Core–shell
structured catalysts provide another layer of tunability to the
selectivity of syngas production and the H2/CO ratio. Xie
et al.233 reported a core–shell Cu@In2O3 catalyst in which the
shell thickness of In2O3 could be varied (along with a change in
applied potential) to achieve a wide range of H2/CO ratios—from
4/1 to 0.4/1. Ross et al.234 used in situ SERS (surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopy) and DFT calculations on Au–Cu systems
to show that controlled surface enrichment of Cu on Au can
be used to precisely tune the H2/CO ratio of syngas produced
from CO2-RR.
Table 5a is a summary of recent work on core–shell electrocatalysts for CO selective CO2 reduction. In Table 6a, we show
the performance of selected representative core–shell catalysts
and recently reported state-of-the-art conventional (non-core–
shell structured) catalysts. High FE efficiency for CO (close to
95%) has been achieved both on Au and non-Au-containing
core–shell structures at potentials o0.6 V vs. RHE. A comparison of CO partial current density at a constant potential
(0.6 V vs. RHE) shows that core–shell structured catalysts have
some of the highest activities, both for noble metal and nonnoble metal-containing systems (we stress that the partial
currents in Tables 5 and 6 are normalised to the geometric
electrode surface areas and not the electrochemically active
surface areas because the latter values have not been reported
in many of the references).
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Of course, several strategies other than structural engineering
using core–shell materials are also effective in enhancing CO
selectivity and activity in CO2-RR—such as nano-sizing and
engineering the morphology (nanowires, hierarchical structures,
etc.), using oxide-derived metals, alloying, atomically dispersed
metal catalysts, and others235,236 Many of these strategies can be
integrated into core–shell materials synthesis (such as by using
certain nano-shapes with highly active exposed sites in core–shell
structures), and they open potentially fruitful avenues for further
improvement of core–shell electrocatalysts in CO2-RR.
3.3.2.2. Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction to formate. CO2 adsorption to make *OCHO on the catalyst leads to the formation of
formate as a product (Scheme 4). Non-noble metals such as Sn, In,
Pb, Hg, Bi, etc. and metal oxides are selective for formate
production in CO2-RR.34 However, the current density characterising such catalysts is often limiting, especially for bulk
oxide-containing catalysts such as SnOx and InOx, which have
poor electron conductivities.
Metal@metal oxide type core–shell structures can be used to
increase the conductivity and current density for such formateselective metal oxide CO2-RR catalysts; a thin layer of active metal
oxide on a metallic core can increase the overall conductivity of
the composite catalyst while keeping the metal oxide as the active
phase for the reduction process. For example, Jiao et al.237
synthesized a core–shell Ag–Sn@SnOx catalyst, with the Ag–Sn
core providing good conductivity and the SnOx sites on the shell
preferentially stabilizing *OCHO intermediates for formate production. The Ag–Sn@SnOx catalyst with an optimum shell
thickness of B1.7 nm achieved a formate partial current density
of B16 mA cm2 and an FE of 80% at 0.8 V vs. RHE, which is a
significant improvement over state-of-the-art formate-selective
CO2-RR catalysts. Self-evolution of a homogeneous copper
sulphide catalyst into a kind of core–shell structure with a core
of pure Cu and a sulphur-rich Cu shell during CO2-RR was
also reported to improve formate selectivity in CO2-RR.238 The
modification of the surface Cu with S caused a shift from the
*COOH-intermediate pathway, which is a fingerprint for Cu, to a
*OCHO pathway, rendering it a highly active and selective
electrocatalyst for formate production.
Another strategy to increase formate partial current density
in electrocatalytic CO2 reduction is to use high-surface area 2D
nanosheets that expose large numbers of catalytic sites. Thus, it
was shown that ultrathin layers of metallic Co exhibit significantly
higher CO2-RR activities than bulk Co electrodes.173 However, such
thin 2D metal nanosheets with under-coordinated surface metal
atoms are prone to oxidation, leading to losses in conductivity and
electrocatalytic activity. Encapsulation of thin metal nanosheets by
graphene was shown to be eﬀective for retaining the high active
site density of the nanosheet and limiting oxidation under
ambient conditions. Thus, Lei et al.5 synthesized Sn nanosheet@
graphene sandwiched structures to stabilize thin undercoordinated Sn nanosheets (Fig. 7). The sandwich structure allowed
CO2 and electrolyte diﬀusion to the Sn active sites, with the high
conductivity of graphene facilitating the diﬀusion of electrons
to the reactant. It was proposed that the high conductivity of
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graphene favoured the rate-determining electron transfer from
CO2 to intermediate *CO2 stabilized on the undercoordinated
Sn surface atoms, leading to a lower activation energy and
higher catalytic activity. The collective eﬀects of higher electrochemical active surface area, fast electron transfer through
graphene and lower activation barrier evidently resulted in a
13-fold higher activity than was observed for bulk Sn and two-fold
higher CO2-RR activity than was observed for Sn nanoparticles
mixed with graphene.
So far, there have been only limited reports of core–shell
electrocatalysts for formate-selective CO2 reduction (Table 5b).
A rough comparison (keep in mind that reported performance
can vary depending on experimental conditions, electrolyte,
mass transfer and polarisation effects, electrode roughness
factor, etc.) with some recently reported Sn and Co-containing
non-core–shell catalysts shows encouraging performance of the
core–shell catalysts in terms of formate partial current density
at lower overpotentials (Table 6b).
3.3.2.3. Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction to hydrocarbons/oxygenates.
The production of hydrocarbons and C2+ oxygenates in CO2
reduction involves multiple elementary steps and electron/
proton transfers and requires high overpotentials for the further
hydrogenation of the *CO intermediate. In contrast to the 2e
transfer production of CO and HCOO, which can be achieved
with Z90% FE on several catalysts, few catalysts are capable
of achieving such high selectivity for hydrocarbon or higher
oxygenate production from CO2 reduction. Cu can give hydrocarbon and oxygenates beyond the 2e reduction pathway but
usually produces a broad mixture of products and requires high
overpotentials. It is also diﬃcult to suppress HER at the high
overpotentials required for hydrogenation of the *CO intermediate.
On Cu-containing catalysts, the protonation of *CO to *CHO is the
potential-limiting step (Scheme 4), and on the monometallic Cu
surface, the binding energies of these two intermediates scale in a
way that does not allow optimisation of the activity. To reduce
the overpotential requirement for CH4 or CH3OH formation, the
adsorption of the *CHO intermediate on the catalyst has to be
more favoured than that of *CO. It has been shown by DFT
calculations that the surface strain of the Cu atoms aﬀects the
adsorption of *CO and *CHO in diﬀerent ways, because these
species have diﬀerent bonding configurations. A stronger dependence of binding energy on surface strain is expected for *CHO and
*COOH than for *CO, because the Cu–Cu distance directly affects
the C–O bond in *CHO and *COOH. Hence, structural engineering
of a Cu catalyst to increase the tensile surface strain can selectively
increase the adsorption strength of the *CHO intermediate on Cu
compared with *CO, leading to a lower overpotential requirement
for methane formation.
Huang et al.221 proposed that introducing Au atoms with
their greater atomic radius as the core material in Au@Cu core–
shell structures would increase the tensile strain on the surface
Cu atoms and lower the overpotential for CO2-RR to methane to
0.64 V (vs. RHE). Liu et al.40 conducted a DFT calculation for a
core–shell type Cu–M (M = Ni, Co, Rh, Ir, Pt, Pd) heterostructure
and concluded that the overpotential required for CO2 reduction
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can be lowered by 0.17 V on Cu (3 monolayers)–Ir catalyst
relative to the value for Cu(111). The authors proposed that
apart from the lattice strain effect of the core–shell structure,
the ligand effect of the Ir substrate also had a significant effect
on the adsorption energies of the key intermediates. Fe19@Cu60
has also been predicted to be a suitable low-cost transition
metal to lower limiting overpotential for CO2-RR to methane.239
Bimetallic cores can provide more flexibility in tuning the
electronic properties of the core–shell material than monometallic cores, and recent DFT calculations have predicted low
overpotentials for 8 electron-proton CO2 reduction on bimetallic
core@Cu materials resulting from optimisation of the position
of the d-band centre of the shell to enhance the interaction with
*CHO intermediate.240
From an economic point of view, the synthesis of C2+
alcohols or hydrocarbons is preferable to synthesis of methane
by electrocatalytic CO2-RR. Pristine Cu shows a higher selectivity
to methane than other C2+ hydrocarbons or oxygenates, and
much eﬀort has been directed to improving the selectivity for
ethylene, ethanol, or higher alcohols. C2 synthesis from CO2-RR
requires C–C coupling between neighbouring C-containing intermediates on the catalyst surface. Several mechanisms have been
proposed for C–C coupling on Cu surfaces such as coupling
between two *CH intermediates,241 between *CO and *CHO,242 or
between two adsorbed *CO intermediates.215 Mechanistically,
higher surface coverages by carbon-containing intermediates
can increase the probability of C–C coupling. Au@Cu catalysts
with various Cu shell thicknesses exhibited different selectivities
to methane and ethylene, with the differences attributed to the
change in lattice strain on the Cu.243 Thick Cu layers (14 monolayers) exhibited a behaviour similar to that of bulk Cu, with
higher selectivity for methane. However, when the Cu thickness
was reduced to 7–8 monolayers, C–C coupling was favoured, and
ethylene became the main hydrocarbon product. It has been
inferred on the basis of several DFT investigations that the lattice
expansion of Cu on Au depends on the Cu layer thickness. It was
proposed that the Cu d-band centre was increased in the Au@Cu
with 7–8 Cu monolayers, resulting in stronger *CO adsorption
and a higher probability of C–C coupling to form ethylene.
Similarly, an Ag@Cu catalyst with optimum Ag/Cu ratio (Ag : Cu =
1 : 2.31) and Cu shell thickness (B15 nm) was observed to produce
ethylene at a higher selectivity than pure Cu or other compositions
of Ag@Cu.230 The lattice mismatch between Ag and Cu increased
the interatomic distance in Ag@Cu-20 relative to pure Cu, leading to
a stronger adsorption of *CO and an increased probability of
ethylene formation. The maximum FE for ethylene (29%) was also
observed at a comparatively low overpotential of 1.06 V. The low
overpotential requirement also lowered the H2 by-product formation by HER. A similar enhancement in ethylene: methane
selectivity on extremely thin Cu overlayers has been reported for
Cu on Pt substrate catalysts.244
C2+ alcohols are more valuable than ethylene from the
viewpoint of transportability and energy density. The mechanisms
of ethylene and ethanol production in CO2 electro-reduction are
believed to share a common intermediate *CH2CHO, which can
either be hydrogenated to form ethanol or lose an oxygen to the
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3
Change in In2O3 shell thickness and applied
233
voltage allows a wide variation in H2/CO ratio of
syngas from 0.4/1 to 4/1; lattice compression
and Cu doping of In2O3 shell leads to enhanced
CO generation

0.084 (on a Ligand and strain eﬀect of AuPd core on the Pd
weight metal shell results in lifting of d-band centre and
basis)
stronger *COOH adsorption with relative *CO
destabilization; HER is suppressed by higher *H
stabilization and lower overpotential
requirement
0.11
Increased grain boundaries and defects in
nanowire morphology promotes *COOH formation on Pd and the subsurface Au increases
formation of weakly bonded linearly adsorbed
CO
0.004
Atomic ordering of the AuCu core increases CO
selectivity and mass activity compared to a disordered AuCu core
0.53
Higher CO FE was observed on Ag@Au core–
shell than AgAu alloy of same composition
40
Selectivity changes from formate to CO on
reducing SnO2 shell thickness to 0.8 nm, due to
uniaxial lattice compression and Cu self-doping
on SnO2 shell
1
Low cost method of synthesizing core–shell
catalyst with adjustable composition, high CO
FE achieved on optimum composition
1.5
Evolution of catalyst structure from Cu/In2O3 or
CuInO2 to a core–shell Cu@In(OH)3 increases
activity and CO selectivity
Not reported N-doped carbon shell rich in defects and pyridinic N content increases CO2 adsorption near
the active Ag sites, with a consequent increase
in CO yield
1
Introduction of an iron nitride core facilitates
CO intermediate desorption from the Fe and N
co-doped shell and enhances the catalytic performance of CO2 reduction
Not reported Interaction between single crystal Au nanoparticles and N-doped carbon enhances *COOH
adsorption on pyridinic N sites

Catalyst
loading
(mg cm2)

Chem Soc Rev

12. Cu@In2O3

11. AuFe@Au

10. Au@N-doped
graphene

Precipitation folCO
lowed by carbonisation of dopamine

Ag@Au

4.

Wet chemical
synthesis
Seed-assisted
method

AuCu (atomically Wet chemical
ordered)@Au
synthesis

3.

CO

Self-assembly

Pd0.8Au@Pd
nanowire

2.

CO

One-step
precipitation

Au94Pd6@Pd

Synthesis method

1.

No. Catalyst

a. CO2 to CO
Range of
potential @FE Maximum FE
Partial current
Product
480% (V vs.
(@corresponding densitya
(mA cm2)
of interest RHE)
potential) (%)

Core–shell catalysts used in electrocatalytic CO2 reduction

Electrocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation
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(continued)

Synthesis method
Not reported

H2/CO = 0:6–2

2976 | Chem. Soc. Rev., 2020, 49, 2937--3004

18:8 (@1:8 V
vs. SCE)

1.7 to 1.9 89 (@1:8 V
(vs. SCE)
vs. SCE)

Galvanic replacement Formate
of Sn with Ag

14. AgSn@SnOx

15. Sn nanosheet@ Hydrothermal method Formate
graphene
followed by pyrolysis

Synthesis method

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

a

Methanol NA

35 (@0:6 V
vs. SCE)

23 (@0:95 V
vs. RHE)

0.1 M
KHCO3

0.1 M
KHCO3

0.1 M
KHCO3

Not
reported

Not
reported

Not
reported

1

1 M K2HPO4 Not
reported

Au@Cu with 7–8 Cu monolayers showed higher
ethylene formation than methane, whereas Au@Cu
with 14–16 Cu monolayers (less strained Cu) shows
higher selectivity to methane
The selectivity towards ethylene went through a
volcano curve with increasing Cu content in the
Ag@Cu core–shell catalyst; lattice strain effect on
Cu shell proposed to increase CO binding energy
and hence ethylene production
Synergism between surface Cu(I) and Cu(0) in
Cu@Cu2O improved the eﬃciency and selectivity
toward C2 products
Energy barrier for ethylene formation is increased
on a Cu shell with vacancies and sub-surface CuS
compared to ethanol; six-fold C2+ alcohol/alkene
ratio (1.2) is achieved on core–shell catalyst compared to Cu nanoparticles
Pyridine ring entrapped within metallic Pd support
acts as the active site for methanol synthesis from
CO2-RR. Encapsulation of pyridine derivative in the
form of a heterogeneous catalyst makes it recyclable

Catalyst
loading
(mg cm2) Remarks

0.1 M NaHCO3 0.06

B17.5 mA cm2 0.5 M KCl
(@0:6 V
vs. SCE)

7.3 (@0:95
Vvs. RHE)

10 (@1:2 V
vs. RHE)

1 (@1:06 V
vs. RHE)

B9 (@0:6 V
vs. RHE)

Partial current density is normalised to geometric surface area of electrode, as reported in reference.

Metal precipitation on
pyridine derivative

NA

19. CuS@Cu–V (copper Partial reduction of CuS C2+
vacancies)
prepared by solvothermal alcohols
method

40 (@1:4 V
vs. RHE)

29 (@1:06 V
vs. RHE)

B18 (@0:6 V
vs. RHE)

Ref.

Ref.

251

245

250

230

243

Ref.

SnOx shell with oxygen vacancies stabilizes
237
*OCHO intermediate compared to *COOH;
metallic core increases electron conductivity
and overall current density
Increased ECSA, electron conduction to the
5
reactant by encapsulating graphene nanosheets
and stabilisation of *CO2 by undercoordinated
Sn results in increased CO2-RR activity

Catalyst
loading
(mg cm2) Remarks

0.5 M NaHCO3 1

Electrolyte

Remarks

Not reported Controlled sub-monolayer deposition of Cu on 234
Au nanoneedle catalysts was used to control the
H2/CO ratio of syngas to desirable values (0.6–2)

Catalyst
loading
(mg cm2)

Review Article

20. PYD@Pd

NA

Precipitation, oxidation

18. Cu@Cu2O

NA

NA

Ethylene

One step polyol method Ethylene

Ethylene

17. Ag@Cu-20

16. Au nanocube@Cu Colloidal synthesis
(7 monolayers)

No. Catalyst

Range of
potential
Maximum FE
Partial current
Product of @FE 480% (@corresponding densitya
(mA cm2)
interest
(V vs. RHE) potential) (%)

16 (@0:8 V
vs. RHE)

0.8 to 0.9 80 (@0:8 V
vs. RHE)

Synthesis method

c. CO2 to C2+ hydrocarbons/alcohols

Electrolyte

B20 (@0:65 V 0.5 M
vs. RHE)
KHCO3

Range of
potential
Maximum FE
Product of @FE 480% (@corresponding Partial current
interest
(V vs. RHE) potential) (%)
densitya (mA cm2) Electrolyte

Syngas

Range of
Partial current
potential @FE Maximum FE
Product
480% (V vs.
(@corresponding densitya
(mA cm2)
of interest RHE)
potential) (%)

No. Catalyst

b. CO2 to formate

13. Au–Cu (with sur- Electrochemical
face enrichment underpotential
of Cu)
deposition

No. Catalyst

a. CO2 to CO

Electrocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation
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a. CO2 to CO
Product of
interest

Maximum
FE (%)

Potential at
maximum FE
(vs. RHE) (V)

Partial current at
maximum FE
(mA cm2)

Partial current density
(@0:6 V vs. RHE)
(mA cm2)

Electrolyte

Ref.

Core–shell catalysts
1.
AuFe@Au
2.
Au@N-doped graphene
3.
Cu2O@SnOx

CO
CO
CO

97.6
93
94.8

0.4
0.25
0.8

11
o1
B10

23.5
10
5

0.5 M KHCO3
0.5 M KHCO3
0.5 M KHCO3

119
231
222

Supported catalysts
4.
Au nanowire
5.
Pd nanoparticles
6.
Cu-Sn
7.
N-doped 3D graphene

CO
CO
CO
CO

94
93
90
85

0.35
0.7
0.6
0.58

4.2
22.9
B1
B1.8

6
13.9
B1
B1.8

0. 5 M KHCO3
1 M KHCO3
0.1 M KHCO3
0.1 M KHCO3

252
253
254
255

Product of
interest

Maximum
FE (%)

Potential at
maximum FE
(vs. RHE) (V)

Partial current at
maximum FE
(mA cm2)

Partial current density
(@0:8 V vs. RHE)
(mA cm2)

Electrolyte

Ref.

Core–shell catalysts
8.
AgSn@SnOx

Formate

80

0.8

16

16

0.5 M NaHCO3

237

Supported catalysts
9.
Sn dendrite
10.
Co3O4 layer
11.
Sn/SnOx thin film

Formate
Formate
Formate

71.6
64.3
40

1.36
0.88
0.7

12.24
0.68
1.8

B6.7
o0.1
Not reported

0.5 M KHCO3
0.1 M KHCO3
0.1 M KHCO3

256
257
258

Potential at
Partial current at Partial current density
(@1 V vs. RHE)
Product of Maximum maximum FE maximum FE
(mA cm2)
Electrolyte
interest
FE (%)
(vs. RHE) (V) (mA cm2)

Ref.

No.

Catalyst

b. CO2 to formate

No.

Catalyst

c. CO2 to hydrocarbon/oxygenates

No. Catalyst

Core–shell catalysts
12. Au nanocube@Cu (7 monolayers) Ethylene
13. Ag@Cu-20
Ethylene

18
23

0.6
1.06

B9
1

Not reported
o1

1 M K2HPO4 243
0.1 M KHCO3 230

Supported catalysts
14. Cu (oxidation/reduction cycling)
15. Plasma treated Cu
16. Cu nanowire

15.2
60
17.4

1
0.9
1.1

1.5
6.6
0.7

1.5
B7.5
0.45

0.1 M KHCO3 259
0.1 M KHCO3 260
0.1 M KHCO3 261

Ethylene
Ethylene
Ethylene

catalyst surface to form ethylene. On a pristine Cu surface, the
activation energies for the first hydrogenation step of the *CH2CHO
intermediate by the ethylene and ethanol formation pathways are
0.56 eV and 0.645 eV, respectively, at 0.5 V applied overpotential
(vs. RHE), and ethylene is favoured over ethanol.
Relying on DFT modelling, Zhuang et al.245 predicted that a
core–shell structure with Cu vacancies on a CuS core would
selectively increase the activation energy barrier of ethylene to
1.148 eV, while keeping that of ethanol almost unchanged, with
the net effect of increasing ethanol selectivity. The predictions
were validated qualitatively by experiment as a six-fold ratio of
alcohol to ethylene was achieved on the core–shell CuS@Cu–V
(with Cu vacancies) compared with pristine Cu nanoparticles.
The core–shell CuS@Cu-V catalyst was characterised by a
high C2–C3 alcohol FE of 23% and 7.3 mA cm2 partial current
density at 0.95 V (vs. RHE). This work provides valuable
insights into how theoretical predictions can be used to predict
how to modulate the intermediate adsorption energies of
species on core–shell interfaces and steer the CO2-RR products
beyond alkenes to alcohols.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Another intriguing strategy for increasing alcohol selectivity in
CO2-RR using core–shell catalysts was reported by Yang et al.246–248
In homogeneous CO2 electrocatalytic reduction, pyridine has been
shown to be efficient as a homogeneous catalyst in producing
methanol on Pt and on Pd catalysts. Thus, hybrid metal–organic
composites containing pyridine derivatives entrapped within
metals or bimetallic alloys were found to have high selectivities
for methanol and ethanol in CO2 reduction (for example, 35% FE
to methanol was observed for PYD@Pd at 0.6 V vs. SCE).248 These
composite catalysts preserve the functionality of the pyridinic ring
and selectivity for alcohol formation, while still having the benefits
of ease of separation of products from solid catalysts.
The compilation of Table 5c gives an indication of the breadth
of approaches to enhancing CO2-RR to C2+ products using core–
shell heterostructures, showing that fairly high selectivities to
ethylene and alcohols have been achieved compared with those
observed for other types of copper catalysts (Table 6c). However,
non-core–shell structured catalysts with higher values of FE to
ethylene have also been reported, such as plasma-activated Cu
that is rich in Cu(I) (nearly 60% ethylene selectivity).
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Fig. 7 (a) Schematic illustration of the advantages of confinement of thin Sn layers between graphene nanosheets for CO2 electroreduction into
hydrocarbons. (b) Linear sweep voltammetric curves in CO2-saturated 0.1 M NaHCO3 aqueous solution and (c) faradaic eﬃciencies for formate at various
applied potentials of confined Sn in graphene and reference catalysts. Reproduced with permission from ref. 5. Copyright (2016) Springer Nature.

Core–shell electrocatalysts for CO2-RR are still at an early
stage of research, and there is significant opportunity for further
improvement. Fundamental knowledge gained from a rich body
of literature of conventional electrocatalysts, including effects of
nanosizing, preferential faceting, metal oxidation state, lattice
defects, and electrode roughness factors can serve as guidelines
for further research in core–shell catalysts.
3.4.

Core–shell catalysts for photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation

3.4.1. Introduction. Photocatalytic reduction of CO2 can
proceed under mild conditions (atmospheric temperature and
pressure) and has the benefit of using renewable solar energy as
an energy source. Photocatalytic reduction of CO2 directly using
water instead of hydrogen (as occurs in natural photosynthesis) is
an exciting, and challenging, area for research on the conversion of
CO2 into hydrocarbons. However, CO2 is unreactive, and lots of
energy is needed to drive its conversion—and only a few photocatalysts are capable of converting CO2 using solar energy.
Depending on the catalyst and reaction conditions, the products
of CO2 photoreduction may include CO, methanol, CH4, or other
hydrocarbons. The photocatalytic reduction of CO2 requires input of
solar energy to break the CQO bonds, which are more stable
than the C–C or C–H bonds formed as a result of hydrogenation.

2978 | Chem. Soc. Rev., 2020, 49, 2937--3004

Because CO2 is optically transparent to visible or UV light in the
range of 200–900 nm, a photocatalyst with a suitable bandgap is
required to absorb photons and generate electrons that can
migrate to CO2 and carry out the reduction process. A semiconductor catalyst generates electron–hole pairs upon photoexcitation, which then separate and diffuse to the catalyst
surface and cause redox reactions of water oxidation and CO2
reduction, with CO2 being reduced by the electrons (e) and
H2O being oxidised to O2 by the holes (h+) ((Scheme 5), eqn (22)–(28),
E values vs. NHE (Normal Hydrogen Electrode), pH = 7).
CO2 + 2e + 2H+ - HCOOH E = 0.61 V

(22)

CO2 + 2e + 2H+ - CO + H2O E = 0.53 V

(23)

CO2 + 4e + 4H+ - HCHO + H2O

E = 0.48 V

(24)

CO2 + 6e + 6H - CH3OH + H2O

E = 0.38 V

(25)

CO2 + 8e + 8H+ - CH4 + H2O

E = 0.24 V

(26)



+

2e + 2H - H2

E = 0.41 V

2H2O + 4h - O2 + 4H
+

+

E = 0.82 V

(27)
(28)

A suitable photocatalyst for CO2 reduction must have the
following properties: (a) multiple electrons that can be photoexcited

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Scheme 5 Schematic illustration of probable mechanism of photocatalytic CO2 conversion to solar fuels. Reprinted with permission from ref. 1.
Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society.

and transferred easily to CO2, (b) a conduction band edge more
negative than the reduction potential of CO2 and its corresponding reduced products, (c) good absorbance of visible light,
and (d) ability to adsorb the reactants (CO2, H2O, etc.). A wide
variety of semiconductors, such as metal oxides (TiO2, Nb2O5,
ZnO, ZrO2, Fe2O3, perovskites, etc.), metal sulfides (CdS, ZnS,
etc.), polymeric carbon materials (g-C3N4, graphene), layered
double hydroxides (LDH), SiC, and transition metal complexes
have been investigated for photocatalytic hydrogenation of CO2.262
Anatase titanium oxide (TiO2) is commonly investigated for photocatalytic processes because of its bandgap value of approximately
3.2 eV, long-term photostability, environment-friendliness, and
abundance.60,263,264
However, TiO2 is characterised by poor performance in visible
light-irradiated photoreactions because its bandgap is greater than
3 eV (corresponding to visible light photon energy), and it can be
excited only by UV radiation at wavelengths below 400 nm.
Semiconductors with narrow bandgaps, which can be excited
by visible light, are often poorly active for CO2 reduction by
themselves, or lack stability. Another key issue in photocatalytic
CO2 reduction is the rapid recombination of photogenerated
electrons and holes before they can be transported to the
surface to drive the redox reactions, which results in very low
quantum eﬃciencies.
Re-oxidation of the products from CO2 reduction by photogenerated holes can also reduce the eﬃciency of the photoreduction process. In a simple photocatalytic system, that utilizes
a suspension of photocatalyst particles in a solvent for the reduction
of dissolved CO2, both reduction and oxidation reactions occur on
diﬀerent sites of the same catalyst surface and the reduced products
can be re-oxidized by the photo-generated holes or the produced
oxygen. To reduce the occurrence of back-reactions, sacrificial hole
scavengers such as Na2SO3, and H2O2 can be added to the reaction
solution, and these become preferentially oxidized by the holes
rather than CO2 reduction products; however, these components
incurs added cost. To completely inhibit the problem of backreactions, H-type photo-electrochemical cells (PEC) need to be
adopted, so that the reduction and oxidation half-reactions
occur separately in two half-cells separated by a proton exchange
membrane.265 An external bias is required in this configuration.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Eﬀective photo-reduction is also limited by weak interactions of the gas-phase CO2 with the solid photocatalysts,
which usually have low CO2 adsorption capacities. Further,
CO2 photo-reduction is a complicated process, involving several
reaction pathways and control of product selectivity is essential.
And the competing side reaction of water oxidation to form H2
needs to be suppressed to increase the CO2 reduction eﬃciency.
3.4.2. Performance of core–shell catalysts. To address these
challenges, it is necessary to integrate the semiconductor photocatalysts with other suitable materials to improve their properties
of light absorption and excitation, ease of charge transport and
separation, CO2 adsorption and selectivity for CO2 reduction. Some
approaches involved doping with other materials/semiconductors
and visible-light sensitizers such as metals, carbon materials, etc.,
integration with plasmonic materials, and introduction of
heterojunctions. Forming uniform heterojunctions between a
semiconductor and an appropriate electron mediator can greatly
facilitate the transport of electrons and prevent electron–hole
recombination.266 Consequently, core–shell catalysts have emerged
as good candidates that combine materials with desired properties
in specific geometries with desired degrees of interfacial contact.
Core–shell structured semiconductor composites offer the benefits
of tunable optical, electrical and adsorption properties because of
their bifunctional nature. Here, we discuss how the bifunctional
nature and improved interface formation in core–shell materials can
help in improving the efficiency of photocatalytic CO2 reduction.
3.4.2.1. Enhanced charge separation. Recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes is one of the primary limitations
contributing to low quantum eﬃciency in photocatalytic CO2
hydrogenation. Several approaches have been explored to increase
the separation and migration of the photo-generated charges
before they can recombine. The most prominent approach is
heterostructure engineering of photocatalysts involving the
integration of semiconductors with co-catalysts or the formation
of heterojunctions with other suitable materials to facilitate
charge transport.121,264,267 Heterostructures may be formed by
decoration of one material with nanoparticles of a second
material; however, such architectures have lower interface areas
between the two materials and limited interactions. Core–shell
architectures provide the prospect of precise, efficient means to
create heterostructures between different materials with good
control over the nature of the interfaces and maximization of
interface area. In this section, we consider the application of
core–shell nanomaterials for improving charge transport and
separation in CO2 photo-reduction.
3.4.2.1.1. Formation of Heterojunctions. Heterojunctions
may be formed between two semiconductors or semiconductor–
metal or semiconductor-carbon to enhance interfacial charge
separation. Depending on the band position of the constituent
materials, semiconductor/semiconductor junctions may be type I
(the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) of the
narrower bandgap material falls between that of the larger bandgap
material), type II (the CB and VB levels of the two semiconductors
are staggered), or type III (the CB level of one semiconductor is
lower than the VB level of the other).1 By choosing appropriate
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semiconductors with suitable band positions, the separation of
the photo-generated charges can be improved. In a type II
heterojunction, photogenerated electrons can be transported
from one semiconductor to another with a more negative CB
while holes migrate in the other direction, leading to good
overall charge separation. For example, a CdS@CeO2 core–shell
catalyst was reported to have a type II heterojunction formed at
the interface of CdS and CeO2. The lower CB of CeO2 than of
CdS induces a transfer of photoelectrons from CdS to CeO2 and
an opposite transport of holes, preventing charge recombination.
The composite CdS@CeO2 core–shell catalyst showed almost
threefold higher yields of methanol and methane in CO2 hydrogenation than CdS under the influence of visible light.9
Thus, a core–shell structured catalyst can be used to
enhance separation of photogenerated charges by introduction
of heterojunctions with suitable materials and the base semiconductor photocatalyst in photochemical reduction of CO2.268
Core–shell structures are more favourable than normal heterojunctions to achieve high interfacial areas and close contact.94
Several core–shell structured composites of type II heterostructures of semiconductors have been reported for CO2 photoreduction.7,9,269,270 For example, hierarchical ZnO@Cu–Zn–Al LDH

Chem Soc Rev
heterostructures were reported, wherein, the LDH nanosheets have
a lower CB than ZnO and accept photogenerated electrons transferred from ZnO, while the holes generated in LDH migrate to
ZnO.269 Good interfacial contact between the ZnO core and the LDH
nanosheets allows fast transfer and separation of charges. The
core–shell ZnO@Cu–Zn–Al LDH catalyst exhibited an enhanced
photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction (more than three times
that of pure LDH) because of a combined effect of suppression
of charge recombination and increased CO2 adsorption by the
high-surface-area LDH structure.
To further enhance charge separation through heterojunction
engineering, a more eﬃcient sandwiched hierarchical ZnIn2S4–
In2O3 catalyst with shells of 2D-ZnIn2S4 nanosheets coated on both
sides of hollow In2O3 nanotubes was synthesized (Fig. 8).7 The
design used 2D architecture for the exposed ZnIn2S4 nanosheets,
which provides high surface area (for absorption and reaction) and
reduces charge recombination because of the short diffusion path
in the thin nanosheets, and integrated the photocatalytic functions
of ZnIn2S4 and In2O3 in a hierarchical nanotube architecture with
double hetero-junction shells with increased interfacial contact. By virtue of the higher charge separation rate and higher
surface area for CO2 adsorption and reaction, the sandwich-like

Fig. 8 Hierarchical sandwiched core–shell tubular hetero-structured photocatalyst for enhanced charge separation in photocatalytic CO2 reduction.
(a) Sandwich-like hierarchical structure of ZnIn2S4–In2O3 catalyst and schematic representation of separation of photo-generated charges. (b) FESEM
image of ZnIn2S4–In2O3. (c) CO2 photoreduction activities of sandwich-like ZnIn2S4–In2O3 with various compositions, In2O3 and ZnIn2S4 (d) Steady state
photoluminescence (PL) spectra of ZnIn2S4–In2O3 and ZnIn2S4, showing suppressed charge recombination in the sandwich-like ZnIn2S4–In2O3 catalyst.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 7. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.
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ZnIn2S4–In2O3 catalyst showed an impressive CO production
rate of 3075 mmol g1 h1 in CO2 hydrogenation, four times
higher than what was observed with a physical mixture of
ZnIn2S4 and In2O3.
Charge separation can also be improved by the formation of
p–n type hetero-junction formed between an n-type and p-type
semiconductor. In a p–n heterojunction, a space-charge region
is created at the interface, with positive charges accumulating in
the n-type semiconductor and negative charges accumulating in
the p-type semiconductor, and an electric field is induced. If the
charge migration resulting from the band structure of the
composite is in line with the direction of charge transport under
this electric field, an overall enhancement of charge separation
is achieved.271–274 Core–shell structured materials with p–n
junctions have been reported for various photocatalytic applications
such as hydrogen production, dye degradation, etc.271–273 Wang
et al.272 reported a p–n junction TiO2@NiO2 hierarchical hollow
shells, wherein an inner electric field was formed at the interface,
pointing from n-type TiO2 to p-type NiO. The direction of charge
transport forced by this electric field coincided with the charge
transport associated with the traditional heterojunction between
NiO and TiO2 because of the aligned band structure, which could
drive electrons from the CB of NiO to that of TiO2, and holes from
the VB of TiO2 to that of NiO. Thus, the p–n junction at the core–
shell interface could further increase charge separation and
achieve higher photoactivity. Tan et al.275 reported a raspberrylike-microsphere core–shell Cr2O3@TiO2 catalyst for photocatalytic
CO2 hydrogenation, whereby a close contact of the p–n junction
was achieved between Cr2O3 and TiO2, resulting in increased
charge separation and a 2-fold increase in methane yield.
Carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphene can also improve charge separation eﬃciency by acting as
electron sinks that can transfer away the photogenerated electrons. TiO2/carbon nanocomposites in core–shell structures have
been reported to significantly improve photoactivity for CO2
reduction upon exposure to visible light.60,61,74,262,263 The transfer
of electrons via the TiO2–carbon heterojunction reduces electron–
hole recombination, and these charges can subsequently catalyse
further reactions. Gui et al.263 reported a multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWCNT)@TiO2 photocatalyst for the photocatalytic
reduction of CO2 to form methane upon exposure to visible light.
Uniform TiO2 particles were coated onto the nanotubes to form
an overlayer, and the composite showed much higher photocatalytic activity than anatase or multi-walled carbon nanotubes,
with a methane yield of ca. 0.17 mmol gcat1 h1. The same group
also investigated the effect of varying the TiO2 loading in
MWCNT@TiO2 photocatalysts for CO2 reduction. Raman spectra
of the core–shell catalyst showed a downshift of the G-band of the
carbon nanotubes after the addition of a TiO2 layer, caused by a
transfer of electrons from the neighbouring TiO2 crystals to the
MWCNT. The radiative recombination rate of electron–hole pairs
of these core–shell nanocomposites, measured by the peak
intensities of photoluminescence (PL) spectra, significantly
decreased with increasing MWCNT loading. The MWCNTs trap
some of the electrons generated from the photoexcitation of the
TiO2 shell and serve as a ‘‘bridge’’ to transfer the electrons from
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the TiO2 to adsorbed CO2 molecules. These phenomena lead to
the reduction of the density of electrons trapped in the TiO2,
eventually contributing to the inhibition of the electron–hole pair
recombination. An optimum composition of TiO2/CNT = 1/0.24
was observed to maximise the CH4 yield to 1.1 mmol gTiO21
because of a combination of effects involving the TiO2 active sites
and electron separation efficiency induced by the CNTs.60
Similarly, Zhao et al.74 synthesized a reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) wrapped Pt/TiO2 core shell photocatalyst (Pt/TiO2@rGO)
for photocatalytic conversion of CO2 to CH4. Pt nanoparticles
deposited on TiO2 can rapidly transfer the excited electrons
originating from TiO2, and a directional electron transfer from
TiO2 - Pt - rGO was posited at the core(TiO2)–mediator(Pt)–
shell(rGO) heterojunction, that could enhance the separation
efficiency of photogenerated electrons and holes. Among a
series of core–shell catalysts prepared with various rGO loadings,
(Pt/TiO2)@rGO-2 (with a nominal mass ratio of rGO to Pt/TiO2 of
0.02) showed the highest photocatalytic activity and selectivity for
CO2 conversion, with a CH4 formation rate of 41.3 mmol gcat1 h1
and a CH4 selectivity of 99.1%.
Such carbon/semiconductor nanocomposites have also
been applied for non-TiO2-containing photocatalysts for CO2
reduction.262,268 For example, a ZnO-containing core–shell
photocatalyst with the composition rGO@CuZnO@Fe3O4 was
applied for photoreduction of CO2 to methanol and was characterised by almost four times the methanol yield observed
with CuZnO@Fe3O4, because of enhanced electron movement
and charge separation through the sp2 hybridised aromatic
system in rGO. The presence of a Fe3O4 core also facilitated easy
magnetic separation and recycling of the used catalysts.262
3.4.2.1.2. Photocatalyst/co-catalyst heterostructure. Addition
of co-catalysts is a popular strategy to improve the eﬃciency of
photocatalytic processes. Metal nanoparticles are commonly
used as co-catalysts because they have a lower Fermi level than
the semiconductor and allows a transport of photo-generated
electrons from the semiconductor to the metal. The lowering of
the overall Fermi level of the photocatalyst/co-catalyst composite makes it more reductive. Further, the metal/semiconductor
hetero-junctions also increases charge separation eﬃciency by
virtue of the formation of a Schottky barrier that allows one-sided
transfer of photo-generated electrons from the semiconductor to
the metal. The metal thus acts as an electron sink for photogenerated electrons and reduces the loss of photocatalytic activity
by charge recombination. Noble metals such as Pt having a lower
Fermi energy level can rapidly transport electrons from the semiconductor, and Pt/TiO2 composites are known for their eﬀectiveness in CO2 reduction to methane, requiring 8 electrons (eqn (26)).
Addition of metal co-catalysts (Pt, Pd, Ag, Au, Rh, etc.) has also
been traditionally done by deposition of metal nanoparticles on
semiconductors. However, such nanoparticles can suﬀer from
corrosion, leaching, or agglomeration over time in photocatalytic
reactions.264
Core–shell structured metal@semiconductor composites
such as M@TiO2 (M = Au, Ag, Pt) have been widely reported
for various photocatalytic applications to mitigate these issues
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and improve charge separation.266,276,277 Good stability and
re-usability of such M@TiO2 core–shell structures under photocatalytic conditions have been reported.278 However, so far,
only a few reports of such metal@semiconductor composite
catalysts for photochemical CO2 reduction have emerged.279,280
Pougin et al.279 reported an Au@TiO2 catalyst with higher
photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction than Au/TiO2. It was
noted, however, that further deposition of Au nanoparticles on
the Au@TiO2 core–shell structure increased the methane production
rate threefold, suggesting that the exposed Au/TiO2 interface (i.e.,
that of Au nanoparticles on the outer surface of TiO2) may be
more effective in the reduction of CO2 to CH4 and CO than the
encapsulated Au/TiO2 interface.
Multi-component co-catalysts can be assembled into core–
shell configurations to improve the directional movement of
electrons and improve charge separation. In such core–shell
co-catalyst/semiconductor composites, transfer of photo-generated
electrons occurs from the semiconductor - core - shell. Lee
et al.281 investigated an NiO co-catalyst on InNbO4 (which is visible
light active for CO2 reduction) and observed that the evolution of a
Ni@NiO structure by a pre-treatment of the co-catalyst resulted in
increased charge separation and improved methanol production
from CO2 hydrogenation. The metallic Ni core acted as a bias for
electron transfer from InNbO4 to the NiO layer, facilitating rapid
electron migration to the surface to reduce CO2. Similarly, Ni@NiO
loaded onto N-doped InTaO4 enhanced extraction of photogenerated electrons and subsequent methanol production from
CO2 photo-reduction, with a three-fold enhancement over that of
non-loaded samples.282 Transfer of photogenerated electrons from
InNbO4 to NiO is hindered by the higher CB level on NiO than on
InNbO4, and the addition of the metallic Ni core in the Ni@NiO
composite allows faster extraction of electrons and transfer to the
NiO layer. Han et al.283 explored the effect of Ni@NiO co-catalyst on
graphite-phase carbon nitride (g-C3N4) for CO2 reduction and
showed an increase in the rate of charge separation characterised
by time-resolved fluorescence decay spectra. A nine-fold increase
in CO production was obtained on the Ni@NiO/g-C3N4 catalyst
compared with g-C3N4, with more than 87% CO selectivity from
CO2 photo-reduction. In another investigation, Pt@Cu2O was
loaded as a co-catalyst onto TiO2, which showed a 28-fold
improvement in CH4 production compared with TiO2 and
three times that of Pt/TiO2.8 The Pt@Cu2O core–shell structure
helped in enhancing electron transfer from TiO2 while suppressing the hydrogen evolution side-reaction on the Pt surface
(discussed in Section 3.4.2.4). Pt@CdS was also used as a
selective co-catalyst with TiO2, with a vectorial electron transfer
from TiO2 - Pt - CdS.284
Co-catalysts can also be used for the oxidative half-reaction
(eqn (28)), acting as sinks for the photo-generated holes. Oxides
such as CoOx, MnOx, and IrOx show good hole-accepting properties
in the oxidative half reaction for water splitting and are also
applicable in CO2 reduction with water.36 Co-loading of separate
reduction and oxidation co-catalysts can make charge separation
more eﬃcient, as the various co-catalysts can trap electrons and
holes separately. Core–shell structures are among the most effective
for co-loading various co-catalysts, as the separate materials can be
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precisely deposited to keep them spatially separated while operating
synergistically.
Oxidation and reduction co-catalysts have been deposited on
opposite walls of hollow semiconductor shells. For example,
CuPt nanoparticles (a reduction co-catalyst) and MnOx nanoparticles (an oxidation co-catalyst) were loaded onto inner and
outer shells of hollow TiO2 spheres for photo-reduction of
CO2.285 This configuration of electron and hole acceptors on
opposite sides of the semiconductor shell caused the movement
of the photo-generated charges in opposite directions, resulting
in high charge separation eﬃciency and high CO evolution rates
on the PtCu/TiO2/MnOx catalyst, with an overall solar energy
conversion yield of 0.108%. Dong et al.286 also deposited Pt and
CoOx on the outer and inner surfaces of hierarchically ordered
porous TiO2–SiO2 (HTSO) frameworks and showed that the
separated co-catalysts were characterised by a much higher
methane formation rate (9.3 mmol g1 h1) from CO2 photoreduction in the presence of water vapour than randomly
deposited Pt–CoOx on HTSO (0.61 mmol g1 h1). The random
deposition of the Pt and CoOx co-catalysts can result in contact
interfaces between Pt and CoOx that act as rapid electron–hole
combination centres that reduce the overall photon efficiency.
Zhu et al.287 reported a hollow CoO@TiO2@Au with spatially
separated dual co-catalysts, which demonstrated 60 times higher
photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction than the parent TiO2.
Thus, hollow multi-core@shell structures of the form A@S@B
(S is a semiconductor and A and B are co-catalysts) may find
applications in enhancing the charge separation and overall
eﬃciency of photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation. Although this
kind of cocatalyst-separated structure is eﬀective for charge
separation, the influence range of separated cocatalysts is limited
to zones near the surface. To overcome this limitation, researchers
combined the eﬀects of a heterojunction and separation of
cocatalysts in yolk–shell structures. Li et al.288 synthesized
Pt@TiO2@In2O3@MnOx yolk@shell catalysts with thin hollow
shells composed of TiO2@In2O3 heterojunctions and spatially
separated Pt and MnOx as reduction and oxidation cocatalysts.
The thin heterojunction shell could separate charges in the bulk
phase and enable their transfer to the surface/subsurface region,
where the cocatalysts on opposite surfaces of the shell could drive
the charges in opposite directions. It was shown by time resolved
PL spectroscopy data that the resultant diffusion lengths of
charges in shells under these conditions of the synergistic effects
was equal to or greater than the thicknesses of the shells, resulting
in efficient charge separation.
Although the issue of electron–hole recombination has been
investigated extensively for core–shell catalysts, the issue of
back-reactions and re-oxidation of the reduced products on the
oxidation sites of the photo-catalyst has drawn much less
attention. One reason for the lack could be that a majority of
the investigations so far have been conducted at low CO2 conversions or with large excesses of water, thus limiting the product
concentration to low levels. Some investigators have employed
sacrificial hole scavengers to suppress product re-oxidation on
core–shell catalysts.285,289 For example, photocatalytic CO2 reduction
on hollow TiO2-containing catalysts has been conducted in the
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presence of Na2SO3 solvent. SO32 is more easily oxidized than the
CO product; thus, the photogenerated holes are more likely to be
consumed by SO32, and CO can be protected from re-oxidation.
Conceptually, core–shell structures with spatially separated
oxidation and reduction co-catalysts (A@S@B where, S is a
semiconductor and A and B are co-catalysts) may be able to
suppress back-reactions more than photo-catalysts with randomly distributed oxidation and reduction co-catalysts.285,290
For example, hollow TiO2 shells with reduction and oxidation
co-catalysts deposited on opposite surfaces will induce transport and accumulation of electrons and holes in the corresponding co-catalysts. If the catalyst structure can be designed
in a way to suppress the access of CO2-reduction product to the
surface where the oxidation co-catalyst is loaded, the probability
of re-oxidation of the products can be reduced. Li et al.285
developed hollow TiO2 spheres with MnOx loaded on the inner
surface and CuPt nanoparticles loaded on the outer surface.
They proposed that CO2 reduction occurs on the reductive outer
surface of the hollow catalyst, with the photogenerated holes
migrating toward the inner surface because of the presence of
MnOx. Mass transport limitations for the product molecules
through the TiO2 shell were proposed to be significant and to
suppress the re-oxidation of the products. Indeed, it was
observed that a simple reversal of the sequence of co-catalysts
from MnOx(inner)@TiO2@CuPt(outer) to CuPt(inner)@TiO2@
MnOx(outer) resulted in a significant drop in product CO yield,
although it is not apparent whether this was caused by backreaction or by hindered mass transport of CO2 though the TiO2
shell to the CuPt surface. More rigorous analysis and optimization
of the catalyst structure and transport rates of various molecules are
required to fully understand the potential of such hollow structures
with spatially separated co-catalysts in suppressing back-reactions in
CO2 photo-reduction.
3.4.2.2. Enhanced visible light absorption. Semiconductors
used for photocatalytic CO2 reduction, such as TiO2 and ZnO,
usually have large bandgaps (43 eV) and limited activity under
the action of visible light. Two principal means of increasing
photoexcitation with visible light are bandgap engineering of the
semiconductors (by doping with suitable elements or combining
with other materials) or integration of the semiconductors with
light-responsive plasmonic materials. For both these strategies,
eﬀective interaction between the separate materials is crucial—and
core–shell structures are highly appropriate. Yolk–shell catalysts
can improve light absorption through multiple scattering in the
hollow structure.
3.4.2.2.1. Bandgap engineering. To increase the visible light
activity of the commonly used wide bandgap semiconductors
such as TiO2, these semiconductors can be coupled with
narrow-bandgap semiconductors, which can be excited by
visible light and then inject the photo-generated electrons into
the conduction band of the contacting higher-bandgap semiconductor. Assembly of these separate materials can be done
eﬃciently in core–shell structures to optimise interaction and
synergy. CdS is a commonly used semiconductor with a low
band gap that can be used to boost the visible light activity of
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the photocatalyst. Ijaz et al.9 reported a CdS@CeO2 core–shell
catalyst for photocatalytic CO2 reduction under the influence of
visible light, which showed remarkably high light absorption
because of the presence of CdS. CdS has a lower bandgap
(2.3 eV) than CeO2 (3.4 eV), which is active only in the UV region
(Fig. 9). Similarly, it was observed that in a Pt@CdS/TiO2
catalyst, the visible light absorption was enhanced because of
the light trapping action of CdS, and the band gap of the
composite core–shell catalyst decreased monotonically with
increasing CdS content, accompanied by an increase in absorption
in the 400–600 nm region.284
Carbon-containing materials such as CNT and graphene can
also act as photosensitizers enabling activation of TiO2 in
reactions with visible light.74,263,291 Black carbon materials have
good optical properties and can absorb radiation in the entire
visible light range. MWCNT@TiO2 core–shell catalysts showed
much higher photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction than
anatase when exposed to visible light.263 UV-vis data showed
that the absorption edge of the MWCNT@TiO2 composite was
extended to the visible light region (400–800 nm) by virtue of the
optical properties of the carbon nanotubes, whereas the anatase
was characterized by only poor absorbance at frequencies
Z400 nm. Similarly, wrapping reduced graphene oxide sheets
around Pt/TiO2 led to an enhancement in visible light absorption efficiency.74
Core–shell structured coloured TiO2 catalysts with amorphous
partially reduced TiO2x shells and crystalline TiO2 cores also
exhibited enhanced visible light absorption capacity. Surface
reduction of TiO2 nanocrystals led to the formation of highly
disordered surface layers with the formation of oxygen vacancies.
TiO2x with oxygen vacancies requires lower energy to excite
electrons from the VB to the CB than TiO2. This lower band
gap of the resultant TiO2x causes a strong absorption in the
visible and infrared regions, accompanied by a marked colour
change from white to core–shell structured blue or black TiO2.
Yin et al. reported TiO2@TiO2x black TiO2292 and blue TiO2,293
that showed much higher visible light absorption by virtue of the
lower bandgap, higher charge separation attributed to the TiO2/
TiO2x heterojunction, and higher CO2 photoreduction capacity
to give CH4. A disordered H-TiO2x shell was formed on TiO2 by a
solvothermal method using various concentrations of lithium
dissolved in ethanediamine.293 The formation of the disordered
shell resulting from the Li-assisted surface reduction led to
a change in colour of the TiO2 from white to blue and a
significant increase in visible light absorption. However,
too-thick a disordered layer was found to be unfavourable for
the separation and transport of photo-generated carriers, and,
hence, an optimum TiO2x shell thickness was found to achieve
the highest methane yield in CO2 photoreduction. Oxygen
vacancies created in the partially reduced TiO2x amorphous
shell may also act as electron–hole recombination centres,
reducing the photocatalytic activity. Lin et al.294 demonstrated
that doping of non-metals such as H, N, S, and I into the
amorphous TiO2x shell of black TiO2@TiO2x structures can
fill these oxygen vacancies and reduce electron–hole recombination,
while also improving solar energy absorption.
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Fig. 9 Bandgap engineering in CdS@CeO2 core–shell composite to enhance visible light-driven CO2 hydrogenation: (a) schematic diagram of
alignment of energy levels of CdS and CeO2. (b) CH3OH yield from CO2 photoreduction under the action of visible light with CdS, CeO2, and
CdS@CeO2 core–shell catalysts. (c–e) UV/vis absorption spectra of CdS, CeO2, and CdS@CeO2. CdS acts as a photosensitizer that shifts the response of
the catalyst from UV to visible light. Reprinted from ref. 9, Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.

3.4.2.2.2. Integration with plasmonic materials. The addition of visible-light-responsive metals can also markedly
increase visible light absorption by introducing impurity states.
Noble metals such as Au, Rh, and Ag are able to extend the light
harvesting capacity of TiO2 with localised surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) absorbance.295,296 The interaction of metals
such as Au, Ag, and Pd with visible light causes a surface
plasmon resonance (SPR), which is the collective coherent
oscillation of metal conduction band electrons against the
restoring force of the positive nuclei. The presence of such
plasmonic metal nanoparticles can extend optical absorption to
the visible light region by exciting SPR and injecting plasmonicexcited electrons into an adjacent semiconductor.297 Local
surface plasmon resonance in the metal nanoparticles induces
a spatially non-homogeneous electromagnetic field near the
metal nanoparticle surface which facilitates the generation of
electron–hole pairs in the nearby semiconductor under the
influence of light irradiation. Core–shell Au@TiO2,279 yolk@
shell Au@hollow TiO2,298 TiO2 nanowires@Ag nanoparticles,299
Ag-MWCNT@TiO2,300 and others have been reported to strongly
improve photocatalytic reduction of CO2 by increasing the light
absorption by the SPR effect.
Zou et al.298 synthesized Au@TiO2 yolk@shell hollow structures
and showed that the local electromagnetic field arising from the
LPSR eﬀect led to a much higher photon absorption rate
(proportional to the square of the electric field) and hence a
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much higher rate of generation and separation of electron–hole
pairs in the TiO2 shell. The Au@TiO2 yolk–shell sphere showed
significant enhancement in photocurrent response over bare
TiO2 hollow spheres under the action of UV-visible light irradiation. The increased generation of electron–hole pairs attributed
to the presence of Au not only increased the photocatalytic
reduction of CO2 but also increased the selectivity to C2H6 by
facilitating chemical reactions involving multiple e/H+ transfer
processes. The LPSR effect of these noble metal nanoparticles
can be enhanced by increasing the size of the nanoparticles and
the dielectric constant of the medium surrounding the nanoparticles. Coating a thin layer of dielectric material such as SiO2
or Al2O3 can increase the LPSR effect of the plasmonic nanoparticles, inducing higher photocatalytic efficiency under the
influence of visible light. Bera et al.44 compared CO2 reduction
on Au-loaded and core–shell Au@SiO2-loaded Pt/TiO2 catalysts,
finding that the Pt/TiO2/Au@SiO2 catalyst had greater CH4
production than Pt/TiO2/Au, evidently as a consequence of the
improvement in LPSR by the core–shell Au@SiO2 nanoparticles.
A Pt nanodot and TiO2 coated Au nanoparticle catalyst with a
core–satellite structure was recently reported to enhance photocatalytic CO2 reduction to formic acid and methanol (Fig. 10).4
The presence of Pt and TiO2 coating on the plasmonic Au
nanoparticles helped to avoid ultrafast relaxation of plasmonexcited hot electrons by facilitating the rapid transfer from the Au
core to the Pt nanodots. The TiO2 coating on the Au nanoparticles
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Fig. 10 CO2 photoreduction on core–satellite plasmonic Pt@TiO2–Au nanoparticle catalysts:(a) EDX mapping image of Pt@TiO2–AuNPs. (b and c) CO2
photoreduction on various plasmonic hybrid nanostructures under the influence of visible light (Xe lamp) and NIR (808 nm) laser respectively.
(d) Schematic representation of Pt@TiO2–Au nanoparticles-mediated CO2 reduction into HCOOH and CH3OH under the influence of light Irradiation.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 4. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.

simultaneously broadened the plasmon resonance band towards
near infra-red region and increased the strength of the LPSR
induced electric field.
3.4.2.2.3. Enhancement of scattering. Yolk@shell structures
contain void spaces that can extend the path of light scattering
within the photocatalyst and thereby further enhance the light
absorption. Compared with solid particles that rely only on the
direct irradiation to excite charges, a hollow structure allows
multiple reflection and scattering of incident light inside shells,
thus prolonging the path of light to enhance its absorption.301–306
Various configurations of yolk–shell or hollow structures can be
used for harvesting and utilization of scattered light. The core
may be photo-catalytically active with inert shells (for example,
TiO2@SiO2) to limit light in the hollow cavity by reflecting and
scattering.307 Alternately, shells can be synthesized with photoactive materials, and inert cores with high reflectivity can be used
to reflect light to the shell. This is exemplified by SiO2@Pt–TiO2,
with an inert SiO2 core to reflect light to a hollow TiO2 shell and
Pt nanoparticles dispersed in the void to work as cocatalysts.308
Both cores and shells can also be made of photo-active materials,
so that light scattering between the core and shell synergistically
increases photo-generation of charges309,310 The hollow shells
may be composed of single photo-active materials or heterojunctions between more than one material.311–314 For example,
hollow CdS spheres coated with monolayer N-doped graphene
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were reported for CO2 photo-reduction to CO and CH4, wherein
the hollow cavity was used to act as a photon trap, and the core–
shell layered structure provided a close interfacial contact
between CdS and graphene, endowing the hollow core–shell
composite with more than three-fold higher CO2 reduction
activity than conventional CdS/graphene composites.311 Several such
hollow structured composites including hollow g-C3N4@CeO2,315
TiO2@In2O3316 and nanotubular C–Cu2xS@g-C3N4,317 among
others that have been reported in the preceding few years for
photo-CO2 conversion.
To further enhance light scattering, double or multiple
shelled hollow structures have been constructed, so that the
incident light can keep scattering not only in the inner void but
also in between the shells.318–320 Zou et al.318 reported a multilayered hollow titania@graphene catalyst with alternating TiO2
and graphene for CO2 hydrogenation, whereby the hollow
multi-layered structure acted as a photon trap-well through
multi-scattering of the incident light. The beneficial effect of
multiple shells in hollow structures was demonstrated by Wang
et al.319 using MOF-derived hollow multi-shelled Co3O4 dodecahedra. Increasing the number of shells from 2 to 4 in hollow
Co3O4 dodecahedra resulted in a two-fold increase in CO yield
in CO2 hydrogenation, reaching a CO STY of 46.3 mmol g1 h1.
Yolk–shell and hollow photocatalysts incorporating separate
kinds of semiconductors, plasmonic metals, carbon materials,
etc. have also been applied widely for solar light scattering and
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harvesting in photocatalytic applications such as water splitting
and photo-decomposition of alcohols and dyes.302 Architectures
ranging from traditional yolk@shell309,310 to multi-shelled,321,322
double-yolk@shell,323 ordered hierarchical assemblies of hollow or
yolk@shell spheres,324 and others have been reported to enhance
light absorption. Further catalyst exploration in this regard using
such advanced architectures and material compositions for photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation are expected to be of continuing
interest.
3.4.2.2.4. Photon upconversion. Photon upconversion is a
process of emission of light with a shorter wavelength than that
of the excitation light.325–327 In photocatalysis, upconversion
materials can shorten the wavelength of incident light so that
semiconductors with relatively large band gaps can be excited
by the converted light with a shorter wavelength, thus allowing
the utilization of lower energy radiations like visible or infrared
light. Materials containing rare earth ions, doped fluorides,
oxides, sulphur-containing compounds, etc. or semiconductor
quantum dots such as NaYF4, LiYF4, NaGdF4, CaF2, Gd2O3,
CdSe, and PbS can act as upconversion materials.306
Core–shell structures provide suitable platforms for use of
upconversion nanoparticles for photocatalytic applications. For
example, a core–shell structure was constructed with an upconversion nanoparticle (NaYF4:Yb/Tm@NaYF4:Yb/Er) core encapsulated
in a photocatalytic shell of ZnxCd1xS for photodegradation.327
ZnxCd1xS can be excited by visible light but cannot absorb nearinfrared photons. With the core–shell structure, near-infrared
radiation in the incident light could be transformed to visible
light by the upconversion material core, and then used to generate
charges by the photoactive shell, leading to an overall improvement in solar energy utilization.
Although photon upconversion materials have been applied
in photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation,328 there are barely any
investigations so far employing core–shell architectures in this
application.
3.4.2.3. Enhanced CO2 absorption. Apart from the more prominent eﬀects of charge separation and visible light absorption, core–
shell catalysts can also be used to boost CO2 conversion by
increasing the CO2 adsorption capacity of the photocatalyst. The
adsorption and surface reaction of CO2 are crucial for its
photoreduction. CO2 has a low propensity for chemisorption
and surface reaction with photogenerated charges because of its
stability and inert, non-polar nature. In the photoreduction of
CO2 with water, water is adsorbed on the photocatalyst more
strongly than CO2, making the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) from water a significant side reaction. Chang et al.265
emphasized the need for enhanced CO2 adsorption and activation
to suppress the competing HER and increase the efficiency of CO2
photo-reduction.
Ordered microporous materials such as MOFs have high
capacities for adsorption and storage of gases. Core–shell
structures integrating semiconductors with such CO2 adsorbing
materials have shown enhancement in CO2 photoreduction
yields. Li et al.10 reported a Cu3(BTC)2@TiO2 core–shell catalyst
with a Cu3(BTC)2 MOF core (BTC = benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate)
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having a high CO2 adsorption capacity and a mesoporous TiO2
shell that allowed the transport and capture of reactant CO2
molecules in the core (Fig. 11). Ultrafast spectroscopy experiments
showed that the light-induced electrons could be effectively transferred from TiO2 to the MOF, which, upon injection of one or two
electron charges, can turn into an active catalytic material for CO2
activation. A ZIF-8/TiO2 core–shell catalyst has been reported with
a ZIF-8 shell, which provides a very high surface area for CO2
adsorption. The presence of the ZIF-8 shell also increased the
selectivity for CO formation, suppressing CH4 formation by virtue
of the size-selective nature of the microporous shell. The ZIF-8/
TiO2 core–shell catalyst exhibited a higher CO yield than TiO2 in
CO2 hydrogenation, and, more important, markedly increased the
stability of the catalyst.93 Other carbon materials such as reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) can also improve CO2 adsorption when used
as shells. Improved CO2 adsorption was observed on wrapping a
rGO shell on Pt/TiO2, owing to the surface residual hydroxyl groups
and high p electron cloud on the rGO sheets.74 A TiO2@SiO2
catalyst with a mesoporous silica shell was also shown to exhibit
high photocatalytic conversion of CO2 to CO by artificial photosynthesis, because of the higher CO2 adsorption capacity in the
core–shell catalyst conferred by the higher specific surface area
and porosity of the shell.329 Other approaches to improving CO2
adsorption in core–shell structures include the use of high-surfacearea geometries (such as nano-sheets) in the exposed shells.7,269,270
3.4.2.4. Enhanced selectivity. During photoreduction of CO2
with water, a competing side-reaction that reduces the eﬃciency
of the process is the co-production of H2 from the reduction of H+
(eqn (27)). The consumption of photo-generated charges in the
reduction of H+ reduces the number of electrons participating
in CO2 reduction and lowers the yield. Addition of noble metal
co-catalysts to semiconductors such as TiO2 increases the photocatalytic activity by trapping the electrons, but also markedly
increases the production of H2 in the reaction, lowering the
selectivity for CO2 reduction products including CH4, CO, and
methanol. Investigating such phenomena, Zhai et al.8 prepared a
Pt@CuO/TiO2 photocatalyst that exhibited high (485%) selectivity
for CO2 reduction and suppression of H2 formation, while also
significantly enhancing photocatalytic activity. Adding Pt nanoparticles to TiO2 was observed to increase the photocurrent,
with some improvement in methane yield—but with a loss of
CO2 reduction selectivity and a significant increase in H2 formation.
Addition of a Cu2O shell surrounding the Pt sharply suppressed H2
formation and increased the methane yield to 28 times that
characterizing TiO2 and three times that characterising Pt/TiO2. It
was proposed that the deposition of a Cu2O shell on Pt prevents the
reduction of H2O to H2 on Pt sites and provides sites for the
preferential activation and conversion of CO2. A Pt–Cu/TiO2 catalyst
with separate Pt and Cu oxide particles dispersed on TiO2 did
not achieve this increase in selectivity, showing the importance
of the core–shell structure.
On the basis of a similar concept, several other core–shell
catalysts have been investigated and have shown promising potential
in increasing selectivity for CO2 reduction products.74,280,284 Coating
materials such as rGO,74 CdS,284 and Ag280 that are more
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Fig. 11 Enhanced CO2 sorption and photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation performance on core–shell Cu3(BTC)2@TiO2: (a) structural illustration and
(b) TEM of Cu3(BTC)2@TiO2 core–shell structures, (c) CO2 adsorption behaviour for Cu3(BTC)2@TiO2 core–shell structures and bare Cu3(BTC)2,
(d) production yields of CH4 and H2 from CO2 using Cu3(BTC)2@TiO2 core–shell structures as photocatalysts under UV irradiation. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 10. Copyright (2014), Wiley.

selective for CO2 hydrogenation, albeit with lower activity, on
the noble metal co-catalysts help to achieve high overall photocurrent with lower H2 production. A Pt@CdS/TiO2 catalyst
exhibited 490% selectivity for CO2 reduction, a marked increase
over the 40% selectivity observed for Pt/TiO2 under the same
conditions (Fig. 12).284 CdS is a selective co-catalyst for the
reduction of CO2, and the core–shell Pt@CdS structure causes a
vectorial electron transfer from TiO2 - Pt - CdS, increasing the
electron density in CdS and increasing the conversion to CH4,
which requires 8 electrons (eqn (26)).
CO2 photoreduction may also yield various products, mainly
CO, CH4, and methanol. The selectivity to any of these is
governed by multiple properties, such as the band positions
of the photocatalyst, the rate of generation and transport of
electrons to the reaction sites, the nature of catalytic sites, and
the reaction conditions. To reduce CO2 to a particular product,
such as methanol, the position of semiconductor CB should be
more negative than the reduction potential of CO2/CH3OH
(0.38 V vs. NHE at pH 7) and the position of VB should be
more positive than the oxidation potential of H2O/O2 (+0.82 V
vs. NHE at pH 7). The number of electrons required for CO2
reduction is also diﬀerent for diﬀerent products; CO formation
needs only 2 electrons whereas methane and methanol require
8 and 6 electrons respectively. As discussed in the preceding

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

sections, core–shell structures provide a broad playing field for
efficiently combining materials with distinctive properties and
tuning the band structure, the charge transport or the addition
of co-catalysts to the semiconductors. Thus, in principle, there
is broad scope in applying core–shell materials to tune the
selectivity of CO2 photoreduction to a certain product, and
some of the investigations mentioned above have led to clearly
observed changes or enhancements in product selectivity.93,284,298,329
However, until now, there have not been many investigations carried
out with the aim of specifically tuning the product selectivity by
using core–shell structures in CO2 photo-reduction—this, we infer, is
a potentially valuable research direction.
Overall, core–shell structured photocatalysts can achieve the
synergistic operation of electron conductors/mediators, photosensitizers and CO2 adsorbents and activators. Some ingenious
material designs have been able to incorporate all these functionalities in a single structure, leading to considerably improved
performance in CO2 photoreduction to CO. For example, Wang
et al.320 developed a hierarchical N-doped carbon@NiCo2O4
double-shelled hollow nanobox catalyst that combined the activity
of Ni and Co species with conductive N-doped carbon in a 3D
hollow structure to achieve high charge separation efficiency, CO2
adsorption capacity, and more active sites for photochemical
conversion of CO2. The hollow structure with an interior cavity
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Fig. 12 Enhanced selectivity to photocatalytic CO2 reduction over core–shell-structured Pt@Cu2O loaded TiO2: (a) schematic representation of
photocatalysis mechanism, (b) dependence of CO2 reduction selectivity and yield on the content of Cu overlayer in the Pt@Cu2O loaded TiO2 catalysts
under visible light. Reproduced with permission from ref. 8. Copyright (2013), Wiley.

(a) favoured charge separation by facilitating transport from bulk
to surface, (b) increased surface area for CO2 adsorption, and
(c) enhanced light absorption by multiple scattering/reflection in
the hollow cavity. The mixed Co–Ni oxide nanosheet inner layer
accelerated charge migration rates and surface reaction while the
N-doped carbon shell provided enhanced light harvesting properties.
Titania@graphene multi-layered hollow nanospheres were reported,
consisting of alternate Ti0.91O2 and graphene nanosheets.318 Here
also, the ultrathin sheet structure of titania was taken advantage of
to accelerate charge diffusion to the surface, which in combination
with the electron-accepting nature of graphene increased charge
lifetime. The hollow structure acted as a photon-trap to increase
visible light absorption by multiple scattering. The Ti0.91O2@
graphene hollow spheres exhibited nine times higher photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction than anatase TiO2.
Furthermore, another benefit of using core–shell structured
photocatalysts is to reduce the deactivation of the catalyst
resulting from photo-corrosion of semiconductors. For example,
CdS is suitable for excitation under the influence of visible light
because of its narrow bandgap, but its long-term stability is
limited. A CdS@CeO2 catalyst showed higher stability in the
conversion of CO2 to methane and methanol under the action of
visible light than pristine CdS, which underwent photo-corrosion
causing changes in its morphology.9 Similarly, a graphene coating
on Cu2O was observed to suppress Cu leaching during photoreduction of CO2.330
Table 7 is a summary of recent work on core–shell photocatalysts for CO2 reduction. A comparison with some state-of-theart supported catalysts for photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation using
water as a reducing agent (Table 8) indicates significant improvement in performance associated with core–shell structures, both in
terms of product yield, selectivity to CO2 reduction products
(suppression of hydrogen evolution), and overall solar energy-tofuel conversion efficiency.
The eﬃciency of a photocatalytic process can be expressed
in terms of the apparent quantum yield (AQY), which is defined
as the ratio of reacted electrons to form desire product to the
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total number of incident photons. Apparent quantum yields of
approximately 2% have been reported for core–shell structured
photocatalysts, which are among the best reported so far in CO2
photo-hydrogenation and are an improvement over supported
photocatalysts with similar compositions.36 However, quantum
yields obtained for CO2 hydrogenation so far are still too low for
practical use, and intensive research on new catalyst development along with process optimization is required.

4. Challenges and outlook
In summary, core–shell catalysts exhibit good catalytic performance
by virtue of their efficiency in integrating materials with complementary functions (catalytic functions, adsorption properties, light
absorption properties, etc.), the flexibility they offer to tune
electronic properties of the active sites, and the opportunities
they offer to suppress particle sintering under reaction conditions.
In several respects, these properties are also exhibited, to some
degree, by conventional supported catalysts. For example, the role
of a support in conventional supported catalysts is to stabilize
small particles of the dispersed phase, to introduce separate
functions for bifunctional catalysis or sorption-enhanced catalysis,
or to introduce size-selectivity in the reaction—and these benefits
constitute some of the motivations for developing core–shell
catalysts.
Core–shell catalysts differ essentially from conventional
supported catalysts in the following ways:
 in the manner in which the constituent materials are
arranged,
 how these components interact with each other, and
 in the precision, control, and homogeneity of the structures.
The lack of control of structure in the synthesis of conventional
supported catalysts results in broad inhomogeneities in their
structures: varying sizes and shapes of the dispersed particles,
varying interaction of these particles with the supports, and varying
positions of these particles within the porous supports.
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CO2 + H2O

Cu2O@graphene oxide Microwave assisted 150 W Xe lamp
reduction

Step-by step
assembly

6.

7.

Organosilane tem- Visible light,
plate assisted
20 Watt LED
chemical reduction

450 W Xe
lamp UV-vis
(320–780 nm)

200 W Xe lamp
with standard
AM 1.5 filter

300 W Xe lamp
with 420 nm
cutoﬀ filter

CH3OH

CH4

CO2 + H2O

CO2 + H2O/
DMF
(+TEOA)

CO

CO2 + H2O

CO2 + H2O
CO
(acetonitrile +
Ru(bpy)32+ +
TEOA)

CO

CH4

3.2

3.7

46.3

100% CH3OH Selectivity 151.7
among C products,a
CO2 reduction selectivityb
not reported

Not reported

No other product
detected

2.62  104
88.6% (100% CO
Selectivity among C
productsa X 88.6% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

Not reported

95.8% (99.1% CH4
41.36
Selectivity among C
productsa X 96.7% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

6

B100% CO Selectivity 14.4
among C products,a CO2
reduction selectivityb not
reported
B100% CH4 Selectivity 2.986
among C productsa, CO2
reduction selectivityb not
reported
Not reported
0.17

24

5

5

Not
reported

20

8

6

2

24

Remarks

Ref.

Not
reported

Not
reported

0.017%

1.07%

0.34%

1.93%

Not
reported

Not
reported

Size-dependent LSPR eﬀect of
Au nanoparticles on CO2 hydrogenation investigated; SiO2 shell
on Au increases LPSR
Electron transfer between TiO2
shell and MWCNTs suppresses
electron–hole pair
recombination
TiO2–Pt-rGO ternary heterojunctions enhance charge separation; rGO coating on Pt
suppresses H2 formation and
increases CO2 adsorption
rGO increases photo-reduction
activity of Cu2O by one order of
magnitude and prevents photocorrosion of Cu2O
High charge separation eﬃciency, CO2 adsorption capacity
and light harvesting in hierarchical
double-shelled hollow nanobox
structure, combining activity of
Ni–Co with conductive N-doped
carbon; high CO yield in the
presence of Ru(bpy)32+
photosensitizer
Strong solar harvesting by multiple interfaces and exposure of
active crystal facets increased
photocatalytic activity
ZnO/LDH heterojunction
increases charge separation;
LDH provides high surface area
and CO2 adsorption capacity
CoPc acts as photo-sensitizer to
harvest visible light and reduce
band-gap of the composite

331

269

319

320

330

74

263

44

0.0253 mol rGO increases charge mobility 262
Einstein1 and separation, magnetic Fe3O4
core makes recycling easy;
synergistic eﬀect in other
sequential combination of
materials have been investigated
Not
External g-C3N4 shell enhanced 268
visible light absorption and
reported
charge separation and transfer

Product yield Time on
(mmol g1 h1) stream (h) AQYc

98.3% (B100% CH3OH 110
selectivity among C
productsa X 98.3% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

Selectivity (%)
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10. Cobalt(II) phthalocyanine (CoPc) @core–
shell Ni/NiO

ZnO@Cu–Zn–Al layered Deposition–
double hydroxides
precipitation
(LDH)
method

9.

MOF sequential
templating

Quadruple-shelled
hollow Co3O4

8.

N-doped
carbon@NiCo2O4

CO2 + H2O

Self-assembly of GO 300 W Xe lamp
on Pt/TiO2
(320–780 nm)

Graphene-wrapped
Pt/TiO2

CH4

5.

Visible light,
CO2 + H2O
15 W light bulb

MWCNT/TiO2

4.

Sol–gel coating of
TiO2

CH4

365 nm &
CO2 + H2O
530 nm LED
lamp irradiation

Pt/TiO2/Au@SiO2

3.

Stober coating of
colloidal Au
nanoparticles

CO

LaPO4/g-C3N4 nanowire In situ hydrothermal 300 W Xenon-arc CO2 + H2O
growth
lamp

CH3OH

Major
product

2.

Step by step coating Visible light
CO2 + H2O
(4400 nm) and
20 W white cold
LED light

Light source and
power
System

rGO@CuZnO@Fe3O4

Synthesis method

1.

No. Catalyst

Photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation
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Alkaline hydrothermal etching
assisted
crystallization

11. Cr2O3@TiO2
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CO2 + H2O

Growth of ZIF-8 on 100 mW cm2
TiO2 nanoparticles simulated
sunlight

Sol–gel method

19. ZIF-8@TiO2

20. TiO2@SiO2

CO

CO

CH4

CH4

CH4

16.2

14.3

983

92% (92% CO
25.6
selectivity among C
productsa X 100% CO2
reduction selectivityb)
72% (100% CO
3.0
Selectivity among C
productsa X 72% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

B100% CO2 reduction 2.65
selectivityb (no H2
detected)

74%(92% CH4
selectivity among C
productsa X 80% CO2
reduction selectivityb)
79% (94% CH4
selectivity among C
productsa X 84% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

98% CO selectivity
among C productsa

8

10

4

5

5

3

Not
reported

Not
reported

Not
reported

Not
reported

0.48%

0.15%

1.84%

0.34 mmol h1 5
(for 10 mL
catalyst
solution)

Not
reported

0.296%

Not
reported

6

8

2.52 (CH4) & 10
1.67 (C2H6)

0.75

168

Product yield Time on
(mmol g1 h1) stream (h) AQYc
Remarks

p–n heterojunction between
Cr2O3 and TiO2 at nanoscale
level and formation of Cr2Ti6O15
phase at the interface enhanced
CO2 photocatalytic reduction to
CH4
The improved exposure of
Au@TiO2 interface and decorated Au nanoparticles contributes to higher yield
LPSR-mediated local electromagnetic field near Au nanoparticles increases generation
and separation of electron–hole
pairs in TiO2 shells
Pt/TiO2 shell prevents fast decay
of hot electrons from plasmonic
Au core, causes a red shift
broadening of LPSR resonance
band and increases specific
surface area
LPSR eﬀect and increased
charge separation because of Ag
increases photo-activity
Amorphous TiO2x shell with
oxygen vacancies increases
visible light absorption and CO2
adsorption
H-TiO2x can extend the light
absorption range, increase
separation and transport of
charges and accelerate adsorption
and activation of CO2
Photogenerated electrons easily
transferred from TiO2 to MOF,
CO2 adsorption enhanced
because of porous MOF
structure
Selectivity to CO is increased by
the molecular sieving action of
ZIF-8, eﬀect of pressure swing
on product yield investigated
Ti–O–Si bond formed at interface
enhances charge separation and
the porous silica shell increases
CO2 absorption

329

93

10

293

292

299

4

298

279

275

Ref.

Review Article

300 W
CO2 + H2O
commercial Xe
lamp (simulated
solar light)

CO2 + H2O

300-W Xe lamp
(400–700 nm)

Hydrothermal
method

CO2 + H2O

18. Cu3(BTC)2@TiO2

300 W Xe lamp
(400–780 nm)

Solvothermal
method using
Li-dissolved
ethanediamine

17. TiO2@H-TiO2x
(Hydrogenated Blue
Titania)

16. TiO2@TiO2x (Black
Titania)

Ag coating on TiO2
by photo deposition
method
Partial reduction
using Al

15. Ag-NPs/TiO2 NWs

CO

Not reported

35 W car HID
CO2 + H2
lamp (UV/Visible
range)
300 W Xe lamp CO2 + H2O
(full solar
radiation)

Wet chemical
synthesis

14. Pt@TiO2–Au

CO2 + H2O

Xe lamp, power CO2 + H2O
density =
5.71 W cm2

Sol–gel TiO2 coating, 300 W Xe lamp
using carbon as
(UV/Visible
sacrificial template range)

CH4

CH4

Selectivity (%)

25% (83% CH4
selectivity among C
productsa X 30% CO2
reduction selectivityb)
CH4 &
53% C2H6 Selectivity
C2H6
among C products,a
CO2 reduction
selectivity b not
reported
HCOOH, Up to 70% HCOOH
CH3OH selectivity

CO2 + H2O

Major
product

200 W Hg/Xe
CO2 + H2O
lamp (UV/Visible
range)

UV lamp
(365 nm)

Light source and
power
System

13. Au@TiO2 yolk–shell
hollow spheres

12. Au decorated Au@TiO2 Sol–gel coating of
TiO2 on Au
nanoparticles

Synthesis method

No. Catalyst

Photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation
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CH4

CH4

CO2 + H2O

CO2 + H2O

Gas bubbling-assisted 300 W Xe lamp
membrane reduction– (320–780 nm)
precipitation method
300 W xenon
lamp
500 W halogen
lamp(500–
900 nm)

Hydrothermal
method

Incipient
impregnation

Impregnation

Photo-reduction
and deposition

Hard templating
with silica

23. 3DOM Pt@CdS/TiO2

24. CdS@CeO2

25. Ni@NiO/InNbO4
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26. Ni@NiO/InTaO4–N

27. Ni@NiO/g-C3N4

28. MnOx@TiO2@CuPt
mesoporous hollow
spheres
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CO2 + H2O

300 W Xe lamp CO2 + H2O
(l = 320–750 nm)

30. HollowCoO@TiO2@Au Step-by-step
assembly

CO2 + H2O

300 W Xe lamp
with AM 1.5
filter

CH4

CH4

Not Reported

72% (99.2% CH4
selectivity among C
productsa X 73% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

29% CO (65% CO
selectivity among C
productsa X 44% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

4.25

13.3

9.3

84.22

87% CO selectivity
13.95
among C productsa,
CO2 reduction
selectivityb not reported

160
CO2 reduction
selectivityb not reported

99% CH3OH selectivity 137
among C productsa,
CO2 reduction
selectivityb not reported
CO2 reduction selectivityb 1.58
not reported

4

4

4

3

2

2

8

8

2

4

4

Ref.

315

287

332

285

283

282

281

9

284

8

Ag shell on Pt suppresses the
280
generation of H2 and increases
selectivity to CO2 reduction

Remarks

Pt extracts photo-generated
electrons from TiO2, while Cu2O
shell increases adsorption of
CO2 and suppresses H2 production
22.6%
The CdS(shell)–Pt(core)–TiO2
(support) nanojunction favours
photogenerated charge separation
and 3DOM structure increases
light harvesting
Not
Increased charge separation by
reported
core–shell structure and
improved photostability of CdS
by CeO2 coating.
Not
NiO/InNbO4 after oxidation–
Reported
reduction pre-treatment formed
Ni@NiO on the surface and a
small amount of Nb2O5
promoter and showed highest
methanol yield
Not
Ni@NiO co-catalyst enhances
reported
photocatalytic activity due to the
diﬀerence in atomic electronegativity, oﬀering new reaction
centres from charges transferred
from InTaO4
Not
Ni@NiO co-catalyst loading
reported
enlarges light absorption range
and charge separation eﬃciency; optimum loading
increases CO selectivity
Spatially separated co-catalysts
0.108%
overall con- on hollow TiO2 microspheres
reduce charge recombination,
version
syngas with desirable H2/CO can
yieldd
be produced from CO2
reduction
Not
Pt and CoOx with optimal spatial
location on outer and inner surface
reported
of HTSO provides eﬃcient charge
directional migration and separation and higher methane yield
Not
An internal electric field is
Reported
generated because of the
spatially separated CoO and Au
co-catalysts that promote charge
separation

Not
reported

Not
reported

Product yield Time on
(mmol g1 h1) stream (h) AQYc

87.9% (100% CH4
160.3
selectivity among C
productsa X 87.9% CO2
reduction selectivityb)
80% (94% CH4
30
Selectivity among C
productsa X 85% CO2
reduction selectivityb)
89.5% (99.5% CH4
36.8
Selectivity among C
productsa X 90% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

Selectivity (%)
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31. g-C3N4@CeO2

CO

CH3OH

CH3OH

CO2 + H2O
CO, H2
(0.1 M
KHCO3 +
0.1 M Na2SO3)

CO2 + H2O

CO2 + H2O

29. Pt/HCTSO (hierarchical Evaporation
induced
CoOx embedded
self-assembly
TiO2–SiO2)

100 mW cm2
AM 1.5G

Xenon lamp

Xenon lamp
(390–770 nm)

CO2 + H2O
(in 0.2 M
KHCO3
solution)

CH3OH

CH4

Stepwise photo300 W Hg lamp CO2 + H2O
deposition method

CO2 + H2O

22. Pt@Cu2O/TiO2

500 W Xe lamp

Photo-deposition
method

Major
product

21. Pt@Ag–TiO2
nanoparticle

Light source and
power
System

Synthesis method

No. Catalyst

Photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation
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300 W Xe lamp, CO2 + H2O(a CO
visible light
cetonitrile +
(4400 nm)
Co(bpy)32+ +
TEOA)

Self-templating

Self-templating

Solvothermal
synthesis

Thermal annealing 300 W Xe lamp
of Ni-MOF
(4 420 nm)

Electrospinning,
300 W Xe lamp
phosphidation and (4400 nm)
carbonization

32. In2S3–CdIn2S4
nanotube

33. Sandwiched ZnIn2S4–
In2O3 nanotube

34. Amine-functionalized
titanate yolk@shell
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35. Ni@graphitic carbon
hollow sphere

36. NiCoOP-NPs @multichannel carbon fibres

350 W Xe lamp
(4420 nm)

7

B54% (66% CO
selectivity among C
productsa X 81% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

CO2 + H2O

CO

1

B65% (100% CO selec- 166  103
tivity among C productsa X 65% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

CO
CO2 + H2O
(acetonitrile +
TEOA + Ru)

2.9

0.9%

Not
reported

Not
reported

Not
reported

Not
reported

Not
reported

The hollow structure enhanced
light harvesting whereas the
heterostructure and oxygen
vacancies improved charge
separation eﬃciency
Hierarchical tubular nanostructures with nanosized interfacial contacts, reduced charge
diﬀusion length, large surface
area for CO2 adsorption and rich
catalytically active sites enhance
CO2 reduction yield
In2O3 nanotubes are sandwiched
between layers if ZnIn2O4 nanosheets; novel structure increased
charge transport and separation
and increased CO2 adsorption
surface area
Amine functionalization of titanate
nanosheets by concurrent interlayer intercalation and surface
grafting gave rise to strong visiblelight absorption ability and high
CO2 adsorption capacity
Porous Ni@GC can eﬃciently
accelerate separation and
transportation of photoexcited
charges, as well as improve CO2
adsorption
NiCo oxyphosphide nanoparticles
remain highly dispersed and
provide active surface area while
carbon fibre increases transport of
charges
Hollow interior increases light
absorption, thin shell shortens
electron migration distance,
tight adhesion at the CdS–
graphene interface facilitates
charge separation and the
N-doped graphene surface helps
CO2 adsorption and activation

Remarks

311

334

333

312

7

270

Ref.

Review Article

a
Selectivity of desired product among CO2 reduction products, calculated on an electron basis; for example, selectivity (CO) = [2n(CO)]/[2n(CO) + 8n(CH4) + 6n(CH3OH)]  100%. b Overall
selectivity of CO2 reduction products, calculated on an electron basis = [2n(CO) + 8n(CH4) + 6n(CH3OH)]/[2n(CO) + 8n(CH4) + 6n(CH3OH) + 2n(H2)]  100%. c AQY, Apparent Quantum yield =
(number of reacted electrons/number of incident photons)  100%. d Overall conversion yield = [R(CO)  DG1]/[P  S]  100%, where R(CO), G1, P, and S denote rate of CO evolution, change in
the Gibbs free energy for CO2 photoreduction to CO, energy intensity of the solar light irradiation, and the irradiation area resectively.285

37. Hollow CdS@N-doped Chemical vapour
graphene
deposition

7

3000

B77% (100% CO
selectivity among C
productsa X 77% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

CO2 + H2O
CO
(acetonitrile +
TEOA + Ru)

8

12

1

CH3OH

825 4

80% (100% CH4 selec- 3075
tivity among C productsa X 80% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

73% (100% CH4
selectivity among C
productsa X 73% CO2
reduction selectivityb)

17.1% at
525 nm

Product yield Time on
(mmol g1 h1) stream (h) AQYc

Selectivity not reported, 2.1
trace amounts of HCHO
observed

CO2 + H2O

300 W Xe lamp, CO2 + H2O
CO
visible light
(acetonitrile +
(4400 nm)
Co(bpy)32+ +
TEOA)
300 W Xe arc
lamp (visible
range)

Selectivity (%)

CO, CH4, B27% CH4 selectivity,
CH3OH 34% CH3OH selectivity
and 39% CO selectivity
among C productsa

300 W Xe lamp
(4420 nm)

Hard templating
with silica

Major
product

Light source and
power
System

No. Catalyst

Synthesis method

Photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation
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Comparison of performance of selected core–shell and supported catalysts in photocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation

No. Catalyst

Light source and Power System

Core–shell catalysts
21. Graphene-wrapped
Pt/TiO2

300 W Xe lamp
(320–780 nm)

Major
product

CO2 + H2O CH4

22. rGO@CuZnO@Fe3O4 Visible light (4400 nm) CO2 + H2O CH3OH
and 20 W white cold
LED light
500 W Xe lamp
CO2 + H2O CH4
23. Pt@Ag–TiO2
nanoparticle
24. ZIF-8@TiO2

100 mW cm2
simulated sunlight

CO2 + H2O CO

25. Ni@NiO/InTaO4N

Xenon lamp
(390–770 nm)

CO2 + H2O CH3OH

Supported catalysts
26. TiO2 with co-exposed
[001] and [101] facets
27. Pt/TiO2–SiO2
composite

450 W Xe lamp
with a UV filter
300 W Xe lamp
with AM 1.5 filter

CO2 + H2O CO

28. Ag/BaLa4Ti4O15

400 W Hg lamp

29. Pd/g-C3N4 nanosheets 300 W Xe lamp
l 4 400 nm
30. NiO/InTaO4
31. Cu2O/i-doped TiO2
32. Au–Pt/TiO2
nanofibre

300 W Xe lamp
400 o l o 700 nm
450 W Xe lamp
l 4 400 nm
500 W Xe lamp

CO2 + H2O CH4
(vap)

Selectivity
95.8% (99.1% CH4 selectivity
among C productsa X 96.7% CO2
reduction selectivityb)
98.3% (B100% CH3OH selectivity
among C products a X 98.3% CO2
reduction selectivity b)
87.9% (100% CH4 selectivity
among C productsa X 87.9% CO2
reduction selectivityb)
92% (92% CO selectivity among C
productsa X 100% CO2 reduction
selectivityb)
CO2 reduction selectivityb not
reported
Not reported

39% (95% CH4 selectivity among
C productsa X 41% CO2 reduction
selectivityb)
CO2 + H2O CO
75% (98% CO selectivity among C
productsa X 77% CO2 reduction
selectivityb)
CO2 + H2O CO
43% (55% CO selectivity among C
productsa X 78% CO2 reduction
selectivityb)
CO2 + H2O CH3CHO Not reported
(vap)
CO2 + H2O CO
85% (85% CO Selectivity among C
(vap)
productsa X B100% CO2
reduction selectivityb)
CO2 + H2O CH4
96% CH4 selectivity among C
(vap)
products,a CO2 reduction
selectivityb not reported

Apparent
Product yield quantum
1 1
(mmol g h ) yieldc

Ref.

41.3

1.93%

74

110

0.0253 mol
Einstein1

262

160.3

Not reported 280

25.6

Not reported 93

160

Not reported 282

5

0.134%

9.7

Not reported 336

63

Not reported 337

20.3

Not reported 338

0.3

0.058%

1.9

Not reported 340

100

Not reported 341

335

339

a
Selectivity of desired product among CO2 reduction products, calculated on an electron basis; for example, Selectivity (CO) = [2n(CO)]/[2n(CO) +
8n(CH4) + 6n(CH3OH)]100%. b Overall selectivity of CO2 reduction products, calculated on an electron basis = [2n(CO) + 8n(CH4) + 6n(CH3OH)]/
[2n(CO) + 8n(CH4) + 6n(CH3OH) + 2n(H2)]  100%. c Apparent quantum yield = (number of reacted electrons/number of incident photons)  100%.

The higher degrees of uniformity of the arrangement of the
complementary catalytic functions in core–shell catalysts yield
greater control of catalyst performance and, in particular,
selectivity. The interfaces between the distinct phases in core–
shell catalysts are maximised, intensifying the effects of multifunctionality. Such interfaces between the various phases with
uniform dimensions are of special significance in photo-catalysis,
where the overall efficiency is dependent on the multifunctionality
of the photocatalyst and the presence of heterojunctions coupled
with the efficiency of charge transport and separation through the
material. In terms of suppressing sintering, a core–shell catalyst
can be more effective than conventional supported catalysts by
virtue of segregated nanoparticles with physical barriers to hinder
coalescence. Bimetallic core–shell materials (metal@metal) are
functionally similar to traditional alloys—they share the common
aim of modifying the electronic properties of the metal site in
order to induce changes in the adsorption and catalytic properties
of the material. But in contrast to a bulk-like alloy, a core–shell
bimetallic particle can decouple the ‘‘strain effect’’ and the
‘‘ensemble effect’’ on the electronic and chemical properties
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of the composite, which can be of advantage in increasing
activity and selectivity in specific applications.
The promising benefits of core–shell catalysts, however,
come at a price. The synthesis processes of these advanced
catalysts are complex and potentially much more expensive
than those of conventional catalysts used industrially. Several
practical and economic challenges remain to be addressed for
this area to reach the scale of practical relevance. It is crucial to
develop cost-effective, scalable, and continuous synthesis techniques
for core–shell structured catalysts. Currently, the literature reports
mainly multi-step, laboratory-scale batch processes to synthesize
such structures, with negligible efforts on scaling up the synthesis
processes. The high degree of complexity of these synthesis techniques, involving multiple steps with long processing times and the
use of numerous chemicals combined with the production of
effluents and wastes, make core–shell catalysts far less economically
attractive for large-scale application than today’s industrial catalysts.
Detailed technoeconomic analyses and extensive and dedicated
benchmarking work is required to assess whether the replacement
of conventional materials by core–shell catalysts is justified by the
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potentially superior performance of the latter group. To date, there
are only limited data for assessment of the technoeconomic
feasibility of large-scale syntheses and applications of core–shell
catalysts. Proper benchmarking investigations of core–shell
catalysts with well-established industrial catalysts are required
to accurately establish the degree of performance enhancement
offered by these catalysts, and to determine whether these
improvements outweigh the increase in manufacturing cost
and complexity of synthesis.
The complexity of synthesis and ease of scale-up of core–shell
materials vary depending on their compositions and intended
structures, with some categories being relatively more amenable
to scale-up. Facile methods of synthesis of bimetallic core–shell
materials (metal@metal) have been relatively well investigated.342,343
Some strategies for synthesizing such core–shell structures, such as
kinetically controlled chemical reduction,344 chemically assisted
underpotential deposition,343 the polyol method,345 etc. involve only
few processing steps and give high metal yields; a few of the
methods have been translated from batch to continuous processes.
Core–shell structures with carbon or carbon nitride shells are
another potential category that may be not so challenging to
scale-up.346 Carbon or carbon nitride shells on various nanoparticles can created by several methods such as hydro/solvothermal
methods, pyrolysis processes, ultrasonication-assisted self-assembly,
and solid-stage grinding and calcination. However, the coating of
some metal oxides such as Al2O3 and CeO2 have the detriments of
requiring high volumes of reagents or specialized equipment such
as that for ALD, and these may be difficult to scale up with attractive
economics. Sophisticated and precise architectures, such as those of
multi-layered catalysts decorated with various materials on various
surfaces, involve step-by-step assembly of layers with intermediate
processing, and these seem likely to be too expensive for widespread industrial application.
Research has just begun to translate some of the synthesis
processes from batch to continuous processing to increase
scalability. For example, flame spray pyrolysis may be used to
synthesize hollow or yolk–shell structures,347,348 and this technique
has been shown to allow kilogram-scale production. For liquidphase synthesis techniques such as those relying on sol–gel
chemistry, micro or milli-fluidic systems provide a means for
continuous synthesis at shorter time scales, which can be scaled
up by simple parallelisation of the modules. Several investigations
have led to reports of continuous synthesis of hollow or core–shell
particles (nano or micro) using multiple phases in microfluidic
devices.349–352 For example, hollow TiO2 spheres with embedded
nanoparticles were synthesized in a one-step continuous process by
injecting oil droplets containing TiO2 precursor and nanoparticles
into an aqueous solution in a microfluidic system.351 Such synthesis
techniques are being widely investigated for organic core–shell
systems, used in drug delivery, bio-imaging, etc.,353 and they need
to be expanded to inorganic core–shell structures with compositions
relevant to CO2 conversion catalysts. Another potential concern
for commercial application of core–shell catalysts may be their
mechanical properties, especially for yolk–shell or hollow structures.
The catalysts need to be robust enough to sustain compression or
shear forces in handling and in industrial reactors.
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Significant advances have been made in improving catalyst
performance in CO2 conversion processes by taking advantage
of core–shell and encapsulated structures. However, although
core–shell structures open wide avenues to combine synergistic
functions, they also suffer from some inherent potential drawbacks, such as coverage of active catalytic sites by the shell and
resistance in the shell to transport of reactants and products to
and from the active sites. As discussed in this review, several
approaches are being actively explored to minimize these potentially
detrimental effects. For example, yolk–shell or hollow structures and
partial embedding of nanoparticles in supports have been developed to minimise active site blocking. Some investigators have
explored synthesis strategies to selectively deposit the shell material
while leaving a significant portion of the active metal nanoparticles
exposed.354 Tuning of pore size and shell thickness provides
handles for adjusting transport limitations in core–shell structures,
and the approach has been well investigated for silica. Such
tunability of structure and morphology is not as well established
for other materials, and there is a wide terrain of opportunity for
improvements to develop versatile synthesis techniques applicable
to a wide range of materials.
This field is moving rapidly, and a further note of caution is
warranted. The novelty of the advances is compensated by a
lack of rigorous, quantitative assessment of the performance of
the catalysts. For example, transport limitations almost without
exception have not been elucidated quantitatively, and fundamental determinations of reaction rates and intrinsic kinetics
of the catalytic reactions are largely missing. Thus, for example,
several investigations have clearly shown the benefits of yolk–
shell structures, claiming lower encapsulation and lower transport
resistance in thinner shells, but the comparisons have mostly been
qualitative, without systematic investigations of how the structure
influences either the transport rates or the intrinsic reaction rates.
Thus, some of the conclusions about how the materials function
may not stand up to further scrutiny. Similarly, several investigations ascribe catalytic results to the effects of the core–shell
morphology without clear and systematic evidence that the
observed effects are not caused partially or completely by other
differences between the core–shell and reference catalysts, such
as those resulting from differences in the synthesis techniques,
size effects, and structural defects.
In such cases, to unambiguously establish the significance
and eﬀects of the core–shell structure, attention should be paid
to other differences between the core–shell and benchmark
catalysts—and more care should be devoted to the choice of the
benchmark catalysts to minimize the possibility of such peripheral
effects. Thus, careful design of experiments with precisely made
model catalysts is required to minimise the effects that could
distinguish the core–shell and benchmark catalysts.
Another major challenge in fundamentally understanding
the eﬀects of core–shell structures in catalysis is to account for
structure changes that may take place under reaction conditions—
changes in structure, morphology, and the phases present under
reaction conditions have been observed for several metal, metal
oxide, and semiconductor samples by in situ characterisation
techniques, and these properties may be markedly different from
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those measured under ambient conditions in the absence of
reaction. In situ and operando investigations with techniques such
as microscopy and spectroscopies such as X-ray absorption spectroscopies, infrared spectroscopy, and ambient-pressure X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy355,356 can help in elucidating the
actual structures of these core–shell catalysts under relevant
reaction conditions.
Furthermore, progress toward the application of core–shell
catalysts in CO2 conversion reactions also involves some specific
challenges. For CO2 reforming of hydrocarbons (DRM, etc.),
there is already a substantial body of work on core–shell
structures, and their effectiveness in preventing metal sintering
and coke formation is well established. At this point, it is
important to conduct more in-depth investigations to compare
the performances of various types of core–shell structures
(hollow/non-hollow, single/multi core, etc.) under similar operating
conditions, with emphasis on careful measurement of mass
transfer effects through the shells and determination of the
intrinsic activities of the catalysts. The effects and benefits of
tuning core–shell catalyst morphology (shell thickness, porosity,
void fraction, metal particle size and shape) and composition need
to be analysed systematically and quantified for various operational regimes. Catalyst stability is crucial for core–shell structures
in reforming reactions, and most investigations report deactivation
resistance over only limited times on stream—more such data are
needed. It is also necessary to investigate the regenerability of
core–shell structures over multiple cycles and to carefully assess
variations in catalyst structure and properties resulting from
regeneration cycles. With the large number of reported catalysts
and the relatively clear understanding of the mechanisms of cokeresistance of core–shell structures in reforming reactions, the time is
ripe to focus on scale-up issues, both from the point of view of largescale catalyst synthesis and of operation of CO2 reforming reactions
for long periods (perhaps months) at the pilot scale. Only very few
papers reporting kinetics for core–shell structured catalysts in DRM,
and more work is needed because rigorous kinetics modelling is
required for reactor design and scale-up.
The application of core–shell catalysts in thermocatalytic
CO2 hydrogenation reactions is at an early stage, and the understanding of how core–shell structures modify the selectivity,
stability, and activity in CO2 reduction to hydrocarbons is still
much debated. Fundamental investigations of mechanism with
model catalysts having well-defined interfaces can shed more
light on the science underlying the improved performance of
core–shell structures. Calculations at the level of DFT can also be
useful for predicting changes in the active sites associated with
the interfaces in core–shell structures. Recent investigations led
to explanations of the improved selectivity to methanol formation
relative to CO formation on core–shell Cu/ZnOx catalysts on the
basis of interactions at the Cu–Zn interface. These investigations
open areas for research on fundamental understanding of the
dependence of reaction pathways on interfaces of active components in core–shell structures. Such observations, coupled with
theoretical modelling, may in the future provide predictive tools
for the rational design of core–shell structures that are suited
specifically for selective product formation.
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Another area that can be expected to draw increased attention
in the future is the application of bi-functional core–shell catalysts
in CO2 hydrogenation to hydrocarbons. Proof-of-principle experiments have shown that catalysts with complementary functions
spaced appropriately can be used for cascade reactions that may
increase the selectivity for formation of desired hydrocarbons by
CO2 hydrogenation, bypassing the Anderson–Schulz–Flory product
distribution. Research efforts should be directed towards exploring
various active species that may be integrated into such structures
and towards applications pointed to innovative sequential reaction
pathways to allow higher product yields. Advances in synthesis
techniques are required for precise control of the locations and
proximities of the different active sites in such core–shell catalysts.
Integration of size-selective porous materials including zeolites,
SAPOs, and MOFs in core–shell structures to facilitate product
selectivity in CO2 hydrogenation to hydrocarbons is also a fruitful
area for research. Zeolite shells have been used to control product
selectivity in FT synthesis by tuning local H2/CO ratios at the
catalyst surface by virtue of the different diffusion rates of the
reactants through the microporous zeolite shells. There is however
a limitation to the pore sizes available in zeolite structures. MOFs,
on the other hand, are extremely versatile, providing a vast range of
structures with various pore structures and functional groups,
and hence provide a huge arena for innovation in size-selective
reactions. The use of MOFs in CO2 hydrogenation is largely
unexplored. But one should be aware of the stability limitations
of MOFs. Exploration of various MOF structures and efforts to
enhance the stabilities of MOFs under relevant reaction conditions may help in further development of this area.
Development of core–shell catalysts has had a significant
impact in research on photocatalytic reduction of CO2; compared with traditional anatase-containing catalysts, some core–
shell catalysts offer intriguing possibilities because of their
high light-harvesting capabilities, formation of heterojunctions
that facilitate charge separation, and good CO2 adsorption
properties. There is lots of room for improvement in the interface engineering and design of such core–shell structures to
achieve desirable photocatalytic efficiencies and product yields.
In comparison with the research done on core–shell structures
for photocatalytic water splitting and degradation of organic
pollutants, the amount of work done on core–shell catalysts for
photocatalytic CO2 reduction to date remains meagre and
inadequate. The challenge is formidable, because, in contrast
to hydrogen evolution by photocatalytic water splitting (a twoelectron process), CO2 reduction involves multiple electrons
and holes, up to 8 for methane formation, making the process
far more complex. So far, significant achievements have been
made in the evolution of CO from CO2 photoreduction, but the
yields of CH4 or CH3OH (involving more electrons) remain
quite poor. Hence, it is necessary to improve the kinetics of
electron transfer to the surface reaction sites.
Another challenge is the selectivity of product formation.
The reduction of CO2 can lead to various products with diﬀerent
oxidation states of carbon, ranging from CO to methane, higher
hydrocarbons, or oxygenates. So far, the research focus has
mostly been on driving the photocatalytic CO2 conversion
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activity by using core–shell structures, with less emphasis
on product selectivity. Further functionalization of core–shell
materials by incorporation of suitable co-catalysts to alter
product selectivity in CO2 conversion offers good prospects for
future investigations. It is also necessary to improve the adsorption
properties of the materials and activation of CO2 to drive the
reaction. Core–shell structures can be employed to improve CO2
chemisorption by incorporating basic components in the shell,
creating surface defects and vacancies, and by using noble metal
cocatalysts or increasing surface areas by using 1-D or 2-D
morphologies, or porous materials.265 Further, scalable synthesis
methods for uniform coatings of various functional materials with
semiconductors such as TiO2 with good control over the structure
and morphology need to be realised. Comprehensive insights into
the relationships between structure, physical chemical properties,
and photocatalytic activity in CO2 hydrogenation are needed as a
foundation to advanced materials development.
For electrochemical reduction of CO2, core–shell structures
have been clearly demonstrated to provide control over the
product selectivity in metal-containing electrocatalysts by tuning of
the electronic properties of the active sites. The experimental results
have also been well supported by DFT investigations (although on
simple model systems). However, we are still far from simultaneously
achieving high activity, selectivity, and stability for a single product,
especially C2 products. A critical analysis by the group of PérezRamı́rez357 sets minimum figures of merit in terms of current
density, energy efficiency, and durability for electrochemical CO2-RR
to be competitive with chemical synthesis processes using hydrogen
derived from water electrolysis. Taking an example of CO as the
prime product from CO2-RR, a current density of 1010 mA cm2
with a FE of 80% at an overpotential of 489 mV is required to
achieve a target of 60% energy efficiency (thermocatalytic methanol
production using hydrogen from water electrolysis can achieve
around 50% energy efficiency). Keeping these targets in view, we
see future opportunities for research in this area that include
exploration of organic/inorganic core–shell catalysts integrating
CO2-RR active metals with carbon materials such as graphene,
quantum dots, etc., functionalised organic ligands, or MOFs.
In recent years, there has been a focus on carbon-containing
electrocatalytic materials for CO2 electro-reduction because of their
low cost, high surface area, electrical conductivity, and tunability of
structure. Non-metal and metal-doped carbon materials, 1D, 2D, 3D
structured porous carbon and carbon nitride, and isolated metal
atoms doped onto carbon matrices have emerged as promising
candidates for CO2-RR.358–360 So far, a majority of investigations of
core–shell materials for CO2-RR have focused on metal/metal oxide
systems, and it would be interesting to explore the possible benefits
of integrating carbon materials in core–shell geometries. Metal@
carbon materials have been reported to offer improved activity in
various electrocatalytic processes (OER, HER, ORR, etc.) with few
investigations of CO2-RR.361 Encapsulation of metal/non-metal
catalysts in functionalised materials such as MOFs359 or organic
ligands362 also presents unique opportunities to improve product
selectivity in electrocatalytic CO2 reduction.
Again, for future work on novel electrocatalyst development
for CO2 reduction, a note of caution is warranted. It is important
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to report the intrinsic activity in terms of partial current density
normalised to the electrochemically active surface area of the
catalyst and to conduct electrochemical experiments under
potentials for which mass transfer limitations are not significant. Mass transfer limitations and polarisation can aﬀect both
activity and product selectivity in CO2-RR and thus bias the
conclusions drawn about the catalyst performance. Following
the successful development of promising electrocatalytic materials,
it would be instructive to test their performance in systems with
optimum device engineering and operating conditions and do a
proper benchmarking against thresholds for practical application.
The stabilities of electrocatalyst structures over repeated
electrochemical cycles also need deeper investigation. Several
recent investigations have shown that homogenously mixed catalytic
structures can evolve over time (over several electrochemical cycles)
to form core–shell structures with clear segregation of material
components, or vice versa (whereby core–shell electrocatalysts lose
their core–shell structures), leading to significant change in the
CO2-RR performance.119,223,238 Both in situ and ex situ postmortem analysis of the electrocatalysts after extended catalytic
testing is required to clearly assign the catalyst performance to
the relevant structural properties. For core–shell electrocatalysts
that show desirable CO2-RR performance characteristics, it may
be important to understand how to stabilize the initial structures of
the electrocatalysts during long-term electrocatalytic cycles; such
durability is important for the viability of CO2-RR—yet these issues
have barely been addressed, with very few data representing
long-term stability (hundreds of hours).
We emphasize that, in the exploration and development of
novel core–shell catalysts, it is important to choose good benchmarks and use appropriate state-of-the-art catalyst compositions as
starting points for further development. Scrutiny of the literature
shows that a majority of the investigations of core–shell catalysts
have demonstrated their superiority to supported catalysts using
relatively simple and primitive supported catalysts as the references.
Although such investigations are essential for proof of concept in
early stages of research, the time now seems ripe to apply the
concepts of core–shell materials in more advanced catalytic
materials. Over the years, there has been continuous research
leading to improvement in the performance of supported catalysts
through numerous strategies such as addition of promoters and
second metals, nano-sizing, facet engineering, and the application
of various synthesis methods. As is evident from the extensive
comparison tables presented in this review, some of these
advanced supported catalysts are characterised by performance
that is better than that of the best reported core–shell catalysts
(albeit for different systems and different compositions). Real
advances in technology will require incorporation of the known
benefits of conventional supported catalysts and enhancing them
with the benefits of core–shell materials.

5. Conclusions
This review presents a summary of the unique characteristics of
core–shell or encapsulated structures that make them advantageous as catalysts, with an elaboration of existing and potential
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applications of core–shell materials in thermo-catalytic, photocatalytic, and electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 to syngas, methane,
methanol, and C2+ hydrocarbons and oxygenates. Among the
various routes for CO2 conversion, advantages of core–shell
materials have been demonstrated for CO2 reforming of hydrocarbons, thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation to methanol, C2+
hydrocarbons, and oxygenates, and electrocatalytic and photocatalytic CO2 reduction. In contrast, core–shell catalysts may
not provide significant benefits over conventional catalysts in
thermo-catalytic CO2 hydrogenation to CO, CH4, and formic
acid. Core–shell structures allow flexibility in introducing
various catalytically active sites in the same structure, facilitating
bifunctional and size-selective reactions facilitated by appropriate
interfaces between the core and shell, all allowing tuning the
catalytic activity and selectivity in catalytic CO2 reduction reactions.
Core–shell structures also demonstrate superior thermal stability
and sinter-resistance, making them well-suited to high-temperature
reactions such as CO2 reforming of hydrocarbons and CO2
methanation. For electrocatalytic CO2 reduction, core–shell
structures facilitate a fundamental tuning of electronic properties of electrocatalysts through lattice strain and ligand effects,
allowing catalyst optimisation to enhance product selectivity
and current density. In photocatalytic CO2 reduction, core–shell
structures are ideal choices to maximize interfacial areas of
hetero-junctions that are necessary to suppress charge recombination, harvest visible light, and integrate materials with high
CO2 chemisorption properties. For CO2 reforming of methane
with core–shell catalysts, the future focus should be on scale-up
pointing to development of catalysts with long-term stability under
realistic operating conditions combined with good regenerability.
Progress towards the application of core–shell structures in
catalytic, photocatalytic, and electrocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation is
still at an early stage, and further research is required, both in
synthesis strategies and basic understanding of reaction mechanisms and structure–activity relationships to facilitate the design of
core–shell structures capable of converting CO2 into products
with high activity and selectivity. Integration of complementary
functionalised materials and the design of bifunctional catalysts
are expected to help drive improvements in product selectivity.
There is also a need to conduct rigorous investigations to
examine the intrinsic catalytic properties of core–shell structures
and establish structure–activity relationships, including quantitative
elucidation of mass transport effects and intrinsic chemical
kinetics.
We might summarize the state of research on core–shell
catalysts as follows: although the quantitative foundation of the
field is not yet well developed, there have been significant conceptual advances that demonstrate the value of placing porous
barriers and transport limitations between reactant streams and
catalytic sites. Stabilization of catalysts by encapsulation in sheaths
offers good prospects for technological advances, with catalysts that
may be inexpensive to prepare. The work on core–shell catalysts for
CO2 conversion illustrates the benefits of controlling a range of
catalyst design variables to influence transport and intrinsic
reactivity and to integrate various functionalities in one catalyst.
Part of the challenge of implementing the benefits of core–shell
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catalysts that have been well demonstrated in the laboratory is a
synthesis challenge: can these catalysts be made cheaply and
with good quality control to be stable and economically regenerated?
Consequently, design and scale-up of economically competitive
synthesis processes for core–shell catalysts need to be realised.
Perhaps the most primitive of these catalysts—particles of
catalytically active species embedded in a stable, porous
sheath—may have the best chance of early application.
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